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Hello
From the beginning in 2019, Strong Women in IT was not only a report. It was the community of women who work in the tech industry
and who perfectly know that technology can change the world. The First edition of this publication showed us how important it is to promote and educate society about who those wonderful, hardworking, and ambitious women are.
The Covid-19 and the year 2020 show us much more. Without technology, our work, education, and even health care would be in more
serious trouble. Behind the success and huge growth of technology use stands those amazing women that are presented in the report.
On the following pages you will ﬁnd their biggest successes and challenges they face when pandemia hits. You read about the lessons learned and opportunities they saw. I am thrilled by the creativity, stubbornness, and passion they share. And I believe that you also will be.
That is our ﬁrst global edition of the Strong Women in IT report, and this is just the beginning of a wonderful journey we all started.
Herein I sent huge congratulations to the whole Come Creations Group Team who work on this report. It was a challenge to run and
coordinate such an ambitious project.
I wish you lots of inspiration and thought-provoking discussion after the lecture of this publication.

Anita Kijanka
CEO Come Creations Group
Initiator of the Strong Women in IT community
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Methodology
The Strong Women in IT 2021 - Global Edition report is a continuation of the Strong Women in IT report from 2019. Once again we have invited women who hold executive positions in organizations
operating in the new technologies industry to participate in the project. This time, we invited not only Polish businesswomen but also women from all over the world to take part in the report.

The report is based on the responses given in the form of an anonymous questionnaire. We had two types of questions: closed - which allowed the interviewee to choose the answer
from possible options and open-ended questions. Data from the last type of questions allowed us to develop, inter alia, questions such as: What are the most signiﬁcant advantages
and disadvantages of working in this industry? and pages with the Strong Women in IT recommendations.

Our report is not only about statistics. We are proud to present to you 200 wonderful women who work in the new technology industry. They hold managerial positions as C-level, Director, or "Head of ..."and have direct inﬂuence on the shape of how certain organizations perform and what they develop.

We are very pleased not only with the number of Strong Women who took part in our report but also with the hundreds of nominations we received. This is a good sign: women are not
only proud of their achievements themselves but also others see and admire their successes.

We hope that by reading our report you will see how many wonderful, competent and persistent women build the world of new technologies every day. Maybe some of you will ﬁnd
role models that inspire you to achieve your business or personal goals.
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Is this the first company you have managed?
Corporation

Startup

37%

48%

YES

YES

63%

52%

NO

NO
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How old were you when you first started managing?
Startup

Corporation

4%
12%
37%

> 40

36 - 40

30 - 35

33%

25 - 29

14%

< 25
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Stefan Batory
Co-Founder & CEO at Booksy

Anybody who has worked for an organization, a company, or a government agency, regardless of the structure or size, knows how invaluable
women are to accomplishing goals and getting things done. Tech and IT are no exception. Women are highly qualiﬁed to be successful and we know
that in the real world, as women already have a huge impact in the workforce and their inﬂuence is growing. Working in Tech and IT requires you to
be adaptable to ever-changing conditions and I’ve found women co-workers to be agile, diligent, organized, and highly accountable for results. As
more women launch their careers in Tech, I know ﬁrst-hand that they will ﬁnd personal success and they will make their companies more valuable.
In the world of new technologies, time moves faster and faster. However, this does not bother women who are increasingly boldly conquering the IT industry. In
the Strong Women in IT 2021 report, we ﬁnd 200 women who manage technology companies. Each of them has a diﬀerent story, diﬀerent professional experience, and education. Thanks to this, the report is an invaluable basis for those of you who look for role models. Both women who are starting their careers and those
who are already working there. The women who told their stories show that if you want something you can achieve it. This is very important because we often hear
the opinion that the IT world lacks female role models. Lack of women who presented their career stories and thus motivated other women to achieve their goals.
The Strong Women in IT report also proves that you do not have to graduate from technical studies to manage the IT world. Most women presented in the Strong Women 2021 declared that they graduated from management, economics, and ﬁnance as their main ﬁeld of study. Computer science and engineering faculties occupied the next places on the list. However, there were also social studies, psychology, law and
administration, and philology. This shows us that acceleration of digital transformation and management in crises (such as during the Covid-19
pandemic) very often requires high management and social competencies, which are often much better developed by women than men.
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Do you have a university degree?
Corporation

Startup

96%

94%

YES

YES
MANAGEMENT

19%

21%

MANAGEMENT

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

18%

14%

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

ENGINEERING STUDIES

15%

11%

TECHNICAL STUDIES

INFORMATICS

12%

11%

SOCIAL STUDIES

SOCIAL STUDIES

9%

9%

PSYCHOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY

7%

9%

HUMANITIES STUDIES

LAW AND ADMINISTRATION

7%

8%

INFORMATICS

HUMANITIES STUDIES

5%

7%

LAW AND ADMINISTRATION
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How many people does your company employ?
Corporation

Startup

< 100

101 - 500

< 100

101 - 500

27%

20%

89%

7%

501 - 1000

> 1000

501 - 1000

> 1000

13%

40%

4%

0%
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Howard Steinberg
Business Development Professional

Before getting started with my comments around the report, I'd like to oﬀer my gratitude to the Strong Women team Anita, Justyna, Aleksandra and
my fellow jury members. The work and visibility that Strong Women are providing on behalf of ladies around the world is a cause very near and dear
to me. As a result of this work, my sincere hope is that many more women will seek careers within technology. This industry stands to gain a lot with
more females in its ranks.
The ﬁndings in this report are very interesting to me for a host of reasons. First and foremost, our survey respondents indicated that the regular
occurrence of change (though many of our respondents also oﬀered constant change as an advantage in our industry) and a lack of women in the
industry are the most cited disadvantages in the tech arena. Not surprisingly, to me anyway, is the self-fulﬁlling prophecy of too few women in the
industry causing other women to not seek careers in our ﬁeld.
This disparity or lack of representation can surely be addressed both within established tech companies and startups. However, this will take a combination of trailblazing, conﬁdent women making themselves known and heard, and possibly more importantly, the current ecosystem providing
opportunities to women. The ecosystem in place today takes into account corporate leadership (and startup founding teams), boards of directors,
venture capitalists and other funding sources and so forth. There needs to be a commitment to ensure that our industry understands and acts upon
this need to level the playing ﬁeld and provide meaningful growth opportunities to women.
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Howard Steinberg
An encouraging point in the advantages that our survey respondents cited is constant development. This means that as companies - enterprise and startups - evolve that opportunities
are, and will continue to be, present. I'd pose the question of "who wouldn't want to develop and be developed. This would apply to companies and to individuals. For our purposes
here, it's a major positive that women see this ongoing development and opportunities for ongoing growth.
I'm also encouraged by other ﬁndings in our report. Notably, our survey respondents reported that the pandemic has inﬂuenced womens' professional situation. I interpret this as a positive. Couple this with the ﬁnding that women overwhelmingly support one another in our industry, and I believe that we are or will soon be seeing more women entering the tech
space. What we all seek in our careers are opportunities, challenges and hope. With more women working in the space, I believe that we'll address each of these professional desires.
Taking a step back, most of our respondents (2/3) currently with corporations did not have previous startup experience. Meanwhile, most (3/4) of those currently working for a startup have
previous startup experience. The fact that women have gained invaluable startup experience and have decided and followed through on returning to work for another startup is very telling.
First, these women have made an active decision to return to work in a unique environment and appear to enjoy the experience. Then, these newer startups value this previous experience and have decided to hire them for their newer venture appears to dictate that their experiences have prepared them well for future endeavors with tech startups. I'd hypothesize
that this would bode well for women who are considering starting (new or continuing) careers in tech.
I also ﬁnd it interesting that whether in established companies or startups, that most survey respondents felt that the biggest mistake was due to either team management and/or a lack of
decisive action (the latter of which could be a subset of the former.) And, in startups, that every mistake is an opportunity to learn. Perhaps if we can help spread this mindset more broadly,
then women looking to enter the tech world will understand the sheer level of opportunity that exists within a startup, regardless of role, gender or level of seniority upon joining.
The last comment I'd like to make revolves around the fact that regardless of company size and standing, our respondents most often chose "persistence and hard work" as the key to
inﬂuencing women's success in business. This is not overly surprising as I would answer similarly, despite being a male. If this perception remains, then any barriers to creating a successful career, should be overcome / achievable with drive, grit and determination.
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Have you previously worked at a startup company?
Corporation

Startup

33%

75%

YES

YES

67%

25%

NO

NO
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How do you gain knowledge regarding new technologies?
THE RESPONDENTS HAD THE POSSIBILITY OF GIVING A FEW ANSWERS

Startup

Corporation

71%

55% 31%

57% 62%
PODCASTS

ONLINE
COURSES

68%

50%
INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCES

53%

16% 65%

65% 48%

OFFLINE
COURSES

50%

BOOKS

38%

COOPERATION
WITH CORPORATES

29%
POSTGRADUATE
STUDIES, MBA
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39%
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Mariam Kobiashvili
Co-Founder and COO at Beauty Lab

Team creativity is one of the most crucial elements for the development and success of corporations and startups alike. Usually, companies do not
realize the importance of the creative team, when in fact their success is largely dependent upon the team they’ve assembled and their dedication.
This is vividly demonstrated by the results of the Strong Women in IT 2021 report, whereas only 11% of corporations see this as an advantage and
the ﬁgure is even lower for the startups – namely 4%. This probably happens since according to the common understanding business does not intersect with creativity. When in fact, creativity is exactly what makes a business successful, especially in the modern era of extremely high competition.

Assembling a creative team is especially important for the startups in order to be innovative, have the so-called “wow” element and create
opportunities out of problems that had not been created before. It is also important for the already developed companies to have creative
team members in order to ensure constant development and providing innovative solutions to newly emerged problems and obstacles. It is
important for every member of the team to be concentrated upon the company’s success, rather than just the heads and decision-makers of
the company. People that are not on the executive level of the company are sometimes more eﬀective in identifying the problems to its core
and thinking of smart solutions, as they are the ones communicating with the clients, receiving ﬁrst-hand information about the ﬂows of the
products and so on. Therefore, when every individual member of a team is dedicated and motivated enough, creative ideas start to ﬂow that
boosts productivity, increases competitiveness, and eventually results in the company’s success.
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What are the most significant advantages of working in this industry?
THE RESPONDENTS HAD THE POSSIBILITY OF GIVING A FEW ANSWERS

Startup

Corporation

22%

28%

CONSTANT DEVELOPMENT

CHANGES AND CHALLENGES

18%

24%

SHAPING REALITY

SHAPING REALITY

14%

15%

CHANGES AND CHALLENGES

INTERNATIONAL WORK ENVIRONMENT

12%

14%

THE POSSIBILITY OF GROWTH

CREATIVE TEAM

11%

10%

THE POSSIBILITY OF GROWTH

8%

8%

THE POSSIBILITY OF QUICK PROMOTION

FLEXIBILITY

8%

7%

INTERNATIONAL WORK ENVIRONMENT

ARE NOT YOU BORED

6%

5%

WORKING WITH THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY

THE POSSIBILITY OF QUICK PROMOTION

4%

4%

CREATIVE TEAM

CONSTANT DEVELOPMENT
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Kathleen Barrett
SVP of Enterprise and Head of Creator Success at Vimeo

Heraclitus, the Greek philosopher said, “Change is the only constant in life.” Fast forward 2500 years and this reality has never been more apparent. Technology
and the internet have accelerated the pace of change across industries and company sizes. This truth is clearly felt by startups and corporations alike as constant change was identiﬁed as the top disadvantage in both segments - with over 30% of each audience identifying change as the main challenge.
A disadvantage of this nature actually presents an incredible amount of opportunity for products, organizations and leaders. With change so widespread, ability
to thrive in such an environment should be the top priority for personal development and talent acquisition. Agile decision making is the key to survival and
growth. The pandemic was a great stress test for leaders and companies alike - while some couldn't adapt quickly enough, others adapted and survived and
still others actually thrived under such rapid change as it exposed new ways of consuming and delivering services, goods and experiences.
Rapid change has also led to accelerated adoption of technologies that are lowering the barrier to entry and democratizing access to information of all types.
Knowledge can spread faster and without boundaries. Everyone— no matter where they are physically located or at what level of development in their
careers—has access to the same information. This should provide the opportunity to build more inclusive workforces than we ever have before.
Environments of constant change also lend themselves to accelerated career development and advancement. Identifying and executing on solutions for
evolving problem sets introduces the space to stand out and even leapfrog as an individual or organization. Learn to navigate change and hire individuals energized by rapidly changing environments, not paralyzed by them. Position yourself, your teams and organizations to capture the next unexpected opportunity.
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What are the most significant disadvantages of working in this industry?
THE RESPONDENTS HAD THE POSSIBILITY OF GIVING A FEW ANSWERS

Startup

Corporation

CONSTANT CHANGES
TOO FEW WOMEN IN THE INDUSTRY

30%

39%

26%

31%

CONSTANT CHANGES
TOO FEW WOMEN IN THE INDUSTRY

WORK UNDER PRESSURE, STRESS

19%

20%

OBSOLESCENCE OF TECHNOLOGY

17%

17%

NECESSITY TO STUDY IN FREE TIME

STEREOTYPES

15%

14%

NO DISADVANTAGES

SEDENTARY WORK

14%

13%

OBSOLESCENCE OF TECHNOLOGY

11%

10%

WORK UNDER PRESSURE, STRESS

LACK OF WORK LIFE BALANCE
NO DISADVANTAGES
NECESSITY TO STUDY IN FREE TIME

LACK OF WORK LIFE BALANCE

10%

8%

STEREOTYPES

6%

5%

COMPETITION
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Cecile Blilious
Head of Impact and Sustainability at Pitango Venture Capital

Leading in the tech industry allows us to shape reality in the most direct and scalable way. Technology can be used as a force for good and
this is proven everyday. Entrepreneurs are people who feel the urge to shape reality and transform it, use their skills and eﬀorts to make a difference. Impact-entrepreneurs in particular want to use technology to shape a better, cleaner, more fair reality for society and our planet.

Shaping reality is a huge motivation for people and certainly aﬀects productivity. The most rewarding attribute to leading the tech ecosystem
is the ability to make our world a better place, using scalable solutions that change people's lives.
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Do you have role models?
83%

YES

NO

17%

MOST COMMON ANSWERS:

BOSS OR SUPERVISOR

EVERYONE IS INSPIRING

FAMILY MEMBER

SHERYL SANDBERG

RICHARD BRANSON

STEVE JOBS

ELON MUSK

BILL GATES

ANGELA MERKEL

JEFF BEZOS

JACINDA ARDERN

BOŻENA LEŚNIEWSKA

SONIA WĘDRYCHOWICZ

MICHELLE OBAMA
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Are you a member of any business support organization?
Startup

Corporation

51%

50%

YES

YES

49%

50%

NO

NO
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Do you support women in business?
Corporation

Startup

YES

YES

93%

91%

7%

9%

NO

NO
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Do women in business support one another, in your opinion?
Corporation

Startup

86%

83%

YES

YES

14%

17%

NO

NO
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What influences the success of women in business?
THE RESPONDENTS HAD THE POSSIBILITY OF GIVING A FEW ANSWERS

Startup

Corporation

21%

PERSISTENCE AND HARD WORK

29%

PERSISTENCE AND HARD WORK

17%

A SUPPORTIVE WORK ENVIRONMENT

22%

SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE

15%

SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE

18%

A SUPPORTIVE WORK ENVIRONMENT

14%

THE DESIRE TO DEVELOP

13%

COURAGE

8%

SUPPORT FROM OTHER WOMEN IN THE INDUSTRY

11%

CONFIDENCE

8%

CONFIDENCE

6%

SUPPORT FROM OTHER WOMEN IN THE INDUSTRY

6%

COURAGE

6%

SUPPORT FROM FAMILY AND FRIENDS

6%

NETWORKING

4%

ROLE MODELS
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Lynn Teo
Chief Marketing Officer, Legal & Government at Thomson Reuters

As I look back at my 22+ years in industry and the pivots I have made to grow my career, (I started out in a practitioner capacity and evolved
to take on general management, functional leadership and P&L responsibilities), I believe that possessing intellectual curiosity has given me
an edge and propelled me to success. Being successful in business requires an understanding of your customer and what the “problem-solution” ﬁt may be for your sector, segment or industry. Being intellectually curious is the starting point of any sound and enduring business.
Here are some examples of questions to illustrate: What’s cumbersome about the process of booking travel? Why are some businesses easier
to transition to digital and self-service platforms vs. others? Why are customers “cutting the cord” and leaving their cable TV service provider?
Why do millennials prefer one fashion brand over another?

Questions like these have always served as points of inspiration for entrepreneurs as well as leaders of mature businesses as they continue
to extend or grow their markets. Intellectual curiosity is, in my opinion, a guarantee against complacency in an organization. At its core, curiosity fuels a world of possibilities and ensures the business continues to stay relevant and proﬁtable.

Intellectual curiosity can also be turned inward in an organization to help identify ineﬃciencies, understand revenue dips or spikes, and solve
employee / HR issues.
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Lynn Teo
For instance, a CEO may probe her team on why some projects succeed and some don’t, why production costs are signiﬁcantly higher in a geography in spite of cheaper labor and why
a team makes their sales targets monthly while other teams struggle to retain their current customers? Intellectual curiosity ensures leaders of businesses aren’t blindsided by false
assumptions or miss opportunities to optimize their thriving business.

My ﬁrst job out of grad school was at Bell Communications Research as a usability engineer. Being part of a software development team gave me a 360-degree view of the process of putting a product out in the market. The part of my job that I enjoyed the most was observing users in their natural work setting resolving critical tasks on “industrial strength” desktop applications (this was when web applications were in their infancy and smartphone / mobile apps were a nascent technology). Most of the time, my observation protocol entailed setting the
user a task and then observing what the person does with little to no prompting. Typically these sessions would end with a free-form interview that recapped the user’s experience with
the software. What I learned from that experience was how intellectual curiosity allowed me to truly identify and understand the software gaps inherent in the products before they
were launched. My intellectual curiosity removed any assumptions the development team may have had about the user’s behavior and ensured a more successful product. That same
intellectual curiosity broadened my career prospects when I joined digital agencies to help transform clients’ businesses. In my marketing leadership role today, intellectual curiosity has
continued to fuel my passion for driving business outcomes through deploying the right combination of digital and omni-channel marketing and sales strategies. It allows me to help
my teams “think outside the box”, encourage multiple creative solutions to a problem, and most of all reduce the “waste” that corporations often encounter when teams move quickly
on their projects without a clear vision of the problem they are solving for.

I encourage all my teams to demonstrate the trait of intellectual curiosity at every level. Those behaviors are employed during data analysis, the interpretation of market research, and
even during daily standup meetings. Elevating its importance gives license to all employees to share their observations, question the status quo, and test their assumptions. Success in
business is as much about the vision of the leader as it is the collective voice of the employee.
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What character traits most help you in business?
THE RESPONDENTS HAD THE POSSIBILITY OF GIVING A FEW ANSWERS

Corporation

Startup

22%

EMPATHY

19%

PERSISTENCE

OPTIMISTIC
RELIABILITY

13%

COURAGE

11%

OPEN-MINDED

14%

DETERMINATION

12%

COMMUNICATION

18%

EMPATHY

14%

COURAGE

21%

COMMUNICATION

16%

DETERMINATION

24%

PERSISTENCE

CREATIVITY

7%

PATIENCE

6%

FLEXIBILITY
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What do you consider to be your greatest failure in 2020?
THE RESPONDENTS HAD THE POSSIBILITY OF GIVING A FEW ANSWERS

Startup

Corporation

32%
21%
20%
13%
10%

IT TOOK TOO LONG TO ADAPT TO
THE PANDEMIC

UNFULFILLED BUSINESS GOALS

BAD DECISIONS IN TEAM MANAGEMENT
NO WORK-LIFE BALANCE
UNFULFILLED BUSINESS GOALS

8%

RECRUITMENT MISTAKES

7%

FIRE EMPLOYEES

5%

FAILURE TO ACHIEVE PRIVATE GOALS

IT TOOK TOO LONG TO ADAPT TO
THE PANDEMIC

28%

RECRUITMENT MISTAKES

22%

WRONG BUSINESS DECISIONS

WRONG BUSINESS DECISIONS

STRONG WOMEN IN IT 2021

30%

17%

FIRE EMPLOYEES

11%

BAD DECISIONS IN TEAM MANAGEMENT

7%

LOSS OF FUNDING

7%

NO WORK-LIFE BALANCE

6%
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Alina Iliescu
Automation Innovation Director at UiPath

We are currently going through one of the most signiﬁcant historical changes ever experienced in the last 100 years. Old businesses have
changed, and new businesses emerged.

As most of us were in lockdown at home, we are left to wonder what a post-coronavirus-world might look like. There’s a lot unknown about
how the world will transform after we get the novel coronavirus under control, but it is extremely unlikely that things will just go back to exactly the way they were before. Some people will suﬀer from post-traumatic stress, says Adam Grant, Professor of Management and Psychology
at the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School. However, Grant also suggests there may also be some post-traumatic growth, in which
people realize their inner strength and a deeper sense of gratitude.

When the coronavirus pandemic erupted, companies had to change. Many business-as-usual approaches to serving customers, working with
suppliers, and collaborating with colleagues-or just getting anything done-would have failed. They had to increase the speed of decision
making, while improving productivity, using technology and data in new ways, and accelerating the scope and scale of innovation. And it
worked. Organizations in a wide range of sectors and geographies have accomplished diﬃcult tasks and achieved positive results in record
time: redeploying talent, launching new business models, improving productivity, shifting operations.
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Alina Iliescu
At the heart of each of these examples is speed- surviving in completely new reality - getting things done fast, and well.

Organizations have removed boundaries and have broken down silos in ways no one thought was possible. They have streamlined decisions and processes, empowered frontline leaders,
and suspended slow-moving hierarchies and bureaucracies.

Also, because of the pandemic, leadership teams have embraced technology and data, reinventing core processes and adopting new collaboration tools. During the COVID-19 crisis,
technology resources have been steered toward two main goals: solving customer needs quickly and facilitating the work of customer-facing teams.

Technology and people interacting in new ways is at the heart of the new operating model for business and of creating an eﬀective post pandemic organization.
Leaders took the opportunity to give their employees more control and, hopefully, discover that they can trust them to manage their own schedules, building high-performant teams.
Meanwhile, organizations as a whole embraced home working and continued to experiment with diﬀerent ways of working after the crisis is over.

It’s not an exaggeration to say that this has been one of the toughest years in our history. The time for organizations to build for speed is now. This will be a long process and leaders
must leap into the arena and recognize that many of their familiar organization constructs will need to be reimagined. Companies will want to seize the moment to reimagine and
reinvent the future, building new muscle and capabilities to come back strong. Even well-run companies may ﬁnd that they need to reinvent themselves more than once.

Fortune will favor the bold and the speedy.
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What do you consider to be your greatest success in 2020?
THE RESPONDENTS HAD THE POSSIBILITY OF GIVING A FEW ANSWERS

Startup

Corporation

32%

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
OF THE COMPANY

25%

INCREASE IN REVENUES AND GOODWILL
DESPITE THE PANDEMIC

24%

MANAGEMENT DURING A CRISIS

22%

SURVIVING IN COMPLETELY NEW REALITY

SURVIVING IN COMPLETELY NEW REALITY

35%

BUILDING A HIGH-PERFORMING TEAM

28%

INCREASE IN REVENUES AND GOODWILL
DESPITE THE PANDEMIC

23%

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
THE COMPANY

18%

BUILDING A HIGH-PERFORMING TEAM

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

12%

11%

PROMOTION

EFFECTIVE REMOTE WORK

7%

8%

COMPANY DEVELOPMENT

GAINING NEW CUSTOMERS

6%

5%

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

BUILDING A RECOGNIZABLE BRAND

6%

17%
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Which one of your mistakes allowed you to learn the most?
THE RESPONDENTS HAD THE POSSIBILITY OF GIVING A FEW ANSWERS

Startup

Corporation
MISTAKE TEAM
MANAGEMENT

28%

EVERY MISTAKE TEACHES
US A LOT
MISTAKE TEAM
MANAGEMENT

23%

NO DECISIVE ACTION

17%

TOXIC RELATIONSHIPS

12%

NEGLECT OF WORK-LIFE

FEAR OF CHANGE

EVERY MISTAKE TEACHES
US A LOT

10%

TOO MUCH AMBITION

TOO MUCH AMBITION

6%

15%
13%

FAILURE OF THE PROJECT

10%

7%

18%

NO DECISIVE ACTION

FAILURE OF THE PROJECT

FEAR OF CHANGE

25%

TOXIC RELATIONSHIPS
NEGLECT OF WORK-LIFE
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11%
9%
8%
5%
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Małgorzata Gryz
Chief Operating Officer at Lingaro

Turbulent times are the best test periods for the organization leaders. Building the organization's resilience, ability to handle diﬃculties,
giving employees a real sense of purpose while turbulences appear, leading with conﬁdence when others start to doubt is a true “proof of
concept” of leaders and managers. Do we doubt as leaders during a crisis? Yes, we do. However, our people need us more than ever in these
moments – they need our plan, can-do attitude, our ideas to ﬁx the unknown or diﬃcult areas, showing that our joint future is brighter. Since
the pandemic started when many companies were struggling, many went into virtual management and they still continue. It was a real test
of leadership, values on board, transparent communication and solving the issues that we have never handled before. Act decisively, show
conﬁdence, be smart, have your sounding board – internal or external, make decisions towards your Employees and Customers.

Management during a crisis is more important than any other skill these days or years. People need us, they want to have a model to look at,
who even if uncertainty appears, is able to act and move forward. Probably not ideal, probably not with full knowledge, but doing her or his
best and acting with the best possible action & contingency plan. Using empathy, being emotionally intelligent to see a real human being
behind the scenes, allowing people to ask questions, looking at their pain when they lose the beloved ones from covid and being able to show
compassion and change management activities to make their life a bit easier. After such a journey, when people see you as their leader or
manager, strong, active, empathetic, your business grows despite crisis times, your feeling of completion is ten times bigger than before.

STRONG WOMEN IN IT 2021
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Has the pandemic influenced your professional situation?
Corporation

34%

Startup

29%

46%

32%

YES, DEFINITELY

YES, SLIGHTLY

YES, DEFINITELY

YES, SLIGHTLY

10%

27%

8%

14%

HARD TO SAY

IT HAS NOT

HARD TO SAY
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What business lesson have you learned from the pandemic?
THE RESPONDENTS HAD THE POSSIBILITY OF GIVING A FEW ANSWERS

Corporation

Startup

21%

YOU HAVE TO BE FLEXIBLE

24%

I DISCOVERED THE ADVANTAGES OF WORKING REMOTELY

15%

OFFLINE CONTACT IS IMPORTANT

21%

YOU HAVE TO BE FLEXIBLE

13%

THE LEADER HAS TO SUPPORT THE TEAM

21%

THE LEADER HAS TO SUPPORT THE TEAM

11%

THE LEADER HAS TO BE EMPATHETIC

17%

OFFLINE CONTACT IS IMPORTANT

11%

I DISCOVERED THE ADVANTAGES OF WORKING REMOTELY

15%

WORK LIFE BALANCE IS DIFFICULT WHEN WORKING REMOTELY

7%

YOU HAVE TO HAVE A PLAN B

15%

YOU HAVE TO HAVE A PLAN B

7%

WORK LIFE BALANCE IS DIFFICULT WHEN WORKING REMOTELY

11%

TECHNOLOGY IS THE FUTURE OF ALL INDUSTRIES

6%

YOU MUSTN'T GIVE UP

7%

YOU HAVE TO TRUST THE EMPLOYEES
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How do you spend your free time
THE RESPONDENTS HAD THE POSSIBILITY OF GIVING A FEW ANSWERS

Startup

Corporation

42%

36%

32%

30%

37%

33%

29%

22%

SPORT

FAMILY & FRIENDS

BOOKS

TRAVELING

BOOKS

SPORT

FAMILY & FRIENDS

TRAVELING

13%

12%

10%

10%

15%

15%

12%

9%

YOGA

LEARNING

COOKING & BAKING

TIME IN NATURE

LEARNING

YOGA

TIME IN NATURE PERSONAL GROWTH
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Did you take part in the 2019 report?
Startup

Corporation

15%

YES

85%
NO

24%

YES

STRONG WOMEN IN IT 2021

76%
NO
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Develop the diversity & inclusion area in your company
Do you want to manage diversity in your company?
Develop your company with our Strong Women in IT team.

Manage diversity
in your company

Initiate internal
programs

Identify the needs
of your employees

Show female leaders
from your company

Are you interested? Contact us!

www.strongwomeninit.com

+48 666 968 053

raport@strongwomeninit.com

#StrongWomeninIT

Recommendations

STRONG WOMEN IN IT 2021
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Strong Women in IT recommend...
Books
THOMAS ERIKSON: SURROUNDED BY IDIOTS

DANIEL KAHNEMAN: THINKING, FAST AND SLOW

SIMONE SINEK: START WITH WHY

SHERYL SANDBERG: LEAN IN

ERIN MEYER: THE CULTURE MAP

CAROLINE CRIADO-PEREZ: INVISIBLE WOMEN

BEN HOROWITZ: THE HARD THINGS ABOUT HARD THINGS

ANGELA DUCKWORTH: GRIT: THE POWER OF PASSION AND PERSEVERANCE

MICHAEL E. GEBER: THE E-MYTH ENTERPRISE

HANS ROSLING : FACT-FULNESS

STRONG WOMEN IN IT 2021

RICHARD TEMPLAR: RULES OF PEOPLE

DALE DAUTEN: MAX STRATEGY

PATTY MCCORD: POWERFUL
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Strong Women in IT recommend...
Podcasts
FUTURE WOMEN LEADERSHIP SERIES

GOOD MORNING BSS WORLD

THE DIARY OF A CEO

THE FOUNDER

AGILE AMPED

99% INVISIBLE

BUSINESS 360

THE MICHELLE OBAMA PODCAST

DESIGN YOUR LIFE

DAVID GREEN'S HR DIGITAL LEADER'S

HBR IDEACAST

FROM ZERO TO ONE

DARE TO LEAD

TRACTION

STRONG WOMEN IN IT 2021

STRONG WOMEN IN IT (PL)

SZCZYPTA (PL)

PORZĄDNY AGILE (PL)

O KROK DO PRZODU (PL)
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Strong Women in IT recommend...
Films & Series

BLACK MIRROR

BABY BOOM

SELF MADE

UNORTHODOX

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL

PROMISING YOUNG WOMAN

QUEEN'S GAMBIT

WESTWORLD

PURSUIT OF HAPPYNESS

SILICON VALLEY

THE NEW AMSTERDAM

STRONG WOMEN IN IT 2021

THE PIANIST

THE SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION
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Strong Women 2021
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Katarzyna Abramowicz
CEO

SpecFile Project; Legal Networks

Currently the CEO/Founder of websites Sygnanet.pl, SpecPrawnik.pl and SpecFile.pl. Co-founder of bilety24.pl, przelewy24.pl,
specprawnik.pl (marketplace connecting clients with lawyers), oduslug.pl (the first price comparison engine for services), specfile.pl (application increasing data security), Sygnanet.pl (encrypted whistleblowing platform). Legal counsel with many years of experience in
the private sector. Have 20 years of experience in e-commerce. She is also a speaker at many conferences.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

For the past 20 years, I have been a true pioneer and evangelist for technology and innovation in the fintech,

Not counting the sale/exit of companies in previous years, the current focus for the past 5 years has been on

ecommerce, and legaltech and cybersecurity industries, delivering workshops and lectures to a wider audi-

providing information security and data security solutions for businesses and Internet users. It’s a very diffi-

ence on technology in the life of a lawyer, digitisation of services, and online security.

cult and young market, you have to have an enormous amount of patience to be in it. On the other hand, I’ve
been changing the legal industry for 8 years, trying to make it more pro-client.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
I just like to be where technology can make a difference, improve things, and yet there are no crowds in those

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Just try it. Act and observe your surroundings. Get the right people, research the topic and be patient.

areas either.
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Monika Adamska
Consulting Senior Director
Poland, Baltics and Ukraine

Oracle Polska

Senior IT Executive with experience in Poland, Baltics, Ukraine. Professional focused on business and people, driving competitiveness and
innovation, an advocate of modern technology running fair business focused on working closely with clients and partners to develop
their success. Leader of the Consulting team at Oracle responsible for building market position, managing multi-disciplinary teams and
creating growth strategies. 25+ years in IT companies. EP: IESE Bus. School & UMich Ross Bus. School

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

In my 2nd year at university I started working at HP where I met the real IT world, which was just entering

Over 25 years in a demanding and difficult industry, I have been involved in over 300 projects of various

Poland. This job was very exciting and gave great possibilities of development and learning. I have stayed in IT

scales and roles. The greatest achievement is the true friendships with my clients and partners. Only a well-

developing my career in other IT companies, where I met fantastic professionals for whom IT is an adventure.

-executed project that achieves its goals and objectives, brings true fun and satisfaction to its participants.

You cannot be bored in this industry! The fast development of technology allows us to achieve our goals and

Celebrating such successes together brings us closer as people, builds trust, respect and affection, brings

meet challenges every day. This gives huge professional satisfaction.

happiness and lasting friendships in private life.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Working in IT, I see only the pluses. Here they are: the ability to contribute to the growth of clients’ companies

Young people are fascinated by innovation and often want to push their own ideas. Of course, creativity and

and the economy by providing the best and modern IT solutions and tools; to develop our own creativity, co-

courage are key success factors, but big IT is a team game where compromises must be found. Always re-

-create best business practices and participate in a global IT industry that is positively changing the world; to

member who the client is, what their preferences and requirements are. Wisely matching our best intentions,

work with professional teams from all over the world, which allows us to constantly improve our competences

knowledge and expertise with the client’s expectations is a negotiation process. Listening, questioning, under-

and inspire ourselves to achieve success and satisfaction.

standing needs and constantly adjusting is the key to accepting the work
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Elena Antoneac
CEO&Founder

xpath.global

She wore different hats during her career journey: she has started as an expatriate in Belgium, where she received a scholarship with
the Solvay Business School. Having a legal background, she chose the position of a HR Executive with a large Romanian multinational, where she understood the struggles of an HR Department. Over 15 years of global mobility experience included founding an
award-winning consultancy company to provide specialised compliance services. Currently, she is running a tech start-up company.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

For most start-up founders, the experience is built along the way, having completely different backgrounds

Building twotech platforms, a very complex SaaS and a Marketplace, being able to bring on the platform

before. Not me. I’ve been an expat, HR and service provider. I’ve seen all their struggles, so I wanted people to

clients and service providers all around the world in a critical year like 2020 when global mobility was on its

benefit from a solution I knew I needed back then.

knees is something I consider an outstanding professional achievement.

After over 10 years of helping thousands of corporate clients I’ve learned how technology can help the industry and improve customer experience. This is how xpath.global was born.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

I believe that everyone should create their personal brand first, know their audience and adapt to it. It might

Look for professional environments where you can learn massively. I encourage you to start with a start-up or

get controversial, but being successful is a choice. If you really want to achieve professional excellence, you

a small company. There you have the possibility to train your skills and to discover your superpowers. Work

must work your tail off. Find something you enjoy doing, create your social network, be flexible, gain people’s

hard and ask for more tasks if you think you don’t have enough. Make sure every hour of your working time is

trust and be persistent. Afterwards, the results will inevitably follow.

filled with new tasks from which you can learn something. The knowledge and experience you get along the
way means that your value grows on a daily basis. Go for it!
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Sharala Axryd
Founder, CEO

The Center Of Applied Data Science (CADS)

She was originally born in the Northern state of Malaysia called Penang. She is the founder and CEO of The Center of Applied Data
Science (CADS). She has a strong interest in data science and is a strong advocate of upskilling for the future.
She has over 15 years of experience in the telecommunications field under her belt; She is now focusing on data-driven business transformation and driving the ASEAN region’s benchmark for data science education.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I guess your first career will determine where you will end up in the future. I always had an analytical mind

It was in 2017 when I won the EY Entrepreneur Of The Year Award. When I was nominated for that award, I

and was constantly drawn to problem-solving scenarios, which required a methodical approach; hence, I pur-

never thought that I was any better than my competition; in fact, I thought they were much more successful

sued my engineering studies. After graduating, I worked at a telecommunications company. I design, develop,

than me. I established CADS in 2015 with a vision to build something new for the country, but along the way,

test and maintain telecommunication systems to ensure fast and steady transmission and reception of infor-

I would question myself whether this is the right thing to do. When I won that award, it gave me some sort of

mation. From there, the interest in the technology industry developed.

reassurance that I am doing something right.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The gender divide in the more traditional male-dominated industry poses significant advantages throughout

One common theme that I get from the conversations that I had and from my observation is that your first

this journey. To explain the advantage side, being surrounded by men has opened doors for me to go further

job will define your career. Hence, we must understand what’s around us and be able to pivot and explore

in this journey. Initially, it was a challenge to break the barrier, but as soon as these men knew of my vision,

for new opportunity and challenges. If you’re an accounting graduate, and your first job is in finance audit

many had offered a helping hand.The disadvantage is that you do feel lonely being a female in the male domi-

but not taxation, then your whole career would revolve around the financial audit. This is not a good or a bad

nated world. It’s tough to break into the ‚boys’ club’.

thing, but we all should be able to see the more enormous opportunities that lie ahead of us.
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Aleksandra Babicka
Head of HR

HL Tech (Hargreaves Lansdown)

Aleksandra has over 15 years of experience working with HR across various industries which includes consumer goods, consultancy, financial services and technology. She’s particularly experienced when it comes to shaping people strategies and her areas of expertise
include: building employee experience and EVP, talent development, performance management, leadership coaching, change management, as well as talent acquisition and employer branding.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I am a seeker. I like changes, I like to learn and I like to break my limitations. In the field of new technologies,

I can’t name just one thing. I am proud of my whole professional journey. I was lucky to work in great compa-

I can count on everything I mentioned above. They are also inspiring people, ground breaking solutions, an

nies, be part of challenging projects and to meet amazing people. I had the opportunity to work with bosses

ever-changing external environment and, therefore, a constant need for adaptation. New technologies bring

that trusted me and empowered me. I worked with various cultures across various countries. I have always

new ways of working and new ways of thinking and that is what not only brought me to the new technologies

been surrounded by experts I could learn from but also I was able to support the growth of others. I am exci-

industry but also – it’s what is keeping me there.

ted to see what is next…

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

It is a demanding and dynamic environment where one needs to constantly learn and experiment and it is

Start with self-reflection and self-studying. Understanding what are your talents, what drives you and motiva-

a great advantage. The industry is also about working with amazing minds – creative and disciplined at the

tes you can really help in making good professional choices. Once you better understand what may be close

same time. It is the cradle of new technological and process solutions. It makes me feel part of the change,

to your profile and what interests you – start exploring and experimenting. You will not often get it right the

not standing by. Disadvantages? More like challenges that never make it boring.

first time, but the more you experience in the early days of your career the better your long term choices will
be.
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Kinga Barczewska-Pflanz
Chief Product Owner

Synthrone

She has 12 years of experience in the wild IT world both on the IT and business sides. During that time, she has collected expertise in
many roles starting from Software Tester and Customer Support through Business Analysis, Project Manager and Product Owner. She
was a team leader in a small company, corporate environment, and growing startup. She has experience across the software production, pharmaceutical, finance, and e-commerce industries. Based on it, she combines and synthesises different perspectives.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

By accident. At that time, I studied history with a document management specialisation. I found an advertise-

I call that a rescue mission in China. The organisation that I was working for took in its supervision application

ment for one of the companies looking for a software tester for a Document Management System. I decided

prepared by a third party. Unfortunately, without the usual procedure and after a few weeks it stopped work-

to try, and they hired me. Quite fast, I realised that “destroying the system” can be tremendously fun. I can talk

ing. Within two weeks, everything was organised, and I was in China, analysing the tech perspective and busi-

with clients, solve their issues, and optimise their processes, which allows me to learn a lot about business

ness needs retrospectively. After that, with the tech team, we solved all the issues and developed what had

and support organisations in achieving more effective business.

been missing – the client was happy, and the team was satisfied.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

ADVANTAGES: continuous learning, people – great specialists open to sharing knowledge and experiences,

I would advise you to be curious because it allows you to learn a lot, and you do not know when you will need

interesting projects that change reality.

this knowledge. Use opportunities that look interesting, and do not block yourself because you think you do

DISADVANTAGES: it’s hard to stop thinking about challenges after working hours.

not have enough skills/experience, etc. It is always worth trying in the worst case, you will learn what you need
to do to be there at some point in time. Ask for feedback; even if it is not the best, it will help you understand
how to leverage your expertise.
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Katarzyna Bargielska
CMO & Co-founder

AdTonos/Radio Net Media Ltd

CMO and Co-Founder of leading programmatic audio platform, AdTonos. Kasia has worked e.g. with Agora, Wirtualna Polska, Polskapresse Media Group and ClickMeeting. As Marketing Director for IVONA Software – an Amazon subsidiary that develops text-tospeech technology – Kasia created marketing strategies that helped the company achieve a top-ranking position in the industry. Kasia
utilises her 20 years of experience helping companies remain at the forefront of the digital revolution.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My adventure with the industry started in 1999 when I joined the Wirtualna Polska team as a marketer. Back

It is difficult to choose the most outstanding professional achievement when looking at over 20 years of

then it was a classic start-up. Friends of mine discouraged me from taking this upon myself and asked me:

marketing experience in the media and technology industry. What I am most proud of is building the brand

“What is this internet anyway?” However, I was excited to discover a completely unknown land in the field

awareness of Wirtualna Polska from scratch. Together with the marketing team, we have created a strong

of marketing. Funnily enough, a similar story happened again 3 years ago regarding the AdTonos project.

foundation for the further development of this brand. These were not the times of great marketing budgets.

Friends of mine asked me: “What is this audio programmatic anyway?”

Creativity and a non-standard approach to marketing activities were crucial.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: Working with creative and inspiring people – changing the status quo; Constant learning of new

I believe everyone has a unique talent. Therefore, I would advise people starting their professional careers

skills, coming up with new solutions and keeping up with the development of technological innovations;

to choose a job related to their personal passion. Then carry out your work with full commitment under the

Co-creating a new area of business and new standards in it.

existing conditions. Be brave, listen to people and keep learning. Good communication skills and building re-

Disadvantages: The constant need to adapt to ever-changing circumstances; Major information noise and the

lationships with colleagues are equally important. Why? Because only with the right people can you fearlessly

ever-narrower specialisation of the industry; It’s hard to spend holidays or weekends entirely with the family.

step into the unknown. This way you will always achieve success.
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Kate Barker
Global Advisor, Future of Work
Expert & Executive Coach

Ministry of Interior, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Kate Barker is a globally recognised Futurist consultant supporting the advancement of Fortune 500 companies and Governments
around the world. Working cross-continent for over three decades, Kate delivers keynote addresses on technology and human potential. Focusing on trends that impact the future of work, Kate consults across New York, London, Australia, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Hong Kong, China, Japan, and UAE in both the private and public sector.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I was invited to join a global tech firm in 2016 as a Global VP, building in my expertise working with companies

Built and led a global Consulting HR Digital Transformation business of US$500m creating employment for

on digital transformation.

1,000 people and developing and inspiring new young talent. Being a role model to women around the world.

I also hold a Masters in Coaching Psychology from the University of Sydney, an MBA and recently embarked
on her PhD on Leadership in the 4th Industrial Revolution at the University College, London, UK.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: rapidly growing industry creating job opportunities across continents & for women, exciting inno-

Stay curious, and develop your EQ skills.

vation designed to improve the way we both live and work and technology is our future so the learning-curve

Seek out mentors you can trust for guidance and feedback.

is high.

Develop a growth mindset.

Disadvantages: none!
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Sonna Barry
VP Business Development
and Sales

Secida AG

Sonna has studied Business Administration at the University of Mannheim, finishing with the title Diplom-Kauffrau (German equivalent to
MBA). After that she quickly discovered her love for start-ups, complex technological solutions (XaaS) and business development.
She loves the quick pace of young companies, all things digital, learning new things and is passionate about sharing her knowledge.
She believes in investing time in personal growth and supporting others to do the same.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

In 2005 it was a lot harder to get a sales position when you had not studied the right thing (which I did not, as

That I learned to love and embrace change and to do challenging things even though they scared me.

I did not want to specialise in Marketing (totallywholly different kettle of fish than sales at that time :) )

That I now am in a position where I can support others to do the same and still grow myself every day.

As my dream job was in Business Development, I took the chance to apply for a sales job at a small Norwegian SaaS start-up… the rest is history: Meltwater is a global company today and I truly fell in love with XaaS
and BizDev there. I have worked in that space ever since.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: Agility – Diversity – Lots to learn

Feel the fear and do it anyway. Take chances and go after the dreams that you believe impossible from where

Disadvantages: Agility – Diversity – Lots to learn

you stand today. Look for those opportunities, where you can learn from people that inspire you – that is at

To me it depends on what type of person you are: do you accept change as a beautifulas beautiful part of life

least as important as the salary you might make. Learn continuously and challenge yourself as often as pos-

and relish the constant adaptation that demands or do you prefer to play it safe in a more consistent envi-

sible. You will learn something great with every failed attempt AND will achieve things you never dared dream

ronment? I learned to love change and love the tech space for teaching me and challenging me everyday (in a

of.

good way).
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Joanna Bauman
Microsoft Competence
Centre Director

Integrated Solutions

She is a graduate of the Faculty of Management at the University of Warsaw and she started her career in the IT industry 16 years
ago when she joined the global EMC Computer System Poland organisation – now Dell. From 2009 to 2020, she was employed by
Microsoft, where she held many positions, however her main goal in each role was to transform our Customers businesses to Microsoft
Cloud. In January 2020 she joined Integrated Solutions and she has the pleasure to be a leader of two teams: sales and technical.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I started my life in the IT world during university, so almost 16 years ago. My interest in technology has always

My greatest professional achievement is building and implementing new cloud strategy in my department I

been very vivid. That is why I have chosen to join the Customer Service department in EMC Computer Sys-

am leading and as well getting the real trust of my great team. We are overachieving year to year revenue gro-

tems Poland - a multinational global organisation that produces systems for data management & storage.

wth from sales and margin from professional services we are providing to our Customers. Our visibility on the

I was impressed by the IT world from the very beginning and I did not expect that it would bring me such wide

IT market is growing as well, thanks to our developed competences, implemented cloud strategy and proved

perspectives and give me such a great chance to broaden my horizons and experience.

references from our Customers.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

I am a born optimist so I always see just the advantages. The industry I work for is the fastest growing industry

Do what you love. Lead your career life by yourself. Trust your female intuition – it’s a huge gift that we wo-

in the world. I am at the center of the continuous development and digital transformation of our customers.

men have. Face the adversities that happen quite often in this specific IT industry. Look for mentors - good

My everyday work is a kind of journey to the future. As the journey is always educational, I gain new know-

souls, who will help you to manage your career path. Be passionate about what you do, it will make you a hap-

ledge every single day. I work with wonderful, intelligent and creative people with passion. In such extremely

py and fulfilled woman both; at work and in private life.

changing IT world you never stop learning.
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Natalia Bienias
Head of Design

Mobee Dick

She professionally deals with digital products and services. She spends her time improving user experience (gathering data and insights, analysis, working with the research team, prototyping) and making interfaces easier to use. She works at Mobee Dick (design
and research agency) as Head of Design and she is a lecturer at SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities.
In my free time, I’m blogging and creating a YouTube channel byZebza, where I talk about the design industry and design education.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It was something that always fascinated me. I started out as a graphic designer and devoted a lot of work

For me, it is educating new designers and people involved in creating digital products and services. In addi-

to designing simple websites and stores. Hence, the way to interface design and user experiences is not far

tion to my professional work, I teach at SWPS University and support the community of people entering the IT

away.

industry.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The dynamics and the constantly developing industry make it necessary to keep up with these changes. It is a

Everything changes - once learned technologies, methods, and solutions may stop being used in a few years.

huge motivation to be up to date and invest in your development.

Learn to learn, and if this worries you remember, weall face this!

The industry is still not very diverse, but changes are visible and I am sticking to it!
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Sylwia Bilska
General Manager Poland

Edenred

GM at Edenred Poland. Dynamic business leader with a proven track record in technology, eCommerce and payments. Member of supervisory boards of technology and fintech companies, and of the management board of the Polish Chamber of Information Technology and Telecommunications. She gained professional experience in marketing, sales and strategy departments, working at the C-level
for companies including Tesco, PayU, Avon. She has been a mentor for women and start-ups for nearly a decade now.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Lots of people dream about a technology-oriented career change but often think it’s impossible after working

I could talk about beating sales targets, creating new revenue streams and businesses, digitalising businesses

in a totally different industry. I did this through tech and ecommerce projects and initiatives within the FMCG

or record exists but what I consider my greatest achievement is to be the mentor of women and start-ups

field. I loved the process of digitalisation. I asked my expert friends about all technological aspects that intere-

and see how they blossom. I have received a lot from many people and now I’m trying to pay it forward. I’ve

sted me. I also spent a lot of time reading about the payment value chain and talking to colleagues working in

been a mentor for women in tech and startups for more than six years now and I’ve enjoyed it every day.

fintech in Poland and abroad before making my final move.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

It’s an amazing place for women that offers many diverse career opportunities. You can create your own

Have no regrets, never wonder about what happened in the past – it’s already history – focus on the NOW

path in a hyper-growth and fast-changing environment as new opportunities appear one after another. On

instead. Don’t take yourself too seriously as it makes you fake and distant. And remember that your job, even

the other hand, the speed of change might be an issue for someone who prefers a more stable environment

a great job or a fantastic career, doesn’t define your life or you. Life is about what you learn, who you are or

and keeping the status quo. It can also be difficult for women to try to fit into the male-oriented culture of the

can become, and who you love and are loved by.

industry with its geekiness and encouragement to “lean in”.
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Aleksandra Bis
Co-founder and Co-CEO, UX Lead

Dare IT/Gyldendal Norsk Forlag

Design Lead with vast experience in building (design) teams and digital products. A PhD student in an interdisciplinary program which
combines computer science and psychology. Her research focuses on how to help women gain digital competences and reduce techno-stress. Co-founder of DareIT, where she works to increase the representation of women in IT. Aleksandra is an elected board member of the Girls Code Fun foundation, pluri-time mentor and educator.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I am a business graduate (EM Strasbourg Business School, Warsaw School of Economics and Harvard Online

Each time when working in adverse, high-stress circumstances. At Varner I took over a newly formed team of

Business School) who always loved design and had a big interest in psychology. When discovering the field

10 designers with extreme deadlines, and managed to make them deliver on time. At AirHelp I successfully

of UX Design I realised I can finally blend all of my passions and interests into one career. I’m a successful “IT

navigated the design team through the travel industry’s toughest year (Covid), ensuring consistency despite

career-changer”. Within 3 years from retraining in UX, I’ve reached my first leadership position and have been

a severe crunch on resources and motivation. On top of that as Dare IT we’ve helped over 100+ women and

managing international, multidisciplinary teams since.

counting to enter the IT industry and have an actual impact.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

It’s hard for me to be objective here as working in IT allowed me to lead a life I always wanted: it allows me

Understand yourself better. What do you like? What you don’t like? How would you like to spend your days at

to work (and travel) in different countries, create in multidisciplinary teams and perfect my craft. It provides

work? Is there a lifestyle that you dream of that your work should support? Then start to read. A lot. If you’re

financial stability and many opportunities to work also remotely. It’s an amazing environment for those who

thinking about IT, understand different roles and what they entail, what set of technical skills and experience

love to learn new things and have an innate curiosity about the world. At the same time it can be a double

is needed. Look into job offers that spark your interest and LinkedIn profiles of those you’re like to switch

edged sword: you have to keep up with the constant changes.

places with – reverse engineer your path.
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Kristin Bjerke
COO, Co-founder

Alv AS

Kristin is the COO and co-founder of Alv AS, an IT consultancy company delivering system development competency for big clients.
She started her career as an engineer, working technical for a few years, before her passion and thrive for always improving and
challenging, led her to the management track. First as a project manager and later as an IT consultant. For the last two years she has
been one of the main drivers in why Alv has managed to grow extensively during the Covid pandemic.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Kristin did her master’s degree in Electric Power Engineering because she knew it would challenge her. Coin-

It must be co-founding Alv while having a 2.5-year-old and becoming a mother of two during the first year.

cidences have led her from that and into the IT industry. In her opinion there are few industries where pas-

Starting a company has come with a high price, but it has taught me so much, and I am happy I decided to

sion and determination from a project manager can have a greater impact than in IT. As a COO in Alv, Kristin

go for it. We are now a team of 30 consultants, and are now growing faster than ever, and we also founded a

is now able to use her knowledge and passion more effectively than ever before, setting up teams delivering

biotech start-up in the process.

high value for her company’s customers.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Kristin thinks there are mostly advantages to working in the tech industry. It is incredibly interesting work, and

Focus on delivering value first, and later when you have proven yourself, ask for a raise or a promotion. It is

a high demand of skills and competency. Especially in IT consulting, you get to work with different customers,

easy to end up feeling entitled in an industry with an extremely high demand. My experience is that the peo-

in various fields. It is flexible in regards to location. It was good to be able to continue work almost seamlessly

ple that get the opportunities, and that achieve the best results demand something of themselves first, be-

when the pandemic hit.

fore pointing at others or demanding something in return. I believe that is something that has set me a part

A disadvantage can be that it is a fast paced industry, which demands a lot in regards to keeping up and con-

in many of the jobs I have had.

tinuously learning.
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Olga Błaszak
COO

BerlinGreen

Civil Engineer turned Start-Uper turned COO. With a strong entrepreneurial mindset, she loves executing projects and bringing her
company forward.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
Studying engineering was the first step. In 2018 together with my partner I got the Berliner Startup Schol-

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
Founding a company at the age of 26 in Berlin, while still studying and writing my Master Thesis in Aachen.

arship which was an amazing opportunity and opened a lot of doors to me. We started a tech company in
Berlin and went for the ride!

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Be consequent. Keep on learning. Do what you say you’ll do. As an employer, I really appreciate people that I

– you’re building things and that means you’re building the future

can trust and depend on.

– you’re learning new skills on a daily basis
– most of the jobs in the tech industry are flexible and you can maintain a good work-life-balance
Disadvantages:
– if you don’t like learning new things and keeping your education updated, don’t go there
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Andrea Boada
Director People & Talent

GetSteps

Andrea is a natural relationship builder with over 15 years experience in coordinating and managing teams and leadership. She is
a determined leader with the right balance of empathy and objective fairness, capable of making a business successful because she
is genuinely capable of making teams feel valued and engaged. She spent 3 years at tech subscription company Grover, scaling the
team from 20 to 150 people. Currently, she supports startups in building talented and resilient teams for their next growth stage.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I pride myself on having a funny and unusual introduction to the tech industry: I got started working between

My most outstanding professional achievement can’t be described as just one thing. Instead, it’s what I’ve

mics and sound mixers at a dubbing studio for adult films. My job was to translate from German, English and

been doing in many organizations for the past decade: empowering people to grow in their careers. Every

Italian into Spanish. To do my job, I used the kind of tech that Grover’s subscription platform enables people

company I’ve worked at, I’ve made it my mission to help people develop from interns all the way to leadership

with today. Little did I know that a few years later, one of my first tasks at Grover would be to set up a tech

positions.

team to build a novel type of subscription platform.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

A big advantage of working in people operations, specifically in tech startups, is diversity. Tech startups are

If you’re thinking of getting into people ops in the tech industry, my advice is this: to get the best out of your-

incredibly varied environments where talented people from all over the world come together. On the other

self and others, make sure that you’re passionate about what you’re doing. If you’re not passionate, don’t do

hand, people ops in the tech industry tend to suffer from the extremely competitive market: tech profession-

it. And, most importantly, remember to have fun along the way. It will make you and the team more success-

als are incredibly sought-after talents that are hard to find and recruit.

ful.
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Tamara Bolsewicz
Co-founder and CEO

Meetsales

She is an energetic, ambitious, result-driven, and relation-orientated technology advocate with a passion for company building and
business development. She spent most of her career in IT companies, which sparked her great interest in advanced tech solutions. All
roles that She has held before involved nurturing business relationships, which has allowed her to successfully lead and maintain business relations for multiple companies and build the first startup she co-founded in 2018.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I like to believe it was an accident. I used to run a Softball Team, Hrabiny Softball Wrocław, and one of my

I believe that it’s a very recent achievement, closing a pre-seed round with an excellent bunch of investors, is

teammates was working in HR for a leading software house in Wrocław. They were looking for a young Busi-

the one. It was really difficult to make it all happen, administration-wise, while we were experiencing the pan-

ness Developer, so I applied and they took me in. After a couple of months I was headhunted to a different

demic. Of course, raising the round itself was bumpy and pretty tense, but hard work paid off. At the moment,

software house, where my adventure with tech really started.

I am extremely grateful that I can fully focus on building an exceptional team and Meetsales App.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The biggest advantage is that you need to learn every day to stay up to date, and I love it. Another one is that

Never give up! Follow your dreams, work hard, and believe in yourself and in the upcoming success. I am pret-

it is never boring, dynamics within the projects, tech stack, methodologies – they are evolving and living their

ty stubborn and it really helps when you want to achieve your goal, no matter what.

life. I like challenges and being on the move constantly, maybe that is why it fits me well. I have no idea what
may be considered a disadvantage, seriously nothing comes to my mind.
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Marta Branska-Rybicka
Country Leader IBM
Romania and Moldova

IBM Romania and Moldova

Marta Branska-Rybicka – experienced executive level manager with a proven path with over 20 years experience in sales and delivery management, complex project financing.
Talented mentor and people manager to enable effectiveness and successful execution.
Currently leading IBM Romania and Moldova organisation. Located in Bucharest.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I started my journey with the tech industry entering through the back door you may say. I started to work in

I will mention three here. First is the fact that the number of people which I believed in, hired and supported

IBM in 2004 coming from my own company where I was selling financial instruments such as leasing, etc. At

are growing their careers and are very successful. I always keep my fingers crossed for them. Second was the

IBM, initially I did the same so was introducing IBM Global Financing to the Polish market. Years later, I went

fact that a few years ago was named as one of 50 Manager Champions worldwide. And last but definitely not

further and while responsible for the public sector team, I could deal directly with technology. Since then I

least the place where I’m now, leading IBM Romania and Moldova organisation.

continue this path.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

One of the biggest advantages is that you never stop learning here. Every day brings revolutionary changes.

There was a decision which I made by myself many years ago and will keep recommending to all young ta-

It’s exciting but can be difficult to follow (stay up to date). Projects that I could work on have impacted whole

lents which are just starting their careers – focus on the environment which you will work in. Be sure that you

countries in many ways e.g. when a portal for all citizens is built, you bring value or sometimes change lives of

work with people who are smarter/more experienced than you. Do not place the highest priority on the sala-

millions. It’s a great responsibility as well as huge motivation to do it right.

ry. There will be a time that you will make it at the satisfactory level. First build your knowhow and value.
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Magdalena Bulak
PMO Data Transformation

Bauer Media Group

As PMO Data Manager she supports the Bauer Media Group SME Services Area in data strategy implementation to maximise the
business outcomes. She graduated from SGH marketing research and ALK postgraduate studies in big data management. Always with
a strong focus on data, she gained experience in business and product development in international (Bauer Media Group, WPP, Ringier
Axel Springer) and Polish structures (Agora SA, NEUCA SA) in the b2b services area for global brands and SMEs.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My tech knowledge has grown in line with the media digital transformation in Poland. I took part in launching

Departments led by me won prizes for digital achievements and innovative approaches which made me ful-

news portals, digital services, and AR projects to digitalise publishing. Being a part of business development I

filled as a manager. However, my biggest achievement is where I am now.

had a chance to transform products and services, redefine business processes to the new reality. My current

After working close to data for many years I finally got the way to concentrate on data along with working with

position combines all the experience I have gained in the tech industry and data-based thinking, which is my

business. That is the best combination I could imagine.

natural way of working.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

+ A stable, recognised position in the company: well-managed data is important to business, providing in-

The Tech industry is no longer the geek business. As long as you have an analytical mind and an extroverted

sights and solutions that increase revenue. You learn a lot because the business is growing fast and the

soul, the industry will welcome you with open hands and offer multiple ways to fulfil your passion and ambi-

needs from business are growing rapidly every year. Last but not least: people! Professionalism together with

tions.

passion and an open atmosphere.
– High entry barrier: you need to learn a lot to get into the business. It is not for people who want it to be
easy!
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Anna Bumbar
CEO

Neadoo Digital

She was born on February 13, 1986 in Kłodzko and she grew up in a tiny village in the Kłodzko Valley, surrounded by nature and a
loving family. Her parents always placed great emphasis on education and development, which was not so obvious in that area at
the time. She has always been ambitious herself and wanted to achieve something more. That is why she graduated high school, and
then linguistic studies from the Adam Mickiewicz University. She started working in the industry during her studies.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
I came to the technology industry by accident. I was finishing my studies and it was the perfect time to find

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
Difficult question. I believe that outstanding professional achievement is still ahead of me:)

a job. I graduated, among others, Polish philology, so writing was not difficult for me, that’s why I decided to
apply for the position of SEO copywriter to one of the SEO companies in Poznań. And I succeeded.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages

Work hard, be curious about your work, take the initiative, and be brave. Don’t waste your energy complaining

– the need for continuous development and improvement of qualifications,

and if you feel bad – look for solutions. Because commitment and willingness to develop are key in my opin-

– work in an international environment – the Internet has no limits,

ion.

– the opportunity to meet interesting people
Disadvantages
– strong competition ;)
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Monika Charamsa
CEO

Marek Kamiński Lab

CEO of Marek Kamiński Lab. Monika Charamsa specialises in startups within the fintech, medtech, edutech sectors. She is a pioneer
in one of the first online financial platforms and also in the implementation of innovative models in banking and e-commerce. She is
a co-founder and former CEO of Bancovo, previously managing businesses for Oney Group, Alior Bank, GE Financial. Some of her
awards include: “The Most Powerful Women 2019” by Businesswoman & Life Magazine.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I have been interested in the development of innovative and disruptive solutions changing the market since

One of my recent projects was the implementation of a new market category – the first innovative online

I left university. Concepts of this type usually operate based on technological innovations. In my first serious

financial marketplace Bancovo which was well received by the market. The marketplace was developed from

position, while working in GE, I implemented the first store credit card in Poland, which was a market success.

scratch and its success was a result of hard work by many talented people. My most outstanding professional

The implementation required involvement in the IT field. This is how my adventure with the tech industry

achievement is putting together and motivating an outstanding team of highly educated and creative people I

began.

worked with.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The advantages of working in the IT industry are undoubtedly the atmosphere created by a committed, cre-

I would advise a younger colleague to be open minded and accepting of what a new day brings, to be careful

ative and open-minded team. Working in such an environment is inspiring for me and gives me a lot of sat-

enough to see the opportunities and to be brave enough to follow their own plan.

isfaction. And the disadvantages? The first steps of a new technical startup may not be so simple and there
is always some risk – this requires quite a lot of patience and determination. Ultimately, as soon as you start
seeing the effects, the effort turns out to be worth it.
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Agata Chmielewska
Head of Growth

Startup Academy

In e-commerce for 14 years. She gained her experience working both on the client and agency side, cooperating, among others, with
companies such as Empik Go, Startup Academy, Willsoor, LokalnyRolnik.pl, or Flyspot. She is still learning and loves to share acquired
knowledge and experience. In her free time, she is a blogger who inspires cooking on www.eksperymentalnie.com, educates on www.
achmielewska.com and runs the FIRMA ON-LINE podcast.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

As a student, I was shopping in an online store and came across an advertisement for a job. I applied for it

Coordinating the creation of a dedicated e-commerce platform and development of the store’s assortment

and my adventure began.

from 50 to 1,000 products in a few months.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: constant learning, because IT is a quickly evolving organism; exciting every day because of con-

Be open to changes, look for opportunities for development and learning, and meet new people from the

stant growth and change; it is more modern than others, and therefore more flexible (e.g. remote work was

industry, because you can learn the most from them.

possible even before the pandemic).
Disadvantages: constant change and unpredictability can be stressful; a lot of work in front of the computer; if
you want to be up to date, you often have to study in your spare time.
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Karolina Cwalina-Stępniak
Co- Founder, Chief Business
Development Officer

Her Impact

Professional Certified Coach at ICF – PCC ICF, IES Mentor, Co-Founder and Chief of Business Development Officer at Her Impact, Author
of five personal development books, podcaster.
Specialised in time management and team management with many successes in working both with individual clients and during motivational events, workshops in the biggest companies, and public administration.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My adventure with the tech Industry began while working with Magdalena Linka-Koszek at the Her Impact

My greatest professional achievement is the fact that from the very beginning of my professional career I

startup, which is a social platform with an educational profile supporting the personal development of young

work on my own name and on my own terms. Once I created my vision and I stuck to it, and as for the goals,

women in the Polish labor market. We currently have the largest database of women’s resumes in Poland,

they are constantly changing, as amI. Currently, I am very proud that I have been co-creating Her Impact for

and soon to come to Her Impact Store, which is an online store with products targeted at supporting the de-

1,5 years and we can support Polish women in developing their competencies and finding new job positions.

velopment and improving professional competencies.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

When it comes to the advantages of working in my industry, first of all, it’s nice to help people set their goals

My advice to anyone who is at the “very beginning” in their professional career is that you always need to try

and then watch them achieve them and feel fulfilled. Looking at the other side of the coin, it happens that

and act by being consistent without any fears or hesitations.

some people forget that working with a mentor alone does not solve their problems and that they themselves

There will be a lot of ups and downs, failure is just an experience, but you have to be ready for that, because

have to face all the challenges they will encounter while creating a business.

no one will care about your ideas and vision as much as you do.
Determination, persistence, consistency and patience – these are the features that determine our success.
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Natalia Czapracka
CMO

Scramjet

Marketing executive with 13 years of experience in tech, accrued at the #1 Polish telco, PLAY and a global tech giant, SAMSUNG. She
has created several high performing marketing campaigns acclaimed by the community. She has been involved in launching a number of very exciting technology products, e.g. PL rollout of 4G and Samsung’s top tier devices. Currently, she’s the CMO in Scramjet,
where her mission is to democratise access to Cloud computing and make life easier for developers globally.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I started in marketing while working in advertising and my passion for tech started with the first campaigns.

Creating a company from scratch with a group of outstanding people and having a mission which I can relate

Soon I wanted to be a part of this world and joined a telco startup where I executed some of the most suc-

to and feel passionate about. But frankly, I always strive for the most outstanding professional achievement

cessful campaigns in Poland, when I left PLAY, it was the #1 telco in Poland. When Samsung offered me a

to be the next one I do. Instead of focusing on my past success and victories, I prefer to look ahead and focus

position, I was ready to make the move and learn how to operate a tech business globally. My experience led

on what value I can deliver now and in the future.

me to starting my own business and that’s how I got involved in Scramjet.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: With technology continually changing and change being the only stable thing, you can never

Find your own path, there isn’t a single route to the career of your dreams. So look deep into yourself, ask

acquire enough knowledge in this sector, and this promotes continuous self-development. IT is also probably

what excites you and what do you feel passionate about. It’s not your family, friends or society which will know

the industry best suited for remote work, where the majority of people are used to it, which promotes work-

best what’s good for you, that knowledge lies within you and once you understand it, you can start unraveling

life balance.

the path to your dream career. In my experience, this is the best way to feel good about your professional life

Disadvantages: Industry dominated by men, which makes it harder for women to start working in tech.

when you look back after 20-30 years.
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Agnieszka Czmyr-Kaczanowska
co-founder, EB Manager
and D&I Enthusiast

Mamo Pracuj Foundation, Talenti.pl

Co-founder of the foundation and portal mamopracuj.pl, EB Manager and enthusiast of D&I. For ten years, together with her team, she
has been supporting women in their professional development. She works closely with employers who believe in the idea of diversity.
In this way, she is changing the labour market to be more friendly and open for women. Currently, she is developing a new brand
Talenti.pl – a recruitment platform for women, whose idea is to positively impact the labour market.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I believe that new technologies are meant to serve people, to make little things easier and possible. And this

It is definitely the belief in the idea and the conviction that solutions such as mamopracuj.pl or talenti.pl are

was also the case for me. As a mother, I needed a flexible job, one that I could do remotely and task-based.

needed and there will be people who will use these solutions and companies which will pay. And if they are

The ITC industry turned out to be perfect for this and, following the blow, thanks to #MamoPracujwIT I can

needed, it means that it is worth investing time, energy and money in them, because around the corner, thou-

support other women on their way to work in the IT sector.

sands or even millions of women are waiting for such solutions which will shorten the waiting time for equal
opportunities for women and men in the labour market!

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The IT industry is a very interesting option for professional development, offering the chance to work in a job

You won’t know you can do it until you try!

where you still have to learn and unlearn! And this is one of the competences of the future. But it is not a per-

And please remember that the first step is the most difficult…

fect industry. The biggest challenge is its hermetic nature, which, although decreasing, makes many women
(but also men) not dare to enter it for fear of failure. Which is not to say that everyone is suited to it, but it is
impossible to know it until you have tried.
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Kasia Czuchaj-Łagód
Managing Director

Mobile Institute

Co-founder and Managing Director of an innovative research company, Mobile Institute, specialising in tracking consumer trends,
monitoring multi-channel customer satisfaction, supporting dialogue between brands andtheir customers through communities and
e-commerce-dedicated widgets. Expert and member of the Council within the Polish Chamber of Digital Economy. Strategic advisor in
the research and e-commerce areas for many brands, speaker at numerous conferences.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I have always been fascinated by the diversity of people and their approach to life and the decisions they

I am glad that I managed to build an image of an expert in the field of knowledge about consumers and their

make. Knowing what motivates consumers is crucial in business because it enables you to create new prod-

shopping behaviours, especially in e-commerce. I am invited to conferences, workshops and training related

ucts and improve existing ones. The desire to understand this diversity led me to start a research company,

to this topic and I advise large brands in this area.

and the desire to offer companies a convenient way to benefit from consumer insights led me to start a technology-based research company.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

advantages: scalability of solutions, possibility to take a leading position, optimisation of processes and activi-

In my generation certain decisions were obvious, you had to go to college, then get a full-time job at some big

ties

corporation and work your way up. Today, young people question certain things. I think that questioning and

disadvantages: the need to educate customers, time to market of new solutions, the speed of technological

knowing what works for me and what doesn’t is the key to choosing the right career path. I would additionally

change

advise women not to forget about themselves and this path even when they already have a family. Over 1/3
of women in Poland are economically inactive.
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Agnieszka B. Dąbrowska
DevCenter Director

SoftServe Poland

Director of the Wrocław DevCenter of SoftServe Poland. On a daily basis, a coordinator of the company’s operations related to the recruitment
and employment process, increasing brand recognition, conducting development and internship programmes among the others. She gained
experience as an HR Business Partner and Manager in the IT, automotive and construction chemicals industries. A graduate of sociology at the
University of Wrocław, as well as of postgraduate studies at the University of South Wales and the SWPS University. Professionally, passionate
about change management. Personally, an enthusiast of Hollywood’s Golden Age, film noir and alpacas, for which she has a weak spot.
MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

You live and learn. My first career choices were not perfect so when I was leaving the previous company after

It is definitely a fact that I have come to the point in my professional career where I have a genuine influence

only a few months, I knew that I needed to be much more mindful when choosing my next employer. For a

on what is happening and that I am able to achieve ambitious strategic goals of the organisation while ma-

long time, I was wondering what kind of environment makes me feel comfortable, what organisational culture

intaining high employee morale. I have always felt it in my heart, and now I know it - you can be an effective

I want to contribute to, and finally - what kind of people I like working with. I gave myself time to find my dre-

manager and at the same time a leader who respects people. This is confirmed by the awards we win as a

am job in the IT industry. That moment came after an interview at SoftServe in July 2018 when I said to myself

company, including Great Place to Work or Friendly Workplace, as well as by individual awards - as early as in

“this is a place for me, I want to work with these people”.

2019, as the first person from Poland, I won the Corporate Award granted to Game Changers.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

IT is an industry in which people are not a resource, but the main capital of a company, and this is probably

In IT, we are looking for passionate people who wish to develop themselves, who get a buzz out of using new

the greatest value for me. In the high-tech world, one’s development is a priority. This industry engages pe-

technologies and solutions; who approach problem solving openly and creatively. “Show that you are willing

ople who are smart, ambitious, and curious, people who follow new technologies and trends. Competence,

and ready to learn, and we will gladly accept you into our team and invest in your development” – this is what

flexibility, proactivity, and results are desirable and appreciated. Teamwork is also important. Of course, the IT

I always say to juniors who apply for a job at SoftServe. We hire people for attitude, and we encourage them

industry has its challenges, as well. The focus on employees makes it more difficult to get them interested in

to use the tools and opportunities we offer. Also “never forget people - treat them with respect.”

your offer.
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Marta Derlatka - Dziedzic
President

eChallenge

Marta Derlatka, mother of two daughters. For now, linking three jobs (school teacher , CEO of eChallenge Company, CEO of eChallenge Foundation). Her background and in the IT area will give for her students and want to show teenagers, and kids, that they can
create our future. She wants to create a space for development for these kids. They don’t have any support at home, or don’t have
any possibilities, because they are from poorer families. She shows them how important IT is.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

When I joined Rocket Internet in Berlin, I had a little knowledge of the industry. As a Student of International

Two years ago I had another opinion for this topic, but now, after or during COVID time I think that my most

Business, I was compelled by the global reach of the company and how easily the technology enables that.

professional achievement is linking two spaces and finding the balance between them.

The scale of impact on the local communities globally motivated me to dive deeper into technology and learn

Thanks to this, I found time and energy for a new task- theeChallenge Foundation. I have time for myself, for

the basics of computer and data science online, alongside my daily job.

my kids, for my passions(I read a lot of books), for my work at the eChallenge Company. This is my most important achievement. My own company is growing organically.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The biggest advantage of working in technology is the scale of the impact it has on people’s lives. The inno-

Advice in work life is hard to give, because everyone is an individual. For me every time the most important

vative methods used in software development allow us to experiment with new ideas and test new solutions

was: work the best we can, do the best we can, be fair, honest and proud of yourself, be creative, don’t be

quickly and easily. Thanks to that, the learning curve is pretty steep.

scared of new ideas, and don’t compare yourself to others, observe for learning, because you are important

At the same time, however, the leadership positions in the industry are highly dominated by men which often-

in working life.

times results in bias in product development towards male preferences.
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Karolina Dolaś
CEO

Grafik Optymalny

Karolina Dolaś is a founder and CEO of the software startup Grafik Optymalny (Optimal Schedule). A graduate of the Jagiellonian
University and the University of Economics in Cracow. An expert in the field of work time planning and optimizing of the cost of labour.
After years spent on managerial positions in companies such as Inditex, Hennes & Mauritz and AmRest, in 2014 she created a startup
developing software for automating scheduling and optimization of working time and expenses.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Before founding a technology startup, she had no experience in IT. She gave up her career path in retail to

My greatest achievement is creating a startup from scratch, which is profitable from the very beginning, and

create her startup in 2014. It was there that she took her first steps in IT, initially dealing with all aspects of the

at the moment its clients include companies that are the market leaders such as CCC, eObuwie, Gemini,

company’s operation – product development, project management, sales, financing, all administrative stuff.

Dentsu Aegis, Flying Tiger Copenhagen, Eurocash or the Copernicus Science Center. The company I created

Currently, she is the product owner who decides on the direction of the system development, takes a part in

was awarded by Google as one of the 9 young companies from Central and Eastern Europe offering an inno-

implementation of the system in the largest corporations.

vative product and exceptional customer service and invited to participate in the Residency.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Among the advantages is, first of all, having contact with the latest technologies – AI, machine learning, etc. I

My advice is to be consistent and do not quit. While being in a startup environment, I have seen many talent-

can also mention working with extremely talented and ambitious people. Everyone on our team is very en-

ed people with great ideas who give up when they were overwhelmed by first difficulties. In my opinion, work-

gaged, they know that each person’s work affects the client’s success, and thus ours. There is definitely no

ing in IT requires persistence and it is not easy at all, and the success is achieved by those who do not give up

boredom, we keep moving forward very fast – we come up with new features of the system, we implement

easily.

the Grafik Optymalny (Optimal Schedule) in many top corporations.
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Dominika Domachowska
Head of Recruitment

Bee Talents

Dominika has been in the IT industry since 2016. Her journey in IT started when she joined Bee Talents with no knowledge of IT. Firstly she was a recruiter, then became a Team Leader, and right now she is in the position of Head of the recruitment team. She loves to
share knowledge so she also conducts workshops for other recruiters in IT.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I started as a Tech Recruiter and was growing into a Team Leader of a small team. Right now I am managing

It’s a very hard question but I think that the most outstanding was during the pandemic and the fact that

over 40 people in a recruitment team.

we as a core team managed not to fire anyone. We were very transparent with our team and explained
everything to them and we were working together to figure out what to do to stay above the surface. Teamwork that I managed to keep in the team is my greatest achievement.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantage

Don’t be afraid of asking questions and of trying new things. If you ask questions you can always learn some-

– It is a trend-setting industry so you can definitely develop quickly in it

thing new, so you can only grow! If there is an opportunity to try it, you can fail but at least you tried and

Disadvantages

learned something new.

– This industry is developing so fast that from time to time it’s hard to be up to date with everything which is
important
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Joanna Drabent
CEO, Co-founder

Prowly

CEO and co-founder of Prowly, PR specialist by profession. She has worked on both sides – the agency and client alike. Formerly a PR
agency owner, she is now focused on helping the PR industry embrace new technology in communication. Listed by Forbes and The
Hundert as one of the top start-up female founders in Europe.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I’ve always been into “linking the dots” – looking for correlations between people and problems. This has natu-

Although I am incredibly proud of the deal for Prowly to be acquired by Semrush, what my co-founder Se-

rally contributed to being where I am. I co-founded Prowly in May 2013, because during my time in PR, I never

bastian Przyborowski and I are most proud of is building a great team that enabled the two companies to

understood why our industry was slow to embrace new technology or avoided doing so altogether. My col-

join forces. We invested heavily in creating a workplace that’s open, free, creative, bold, safe and relaxed. We

league and Prowly co-founder Sebastian and I decided to build a tool that would both make my PR job easier,

believe diversity accelerates change.

and achieve the same results for many more PR pros around the world.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The most difficult aspect of running a tech startup is that it is a never-ending race against time but my per-

You know what to do, you don’t need instructions, you don’t need validation from your environment. My expe-

sonal approach is that ‘mindset is essential’. I learned entrepreneurship from my dad, who developed his own

rience while developing a startup has taught me not to be afraid of failures and not to enjoy successes for too

business and supported my sister and me, celebrating each of our successes. It was from him that I learned

long. Both categories of experience drive you to act just as strongly.

to always try to see the world only through the prism of possibilities, not limitations.
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Wiktoria Drozd
CEO & Founder

Digital Heart

She is the Founder of Digital Heart, in which they support companies in their start-up and growth phases by mixing sales, marketing
and martech, creating conversion funnels and more. They work with new technology, e-commerce and start-up companies. When a
customer comes to us with his product or service, they focus on identifying the user’s shopping path, determining points where his purchasing awareness increases – this is how we examine the sales funnel and implement no code martech to scale growth.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I’ve always wanted to work in new technologies, but the persistence in learning programming was never

In a year, I grew from freelance to a 13-people growth agency. I was able to build a strong company based

enough to create my own product. I stopped fighting it and found another option – supporting the commu-

on hard martech as well as soft sales and marketing skills that brings real value to our clients. Only in the last

nication of projects and technology initiatives to recipients. This way, I felt a greater influence on the shape of

6 months as a company we hit 514k revenue, by helping a swimming school go online, digitalise knowledge

technology. I started working with the startup environment thanks to NGOs, and then in startups themselves,

of startup school and sell it online, starting a HR revolution with an innovative mobile app, digitalise the sales

learning how IT products are created.

process of dancing classes or growing ecommerce with martech implementation.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

I think the greatest advantage is that technology gives freedom in creation – lack of solution is not a real prob-

1) read people from the industry in which you want to develop – you need to be familiar with the work of peo-

lem, because you can always create it. No code tools encourage companies to automate their old processes

ple with whom you would like to sit at the table in the future;

and ease the pain of wasting time and resources.

2) look for information, the internet is full of them, and you have to be curious and always hungry for more;

The biggest disadvantage for me is that it’s always hard to be the only (unfortunately young looking) woman at

3) take part in courses – even free ones, because it means that you know what you don’t know;

the table, and still be taken seriously as a partner in business growth.

4) find a place of practice, because you will learn the most from a living organism.
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Anna Dymowska
COO

FundingBox Accelerator

She is proud to be a part of an amazing team at FundingBox. As a COO she is focused on the multicultural, remote working team of
close to 100 experts and specialists from all around Europe. She completed a Master of Economics from the Poznań University of Economics and Business in 2005. She has been working in the innovation consultancy field since 2006. She has been coordinating several large-scale projects such as IMPACT Poland, a project with a budget of €3,5 M that is about to support 60 startups.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

As in many similar cases before, by a fortunate coincidence. I was lucky to meet the right people at the right

Being able to grow a resilient team of 30 people to almost 100 in 3 years, who work remotely from all around

time, as well as be able to capitalise on their good will and assistance.

Europe.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: 1) Being able to stay updated with the latest technological innovations that are helping our every-

Be passionate and always give your best. No matter what happens next you will master your skills and gain a

day life, 2) Connecting with trendsetters and innovators who challenge the status quo and are a great source

sense of pride in what you do. And be open-minded, never settle or stop learning. There is just so much more

of learning and inspiration.

to discover and so many ways to improve. You can learn from yourself and from others, as I have learned

Disadvantages: Our industry requires curation of enormous and diverse data sets, yet there is no one-fit-all

from my team. Mistakes are lessons, they are just called differently. Knowing what you are good at is great,

standardised system of data management which meets all requirements, enabling us to truly trust the results

being able to admit what you are not good at is gold.

of data analysis.
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Marta Dziergwa
Head of People

Monterail

Head of People at Monterail, software development company creating tailored software products for clients around the globe, where
she is focused on supporting leaders and ensuring smooth growth of the team. Her main goal is to make sure that people feel good in
their roles. That’s why together with her team they are taking care of diversity and inclusion, internal communication, employer branding and feedback culture initiatives. After hours she is a runner and winter sports amateur.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

The aspect of a strong female role model played a huge role for me. I was lucky to be a part of a modern and

Successfully leading a HR team supporting a fast growing software agency is something I am proud of. At

progressive university where thanks to the guidance from one of the lecturers, who was also a successful HR

Monterail, we created a HR role greatly adjusted to business needs while still keeping a focus on people’s pri-

leader herself, I got a great internship opportunity in a product-based IT company. It has been almost 6 years

orities. Being able to design, implement and oversee how the People Team functions inside a dynamic com-

since, a lot has changed but I’m enjoying every day of being a part of the tech world.

pany like Monterail is one of my personal achievements.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The IT industry is definitely a perfect place for engaged, creative people with a can do attitude. The environ-

Networking is key. Meeting other people who are dealing with similar challenges as you is just a great oppor-

ment can really speed up your development curve and in my opinion it is the biggest advantage.

tunity to learn and get a new interesting perspective. For me the ability to connect with other HR profession-

I would not call it disadvantage strictly but as the market is growing really fast, the pace might be challenging

als became a great support along the way. Hence do not shy away from any opportunities to meet new peo-

sometimes because constant knowledge development is needed. But the whole experience is quite reward-

ple in your area of expertise.

ing itself.
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Aleksandra Dziewulska
UX Chapter Lead, Principal UX Designer,
Product Design Manager

intive, Showpad

Business Design Expert and Product Design Consultant with 15 years of UX research experience leading two design teams at Showpad
and intive. Focused on closing the gap between user experience, business and technology.
Mentor and lecturer. Design Thinking Evangelist

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I wanted to have a website, so I built one :) I was hooked, afterwards I had an opportunity to combine socio-

I was able to build strong team at Divante, which could provide good quality solutions, prepare research ops

logy, psychology and UX design knowledge thanks to studies in those areas. And that was like an epiphany, I

at bank Pekao and holding two jobs as a design manager in two great companies at the same time, however

was able to realise two of my biggest passions: curiosity about humans and love for technology.

I think my most outstanding professional achievement is to support and empower people to grow and adapt
by mentoring individuals and teams. I believe that even with space travels and awesome technology taking
care of people around you is the biggest achievement you can have.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: lifelong learning, being part of the change, finances and stability.

Always be curious and learn, this way you will be able to adapt to any change. There is no special, magical

Disadvantages: sexism, some industries still try to catch up with agile development, spending most time advo-

knowledge you need to have to be in IT, you just have to be open minded and willing to learn.

cating for design thinking and agile approach.
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Nino Enukidze
Founder, Rector

Coding School for Women, Business and Technology University

Founder of the Coding School for Women, Professor, Rector at Business and Technology University, Founding Member at AI Georgia
Business Association, President of Academic Consortium at European Marketing and Management Association, Member of the Women
Business Federation ,,Women for Tomorrow’’, Member of EUMMAS Women’s Forum, etc.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Since 2016, launching Silicon Valley Tbilisi and Business and Technology University; Delivering the first Global

Supporting and integrating up to 300 women in tech and 2,500 in startups/entrepreneurship; raising the

Startup Lab program in the Caucasus region by MIT at BTU; Launching Global Startup Foundation in Georgia

number of female students in the IT program at the university from 16% up to 34%.

– partnership with Israeli Silicon Wadi, bringing angel investors in the country, supporting the startup ecosystem, female entrepreneurship and coding programs across the country, etc.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: Supporting women integration in the fastest growing tech industry where they are still underrep-

The 4th industrial revolution has changed the way we live, the way we do things. Technology is an integral part

resented, not only in Georgia but across the world. Women empowerment doesn’t only have social impor-

of our everyday lives and of the global economy. The fastest growing industry across the world is widely rep-

tance, it will widely affect and benefit economic parameters of countries.

resented by men and underrepresented by women. There is no such thing as ,,masculine profession’’. Tech

Disadvantages: Pay gap, stereotypes.

can be dominated by women as well. Make the right choice while thinking about your profession. The civilised
world will support you.
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Magdalena Firek-Gundelach
Head of People Department

Ailleron

Magda gained her experience in various industries (automotive, FMCG, IT) working with teams and clients across Europe, USA and
Asia. Currently, she is the Head of People in the international Ailleron group. Combining many years of HR experience with an innovative approach, Magda creates engaging projects with her team and helps shape the future for better working conditions (L&D, EB,
recruitment and more). Her goal has remained the same throughout her journey to maximise positive impact for people and business.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Working in the high-tech industry demands constant learning and developing a range of skills. After many

I am the happiest person on earth when my and my team’s ideas are “bought” by a business that believes in,

years you can gain extensive knowledge in many areas, from processes and concepts to their implementation

engages, co-creates and then promotes them with a feeling of pride. Before the pandemic, our Fintech col-

and management. Working in the IT industry requires close cooperation between sales, business, HR and

leagues proposed a HR solution at the Product Development Days conference as an example of an innovative

financial analysis departments. You can grow in many ways and have a real impact on the surrounding reality.

approach to onboarding in the IT industry. Not only were they responsible for developing this solution, they

Due to rapidly changing conditions, there is room for innovation and experimentation.

also presented it to their colleagues in the industry themselves.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: endless possibilities to discover new things; learn on the fly and develop; personally and profes-

Don’t be a ‘maybe’. A person who doesn’t know what they want, hesitates, or has doubts will be unhappy all

sionally; working in a highly diversified environment in terms of products, services and customers; having a

the time. I encourage you to believe in yourself, in your ideas, to be open to various opportunities that sur-

voice – everyone can contribute knowing that their suggestion has a great chance of being implemented

round you. Treat failures and mistakes as lessons to learn from and which will help you find your way. Follow

Disadvantages: little stability due to rapidly changing forces and continuous technological development; the

your intuition and be curious.

day is only 24 hours long, and it’s sometimes hard
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Marta Firlej
Engineering Manager

Brainly

I started my professional career as a Software Tester and from time to time I am in the role of a BA, PM or a Scrum Master, testing is
a huge part of who I am. I had the opportunity to build and develop testing teams, introduce testing in small projects and complex
programs. During the last few years I could set up testing processes from scratch or jump late in a process and mitigate risks.
I am also proud of being part of European testing community and the organiser of the test:fest conference.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

In 2006 I was studying physics at university when my friend from aikido noticed my skills and promote soft-

Few years back I understood that I have no space to grow. I asked my friends and I understood that it is not

ware tester role that was not popular at all in Poland at that time. I prepared my CV and tried to get into a

only me. We didn’t have the budget, time, or space where we could learn new technologies or skills. Due to

company that didn’t have testers yet. That was one of the hardest interviews I ever had. I got the job and that

the above I gathered a group of friends and drove them to create the test:fest conference. Every February

was the beginning of my journey in IT. I am so grateful for the push I got from my friend and since then I am

(except 2021) we organised a free of charge conference on Saturday for over 400 people that is the best net-

trying to do the same for other people when I notice their skills.

working event based around software testing in Wroclaw, Poland.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: We shape the future of the whole world with the projects we are creating. Ability to work with

Invest into your soft skills. Technology and tools change but COMMUNICATION skills you will use every day.

very open minded people that are not afraid of being different or invest into their passions. In Poland we have

Skills like how to work in a group, how to manage stress, and work under pressure are challenges you will face

a very open and supportive software testing community that is very welcoming and is supportive in case any

often. Invest into soft skills and you will achieve whatever you want.

challenges arise.
Disadvantages: As we are ahead of technology, we live in a bubble. The “glass ceiling” that was made by men
over 40. It is very hard to be a woman in a managerial/director position.
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Magdalena Firlit
CEO & Professional Scrum
Trainer, Entrepreneur

Agile in The Spotlight, Magdalena Firlit

Magdalena Firlit is a Professional Scrum Trainer at Scrum.org and an experienced Agile Transformation consultant at magdalenafirlit.
com. She is also a founder and CEO of the company Agile in the Spotlight agileinthespotlight.com. She has over 21 years of professional experience, over 16 years in IT. Now, she helps organizations from many industries. As a volunteer, she is involved in many programs at Women in Technology. She is strongly focused on Agile Leadership and Evidence-Based Management.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I started my journey in the tech industry once I became a project manager. Then, the company moved to Agil-

For instance, the most important professional achievement is delivering value to my customers. The most

ity and I changed my role to the Scrum Master. After gaining some experience in this role, I started serving as

beautiful thing is when you can help organisations and individuals. Another thing is that I can serve as Stew-

an Agile coach in other organisations. Finally, I became a Professional Scrum Trainer at Scrum.org and set up

ard for the Professional Agile Leadership course at Scrum.org.

my first company magdalenafirlit.com. Last 16 years, in a nutshell, that’s my journey.

Also, I am happy with my achievements as an entrepreneur.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

I see mostly advantages. The industry is so innovative. You can witness how the tech world is changing. More-

I would encourage people to learn and experience as much as they can. The best teacher is the act of expe-

over, you are involved in this process. Another benefit is the possibility of being up-to-date with new technolo-

riencing, so try out all your ideas and put them into practice. Reading books is beneficial, of course, but this

gies. The last one is related to the fact that plenty of other industries work together with IT. A perfect example

is not enough. There are many opportunities like attending webinars, meetups, workshops, meeting people

is medicine and IT working together – technology is changing healthcare.

from the industry and the most important – attempting to implement these ideas into the current work environment. There are also great programs like we have at Women in Technology.
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Celina Fugowska
Co-Founder, COO

DoIT Software

She is COO and co-founder in DoIT Software, a Software development company based in Gliwice. After many years she spent in
software houses and software product companies, she decided to take a risk and build a new organisation with her two partners. They
started DoIT in 2018, and gained two essential partners in a relatively short time. She thinks she is still in the process of discovering the
best place for her in IT and being COO is just a part of that process.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It was a weird path… I studied Slavonic languages and I got a job in an e-commerce company which needed

It was an evolution, not revolution. My whole professional path is an achievement for me – from a traditional

my language skills. Once I started to work there I realised it may be a great environment to create and discov-

and respectable university environment to innovative and fresh business.

er.
I thought I would be a translator, but then I used my skills to translate business into tech :)

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
I really appreciate the dynamics of IT and the diversity – there is no one “Tech world”, there are so many

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Be brave, don’t wait to make an important decision, take care about diversity in your everyday life.

“worlds” and possibilities.
If there are disadvantages, they are most likely the same, as in every industry. I personally miss some kind of
union and cooperation between neighbouring IT companies.
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Iwona Gajda
CEO, President of the Board

BPC Group

A graduate of master’s and doctoral studies at the University of Economics in Katowice. Since 1997 she has been associated with the
IT industry. For 12 years, she was a marketing manager and a supervisory board member in significant IT companies including 2SI SA,
Optimus SA, Veracomp SA, and Compendium Centrum Edukacyjne. Since 2007, she has been managing her own consulting company BPC Group Poland, which provides educational and consulting services in the field of advanced technologies.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

2 SI SA was undergoing changes in its image. The company was looking for a coordinator of activities related

14 years ago (with a capital of PLN 0) I founded a consulting company. Currently, BPC Group Poland is one

to the promotion of a new brand on the Polish market. For 2 SI, my candidacy was recommended by my for-

of the most important consulting firms in Poland. Developed hundreds of strategies and business plans for

mer boss, vice president of the International School of Banking and Finance in Katowice. I was associated with

more than 200 IT companies (Polish and international), and cooperated in their realisation. Educated over

this institution earlier, noting numerous successes in changing the company’s marketing strategy. However, I

6,000 managers. Published over a dozen reports on the state of computerisation of the Polish IT market. Pro-

did not want to pursue a career in the banking industry.

vided consulting services for the largest enterprises and corporations.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: 1. Knowledge that discovers the importance and practical application of new technologies. 2.

Stay on course. Don’t let yourself be discouraged, weakened or held back by other people’s criticism. They will

Participation in the processes of economic transformation. 3. Prestige resulting from belonging to the most

always criticise. Whatever you do. The stronger you are, the more enemies you will have. Stay on course – I

innovative professional group.

repeat.

Disadvantages: 1. It takes knowledge, intelligence and hard work to understand this business. 2. It takes angelic patience to understand the connection between humans and technology. 3. Work for professionals, not
demagogues.
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Eva Galant
Founder & CEO

Hashiona

After 6 years of struggling with Hashimoto disease, Eva decided to found Hashiona and help the other 480 million diagnosed globally. Recently she worked at WeWork, where she was responsible for launching the company operations in Western Australia and Poland. She is a looking forward business manager demonstrating strong technical & managerial background with 10 years international market experience in the tech & startup sector. Succeeded in product launch

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
I studied in the IT department at West Pomeranian University of Technology.

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
-Getting an investment for a Polish entity company from Tim Draper’s pre-seed VC fund.
-Opening WeWork in Poland & Western Australia an generating ±$10M revenue

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
Advantage:

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Ask a lot of questions, be curious and never give up.

- People are open and willing to share knowledge
-You are surrounded by smart people
-You can work remotely & everything is possible
Disadvantage:
-Male dominated environment
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Katarzyna Garbaciak
Managing Director

EmailLabs

Having been actively involved with new technologies and the IT industry since 2010, She worked initially as a marketer, then as a
product manager, developing new functionalities for Allegro Group stores. For the last few years, she has been developing modern
solutions, including mobile applications aiming at improving sales of FMCG stores for one of the leaders of the wholesale trade in
Poland. At Vercom S.A., which is the leader in the CPaaS market in this part of Europe, she is responsible for the development of EmailLabs service (email API and cloud SMTP with guaranteed deliverability) on the Polish and foreign CEE markets.
MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It all started at Allegro, Europe’s leading e-commerce site. It was an ideal place to learn - together we were

The consequent, 100% year-to-year revenue growth of SaaS platform that has been achieved for the last

using scrum and implementing solutions for sellers such as Paczkomaty, Inpost or PayU instalments - today

6 years and working with industry leaders, including the most knowledgeable companies such as eobuwie.

that may seem obvious, yet at that time they were groundbreaking.

pl S.A., Media Expert, Answear, Allegro, Żabka or mBank. I also regard building a dedicated team working for
customers in Poland and abroad as my great achievement.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

There is a lot of variability because nothing is given once and for all, so you can’t get used to anything. Another

Follow the leader: learn from the best in the business and always set yourself tough goals. Nobody likes that,

characteristic is 24/7 availability - e-shops, applications, systems work around the clock, so you have to be

because you have to put yourself in the role of an intern or a trainee many times, and start the whole thing

always available, and this also applies to teams and planning their work as a result. On the other hand, it is

over again. Yet, in the real world, also in the context of running a business, where you can’t take anything for

good to be „always on time”, which can be very challenging especially when you are a woman who wants to

granted, this is the only right way to go.

focus on the family and be a mother - this requires a moment to stop and focus on other challenges.
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Paulina Gawlicka
Owner, Co-Funder

Gavlicka Consulting, „Rekrutacja na FreeLansie”

An independent consultant and advisor for startups and fast-growing companies, with over 9 years of experience in the IT industry.
An expert in the field of IT outsourcing, team management, community management, employer branding, and communication.
In 2021, she was devoted mainly to research and analysis of the IT recruitment market in Poland, thanks to which she discovered her
mission – improving the quality of the recruitment market. Co-founder the group “Recruitment on FreeLans”.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

By accident After my degree, I was looking for an office job, and luckily I found one in an IT outsourcing com-

In 2019, I was responsible for building an IT community around a new, unknown brand, and I did it in less

pany. It appeared that I had natural business abilities, so I was promoted quite fast (after 3 months) to higher

than 10 months.

positions. I studied project management, to make sure that I understood the needs of my clients, and took
part in a lot of soft skills management training, to take care of my team (I was also a Line Manager).

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Work on your own brand, no matter what logo you work with now, you’ll be remembered, by your name, for

you can work remotely for clients from all over the world; it’s always changing, so you have to constantly de-

your work ethic.

velop your skills; you can have a real impact on others lives.
Disadvantages:
I can see only one: gender discrimination.
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Matilda von Gierke
Founder, Managing Director

ZALVUS

Matilda is the Founder and Managing Director of Zalvus, a fast-growing HR-tech company based in Berlin, Germany. After graduating
from college she started working in HR advisory and headhunting. The outdated principles many recruitment companies worked with
inspired her to bring recruitment into the 21st century by combining it with performance marketing and big data. Today, six and a half
years later, Zalvus is still entirely cashflow-financedand employs about 50 people.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

In 2015 I founded an HR-tech startup together with two co-founders. Our goal: To revolutionize the recruit-

Taking a big leap of faith and leaving my secure employment in 2015 to start my mission: To revolutionise

ment industry by bringing performance marketing and big data into HR. Bootstrapping a company in this

recruitment. Even though it took a great amount of courage I knew even then it would be the absolutely right

segment made it necessary to develop a wide range of skills that weren’t originally my key competences. Six

decision – regardless of what the future may hold.

years later I have gained extensive knowledge in IT and learned how it could help us increase the efficiency,
predictability and rapidity of the primarily traditional field of HR.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantage:

The best advice I could give is written on my favorite shirt: ‘Nobody cares. Work harder!’ There is no shame in

the significance of lifelong learning in an extremely fast paced environment. I know of no other industry in

failure. The only thing that matters is that you keep going. Learn from your mistakes, do it better next time.

which people are so eager to learn more and to keep track of the newest innovations. The thirst for new
knowledge is contagious and motivates me every day to educate myself further.
Disadvantage:
As a woman working in a male-dominated industry you have to prove yourself constantly.
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Joanna Gotfryd
Co-founder, President

Mamo Pracuj Foundation

Co-founder of mamopracuj.pl nation-wide portal, co-creator and President of Mamo Pracuj Foundation („Mummy work if you want”
foundation). She actively co-coordinate the #MamoPracujwIT programme, which shows women that the IT industry is also a place for
women in which they can find their professional path. Co-creator of Talenti.pl a new recruitment platform for women that aims to positively fuss the recruitment market. She support women in finding their dream jobs which correspond with their needs.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Five years ago we noticed that the IT industry was open and flexible and with a lack of employees. Our main

Creating Mamo Pracuj Foundation and the www.mamopracuj.pl portal. Creating the company team and being

target group, mums after maternity leave, were looking for good places to work, which offered flexible em-

a family friendly employer to nine women. Creating (together with my team) the new business entity – Talenti.

ployment, and jobs with a future. We decided that we will join these groups. Thus we started #Mamo Pracuj w

pl (it will be ready very soon. ). Talenti is an online platform for women, who are looking for good employ-

IT programme („Mummy, you can work in the IT” sector).

ment. The recruitment process will be reversed. Women will not apply for the job offer from the job board,
but they will be offered a job offer based on their individual path and preferences.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: Contact with people of different professions, modern working environment; Constant develop-

Hey girl, remember that it is extremely important who the first employer you work for will be. Don’t take just

ment and new opportunities arising; The IT industry is an occupation that is not vulnerable to job elimina-

anything, don’t accept the first offer that you get if you think it is not the dream job (or at least a decent job).

tions. On the contrary, it is an industry that offers new opportunities, positions and continuous growth.

Search for a company that you will be proud to work for. That will offer you challenges but also opportunity

Disadvantages: Lack of the self-esteem of women entering into IT sector, Harmful stereotypes

for self-development and constant growth. The first employer will influence your future career significantly.
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Krystyna Gorzelany
COO

Mobee Dick

Krystyna is a leader with over 20 years of experience, specialising in organisation and development of international business. As COO
at Mobee Dick she is responsible for organising and managing the business side, negotiations, introducing a business perspective into the
organisational culture. She previously worked for PKN Orlen Group as a commercial director and at Synerise as business development
executive. As a woman, mother, coach, mentor she focuses on self-development, supporting and connecting women, sharing experiences.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It was a conscious decision resulting from a need to change the sector, longing for new experience and the

I’ve disenchanted the meaning of a business approach. I’ve built an understanding that business perspective

understanding that tech is the main direction of the world’s development, which I know nothing about. Hence,

perfectly supports and complements technology. By looking at the numbers we make better, data-driven de-

the essence is to be close to tech, understand its potential and applications, learn and to serve tech with my

cisions on a daily basis. A side effect of this is increased confidence and sense of partnership in dealing with

skills in return: to clothe tech with numbers and do business. My clear intention combined with the support of

large corporations. All this together results in a jump in profitability of projects and the courage to reach for

women around me have resulted in where I am now.

more.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: access to the top-notch solutions, knowledge and network which opens the mind to an endless

Be open, meet people: build the relations and network, talk, get inspired, ask questions, allow yourself to

potential; global environment -> you can find inspiration, support close to you or at the end of the world, you

make mistakes, learn at every step, appreciate yourself, question status quo, change your mind and perspec-

could have colleagues are all over the world; participating in the fascinating, dynamic, technological develop-

tives, when you fall, lie down for a while before you get up, don’t moan, move on, don’t give up, dare, dream

ment -> technology is vast and growing -> you can find your place in it, your niche, you can still build some-

big, go for a walk in the forest, relax, have fun, have friends, call back your mum, “you can” instead of “you

thing new -> I keep my fingers crossed for the development of education and femtech especially

have to”. Based on my experience, it works.

Disadvantages: you must be a mathematician to deeply understand technology; a lot of introverts; due to
remote work effective communication, team building, bonding, belonging are huge challenges
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Gabriela Gorzycka
Global Head of Endpoint
Threat Management

Atos Poland Global Services

She is a business and technology driven professional, active in IT for almost 10 years in total, with the last 5 years committed to the
cybersecurity area (especially Endpoint Threat Management and Digital Workplace security). Currently she leads globally Endpoint
Threat Management Domain at Atos. She has an MA title in Applied Linguistics, later having expanded her knowledge during postgraduate studies (in Project Management and Network area). She is also an ITILV3 Expert and member of Atos’ Experts Community.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I did not have a strong technical background during my studies, but I was always interested in technology.

Two years ago I took over the role of Global Head for Endpoint Threat Protection, a domain delivering services

During my senior year at the university I heard about open vacancies at Atos. I was told that they have junior

to over 200 customers all over the world. I had to ensure that we deliver quality services, coping with cultural

positions where perfect command of twoforeign languages is needed and that they will train me in the IT

differences, different personalities and many business challenges (like budget, time pressure etc.). I have not

knowledge needed for my job. Later the company gave me a lot of options to move internally and finally find

only managed to create a successful global team and achieve all those goals, but we also built new cybersecu-

the position that would fit best to my profile and personality.

rity services and expanded our customer base a lot.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: – Development – IT develops so fast and if you do not want to fall behind, it requires constant

Every senior engineer, Architect, manager or CEO started at some point in a junior position. If you do not have

learning. And I love it! – Mission – You are responsible for the delivery of IT services or products to people and

technical knowledge, it does not mean you cannot learn it and advance. If you consider starting your career in

either improving or securing their quality of life.

IT, I advise you to get a junior position and learn, learn, learn. Getting to know your company, different roles

Disadvantages: – It’s hard to keep the pace because we constantly need more people and there are not eno-

and departments will give you an overview in which direction you can develop. Once you know it, plan your

ugh IT specialists on the market. Therefore, I strongly encourage every professional to join the IT industry.

career – and don’t be afraid to take new opportunities.
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Sandra Górecka
Chief of Staff

Sunrise System

She is an experienced manager. She was associated with the global LafargeHolcim Group for over ten years. Now, since 2018, she is
a part of Sunrise System. She is a sociologist. In 2017, she also completed postgraduate studies at the Business School of the Warsaw
University of Technology. Currently, she continues her personal development at Kozminski University. Privately, she loves to travel and
get to know different perspectives. She is also committed to the protection of animals and the environment.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I have been at Sunrise System since 2018. Initially, I was the marketing manager, supporting image-buil-

I am assuming the role of interim CEO. Running an organisation of over 700 people until the target CEO is

ding, sales activities, and process optimisation.. Corporate experience and business sense allowed me to be

found. The implementation of many optimisation changes for the benefit of the company. The initiation of the

promoted to Head of Staff, interim CEO, and to the current role of Chief of Staff as a Board Member. I am

internal transformation process, which is currently being continued by the new CEO.

involved in critical business decisions and strategic projects. I am responsible for essential changes in the
organisation, strategy implementation, and the company’s image.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The most significant advantage is working in an industry with an attractive, dynamic, and promising future

Contrary to the adage, there are no trains that come only once. If you feel that you do not want something,

ahead. That is still on the rise. It is also an environment where something is constantly changing. New oppor-

that something is not in line with your values, that it is not suitable for you at the moment, trust yourself. If

tunities, solutions, and technologies appear, not allowing you to get bored.

you are good at what you do, there will be more chances and opportunities.

I do not see any disadvantages resulting directly from working in this industry. In IT you have to find the key to
effective communication with experts, which can be a challenge, as in any other area.
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Agnieszka Grad – Kowalska
Founder and CEO

Eyzee

As the founder and CEO of Eyzee S.A. (www.eyzee.com), a company creating and implementing dedicated IT solutions, Agnieszka is responsible for setting strategic goals and overseeing the company’s development. As a successful manager for over 20 years, she connects her economic background with being an IT enthusiast. Being a woman in the IT world, she focuses not only on company and revenue
growth, but also on developing and maintaining a friendly and engaging work environment for all Eyzeers.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I studied Finance and Banking at the Warsaw School of Economics, yet I found myself drawn to courses about

Founding a successful and rapidly growing IT company that employs over 70 professionals, while nurturing a

HTML, process automation, and system building, instead of the stock exchange or accounting.

friendly and engaging atmosphere which has become inscribed in the company’s DNA.

My work in IT began somewhat by coincidence. Upon completing my university education, I wasn’t sure which

Ambition, competencies, and authenticity are all values that guide us in Eyzee and translate into our clients’

career path I would pursue. Eventually, it came down to either working in an IT consulting company or a

satisfaction and employee commitment, with employees staying to develop their skills.

bank’s PR department. I chose IT, and don’t regret my choice.

Within 4 years, Eyzee had already worked with over 20 customers, with many returning for further projects.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: ambitious challenges, innovation, continuous development.

Above all, make bold decisions. IT is an emerging industry, which makes it very dynamic. It needs curious and

I enjoy my work in the IT industry so much that it’s not easy to point out any disadvantages, but if I had to

ambitious people. The most important thing is to be flexible or you can say to be agile – start doing some-

pick one, it would be the double-edged nature of the industry’s fast development. It allows for professional

thing, then develop and improve your ideas. Don’t be afraid of changes. Those are part of the growing pro-

growth, but without constantly following the market, it is very easy to be left behind.

cess. By having a willingness to learn and letting yourself make mistakes, you’ll be sure to find a place in IT. It’s
a place worth being in!
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Agnieszka Gramatyka
Director of System
Development Dep.

BNP Paribas Bank

Senior Manager with over 14 years experience, building her career in many areas – Business, Projects Management and IT – taking
part in different strategic, transformations and organisational processes. Currently responsible for agile development and system maintenance. Recently, concentrating on a full transformation of IT units from “silos” model to cross-functional, DevOps, focused on efficient
cooperation with the business. Interested in supporting women in their development in IT.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

After six years working on the business side I decided to completely change my career path and worked for

Each of the huge projects I was engaged in during merges or transformations was kind of a success. But the

the most challenging and dynamic branch as IT in reality is. It was also connected with changing the company

most crucial thing was always team building. During such strategic events I had to create the teams from

I worked for. Getting into the tech industry was rather smooth, starting from responsibility for systems ana-

scratch, where people were working in two different companies, different cultures, methods of work, technol-

lysts, through the project management area to really leading the teams focused on development and mainte-

ogy and attitude to working together. Today I can say that each of the teams I built was a win – full engage-

nance app.

ment, open communication, transparency and goal-oriented. It is real achievement.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

If you start your professional career my advice is very simple:

constant change; growth and opportunity; possibility of holistic view for whole business environment

• Don’t forget about self-development (not only hard skills but also soft skills are important)

Disadvantages:

• Try to plan your carrier 3 years ahead

working not only in digital, new technologies but also in an obsolete technological environment; personal time

• Be open for new challenges even you don’t have enough competences

could be interrupted; bureaucracy – unfortunately working in IT you have to deal also with less pensionable

• Take a chance if only it take place

topics like budget, regulations aspects, governance policy ect.

• If possible – have a mentor who lets you open different perspectives for some topics.
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Jennifer Gray
HR Director

Stemmann-Technik

Already after finishing her apprenticeship in a bank in 1997, Jennifer found her passion for transformation as well as developing and
promoting others. She followed this path through being a trainer, Coach and studying Business Administration and Human Resources.
Today she is working as a HR Director in a company which provides high quality hardware and high-tech systems for flexible energy
and data transfer and acts as a Transformation/Change and personnel development Expert.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

The job found me. I always wanted to work in a business that builds something and connects future technol-

To make my path from a financial consultant in a regional bank without any international “touch” into the in-

ogy with products that make an impact. Wabtec is a leading global provider of equipment, systems, digital

dustrial world within an international company while keeping my “down to earth” mentality and learning with

solutions, and value-added services for freight rail, transit, mining, industrial or marine. Stemmann-Technik

every step. Out of this comes a high passion to promote and coach others, especially women, to follow their

with products such as ferry-charger uses technology to make transportation greener.

own ideas and preferences to be the best version of themselves in surroundings where they can grow and
learn.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

+ you can make a real difference for the future

Always be open and interested in everything, people, knowledge and companies – the next career chance

+ it is a fast-paced industry with new challenges everywhere and every day

might be just in front of you and you do not even know it. Look out for mentoring whenever you can and sur-

+ as talent you have many opportunities to learn and grow

round yourself not only with people who are like you but as well with people who have different preferences

– it is “a man’s world” -> especially within engineering and IT you find mostly men which is a challenge for

so when it comes to decisions you have a broad understanding and good basis to choose. And – go, see the

women talent as well as for HR people like me when it comes to talent management and promotion

world. Learn from other cultures. It helps to find better solutions.

– transformation and change is everywhere -> some people may look more for stability
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Veronica Guguian
founder&marketing strategist,
co-lead, co-founder

SPIN Ideas, Zebras Unite Amsterdam Chapter, BASE Conference

She is a strategic marketer with over 17 years of experience that loves creating. Her superpower is connecting the dots. She created SPIN
Ideas, a strategic marketing and media agency, to help zebra companies convert their stories into marketing strategies. She strongly adheres to the power of strategic partnerships, collaborating with others instead of competing. In 2018, together with Lana Jelenjev, she
launched the BASE Conference, enabling change-makers to advance their businesses together.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I would say tech chose me :)

BASE Conference and Community (https://baseconference.amsterdam/) and Online Networking with SPIN

Considering my expertise, it is impossible not to be involved in one way or another with the tech industry.

events.

Also, I noticed the clients that need me more are the ons in tech, as their expertise lies in the more technical

By creating the right setups, I allow entrepreneurs to meet like minded people, share ideas and build relation-

aspects and they need someone to guide them on how to translate it into the “real world”.

ships. In the past 3 years since I launched BASE, and in the past year during the pandemic, I am proud to say I
helped several companies grow and new business ideas arose through my events and work.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Be curious and open minded. Surround yourself with cheerleaders as well as with critics, but always stay true

– connectivity

to your values.

– openness
– innovation
Disadvantages:
– not enough women in the industry
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Honorata Hencel
Director, Global Data Management
and Tool Support

Boeing

Honorata Hencel joined Boeing in August 2015 as Global Navigation Services Manager in the Gdansk office, Poland, and in 2017
promoted to a Senior Manager role. In 2021 she became a Director, taking over the oversight of the navigational tools support and
acquiring global technology specialists. Honorata co-leads Boeing Women Inspiring Leadership Europe and is also the co-founder of
Aviation Hub Pomerania. She has completed the Boeing Technical Leadership Program in 2021.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I was always passionate about Aviation and decided to focus my education and professional choices on jo-

When I joined Boeing 6 years ago, I had a 100 people team and the site was 300 employees. Currently I am

ining the top player in the industry. When I joined Boeing, I started working more on end-to-end customer

working with a department of 300 people at a 600 people site and I am in charge of a global team – so to-

experience and technology support for the navigation data. I have acquired the lead on the tools team and

gether with the initial team, I was able to build the trust of our SLT and stakeholders to invest in Gdansk office

tool program which led to my step up to the world of technology.

and make it responsible for the critical product delivery for the airlines on a much larger scale.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: - technology enhancements change the industry and customer experience

Be consistent in your actions – pursue a clear path of education and professional actions to build up your

– aviation drives enormous levels of innovation competition

brand, your portfolio and maintain long-term relationships. Never stop on upskilling yourself and bringing

– access to the newest technologies in the market before other parties do

your competencies to the next level. Be prepared to feel uncomfortable and take on risks.

Disadvantages: – heavy competition for talent
– regulatory limitations for technological changes and go to market pace
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Magdalena Jabłońska
President

Foundation for Technology Entrepreneurship

Magdalena Jabłońska, President of the Board of the Foundation for Technology Entrepreneurship, a key player in the Polish Innovation
ecosystem and an operator of startups acceleration programs in Poland/Europe e.g. MIT Enterprise Forum CEE.
Magdalena is a professional with over 16 years of experience in business consulting (Deloitte, PwC). She is an expert in the open innovation methods and strategies. She acts as a judge and mentor in startup events and acceleration programmes.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My engagement in the tech startup ecosystem gained momentum five years ago when I left the Innovation

I don’t dwell on what I’ve done so far, I focus on whether I make a positive impact, if my actions align with my

Services Team at PwC and joined the Foundation for Technology Entrepreneurship. The Foundation aims to

values/mission, and how to achieve this with the resources, talents available. I am proud of the team. It is the

create innovation-driven tech company communities and support developing young technology companies in

6th year since we started implementing the Foundation’s mission: educating, connecting tech startups and in-

their first steps towards the market once an MVP is in place. By creating a comprehensive acceleration pro-

novation leaders to transform them into world-class, innovation-driven businesses. I look at my achievements

gram, we combine these young solutions with market demand and relevant ecosystems.

with humility and build on my to spur on ambitions in our organisation.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The advantages certainly relate to the dynamics in which new ideas and solutions enter the market and solve

I would ask: what is your mission? We do not live for money or praise. On the contrary, if we do something

the world’s current problems. The quality and volume of innovative ideas that arise every day, especially from

with passion, rewards follow. If you identify your mission, you can implement it in various ways; the most im-

startups, is inspiring. In general, what I like and motivates me the most is work with innovators and innovation

portant thing is that it is aligned to us and our values. It is also important not to be overcome by fear and not

teams in corporations and being part of a community of like-minded people. The challenge is to maintain the

to give up without trying to make your dreams come true. Give yourself time to observe what your intuition

determination to remain in the vanguard and execute plans.

tells you and take some time to decide your direction.
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Agota Jakutyte
Co Founder, CEO

ZENOO

Long story short, she went from the EU Parliament to leading a startup devoted to dogs’ health. And to no one’s surprise, dogs inspired
her for this major shift. She has been around them since childhood, volunteered in shelters, their company even helped her overcome
her depression. Love for dogs brought meaning and happiness to her life. So, to help millions of dogs, she has refused to follow a safe
career path in the EU Parliament. Instead, she chose to challenge and transform outdated dog nutrition and health norms.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Elly, my adopted chihuahua, had deadly health issues from eating commercial dog food. But a raw diet saved

Saving dog’s lives. With ZENOO, we’ve helped more than 10,000 pooches worldwide overcome painful and

her life. She wasn’t the only one suffering — millions of dogs are. So to help them, we were looking for a con-

fatal illnesses. Many of them battled cancer, and after implementing a natural ZENOO diet, they became can-

venient way to feed them raw. Together with mentors from NASA, we implemented an advanced food preser-

cer-free!

vation method. Freeze-drying locks in 98% of the nutritional value. Also, ZENOO food subscription includes a
comprehensive personalisation to meet each dog’s nutritional needs.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Owners are passionate about their dogs (kids). Nowadays, pet parents are smarter than ever; they look for

At the beginning of my startup career, I read a lot of business books. Because I was afraid that I’m only 21 and

natural, great quality solutions to improve their dog’s life – that’s what ZENOO does. Fast-growing market.

I have to lead the team? I also had pressure from previous co-founders that I’m too young and have a lack of

Disadvantages: Huge corporations use misleading advertisements, manufacturing business is much harder to

experience. So I tried to become a person that I heard on podcasts or books. But nothing worked. With the

manage and scale, the multinational market in the EU makes it very hard to build and develop a truly interna-

help from my present co-founder and the whole team surrounding me, I realised that the only way I can grow,

tional brand.

lead and be a strong founder is to be myself and follow my heart.
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Anna Jankowiak
CEO

Grywit

Anna Jankowiak, CEO Grywit, CEO Justmotive, CEO Aminnosys; passionate about engaging people, ecology and wellbeing. She creates
loyalty and incentive programs of the new generation by combining psychology with technology that are recognised as an innovation on a
global scale. For 12 years, she has been using gamification (i.e. the use of mechanisms from games in real life) both in business and in changing social behaviour, among children, youth, sick and excluded people. Anna is on a mission to improve the world through technology. Her
telemedicine systems in Africa help to save people’s lives, especially those who can’t afford or live too far from hospitals.
MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
I started working in IT department in the bank during studies.

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
Having 3 companies – Grywit, Justmotive and the newest - Aminnosys,which is helping in telemedicine in Africa, generating electronic medical prescriptions and sick leave documents. It also helps pharmacies retrieve
electronic medical prescriptions generated by medical practitioners. What is innovative about that? We don’t
use any internet cause there is a huge internet issue in most of the places in Africa. I’m running a project to
engage pro-ecological children and youth in schools and for residents of African countries to help fight the
huge amount of garbage on the streets that occurs there.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
Advantages: innovation, creativity,

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Find a mentor, a person who is in the position which you want to have in future.

Disadvantages: high costs of having company
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Beata Jarosz
Co-founder, CEO

Future Collars

Co-founder and CEO of Future Collars, awarded “Digital Champion” 2017. Capital market expert with over 25 years of professional
experience. Vice President of the Management Board of the Warsaw Stock Exchange and Advisor to the Management Board of the
Polish Power Exchange. Co-founder of the NewConnect market for growth companies in the SME sector. She was also a member of Supervisory Boards (KDPW SA, KDPW CCP SA) and she holds an MA from the Warsaw School of Economics.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

When I was working at the Warsaw Stock Exchange and interacting with tech companies and startups, I

In 2020, our startup was acknowledged by Forbes Woman with the Equal Company Certificate for support-

thought that in the future I would like to have my own startup that solves social problems. When the proposal

ing equality and diversity in business. I am also very proud that we’ve established a Fund “Diversity in IT” that

to start an EdTech startup came up, I was convinced it was a great idea. I knew from the beginning that the

provides IT courses, mentoring programs and English lessons to people in difficult financial and life situations.

mission of the startup would be to democratise access to learning programming and digital competence with-

It also makes me hugely proud that we can give people the opportunity to change their lives and help them

out discriminating against anyone based on gender, location or age.

gain knowledge and skills.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: The ability to create services and products that positively impact people’s lives. Encouraging

Faith, persistence and consistency will definitely help you reach your goal. Also, surround yourself with suc-

women to acquire digital competencies and enter the IT world.

cessful people who are willing to share their stories, knowledge and experience and support you. Their inspir-

I don’t see any disadvantages because this job gives me a lot of satisfaction, when I see how our actions and

ing stories show that there is no one and easy way to success and everyone must find their own.

initiatives help people get into the IT industry and secure their future.
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Agnieszka Jaworska
CEE, Product Marketing Manager

Facebook

Agnieszka has been working in the tech industry for a really long time now. She managed to develop her professional skills in such
companies as Acxiom, Samsung, Dentsu and now at Facebook. Working in such diverse businesses let her learn a lot about how to
navigate across different challenges, cultures, working styles etc.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I started my journey with the tech industry almost 20 years ago, working in marketing of the data driven cor-

I am sure that it’s my last two years in Facebook, where I am covering product marketing management work

poration named Acxiom. It was a great opportunity to develop some skills with project management, product

for 28 countries across CEE, managing different challenges of those markets, delivering customised product

management and subject matter expertise. Then I went to Samsung and led a CRM program there. Then

updates to clients there and also doing everything mainly from home as I managed to be in the office only for

moving to Densu and working closely with MarTech partners, including Salesforce or Adobe. Now, at Face-

first 6 months and then the pandemic started.

book, I am responsible for Product Marketing Management across the CEE Region.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Do what you really like to do. Then it doesn’t feel like working hard. Find some fun in everything, look for fuel

– diversity

for yourself. Remember about your family and community around you. Think of the impact you can make on

– moving and growing fast

your community, businesses around you, if it feels good to you, then follow your heart.

– being close to innovations
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Ólöf Lovísa Jóhannsdóttir
Co-founder

Greenfo

She is 29 years old, married with two young kids and a dog. She is from Sauðárkrókur, a small town in Iceland but she moved to
Reykjavík a few years ago to study economics at the University of Iceland. After graduating with an economics degree she pursued a
master’s degree in environmental and natural resource science.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

The idea came when I worked for an Icelandic energy company in the environmental department. We were

My master’s thesis, the purpose of the study was to create an economic valuation of the environmental im-

looking for a system that we could use to calculate carbon accounting in a simple way and formulate targeted

pacts of Búrfellslundur, a wind farm Landsvirkjun wants to build in Iceland. The contingent valuation was used

measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. We did not find a suitable system, so my partner and I decid-

to assess the public’s willingness to pay for protection of the area and examined whether there was a signifi-

ed to start a business and develop a software solution for this problem.

cant difference before and after changes.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
Flexibility is a big advantage – I can work from wherever I want. A disadvantage is that it’s expensive to start, as

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Believe in yourself and don’t be afraid to make mistakes – learn from them.

you can’t sell the software until it’s market ready. So the future of your idea relies on finding an investor who
believes in you and is willing to invest.
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Katarzyna Jóźwik
General Manager

Smartney

Dr. Katarzyna Jóźwik, CEO at Smartney – a fintech that initiated a revolution on the consumer loan market. An expert with over 20
years of experience in consumer finance. Focused on agile management and building a culture of continuous testing of new solutions.
Within two years from the launch of the first loan, the company under her wing became the industry leader in its segment. She graduated from SGH, ICAN Institute, and University of Oxford. Obtained a PhD degree from SMC University.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My career in the tech business began actually in the financial industry – with creating a consumer finance

Smartney is my greatest achievement. It came to life as a result of working with a group of experts, enthusi-

department at Deutsche Bank. After that things moved quickly – it was the period of the greatest competition

asts and people whose dream was to change the world of finance for the better. Within two years, we built a

in the financial market and the fastest influx of new ideas. IT technologies have become the main driving force

company from scratch, which today can boast over 20% share in the market in which we operate. We start-

behind the transformation of the industry. It would not be an exaggeration to say that the entire financial

ed with what an ideal money lending company should look like. We have combined the best of banks: price,

industry has become a tech industry under their influence.

credibility, quality with a modern process associated with loan companies.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

One of the biggest advantages of the industry is constant change. Fintech is a dynamic environment where

In order to succeed you have to aim high and be consistent. In recent years, we have managed to break down

new technologies or regulatory changes can lead to a complete change of the business model overnight.

most of the glass ceilings we used to deal with. The wide access to education and the willingness of com-

Working in such a demanding environment requires quick reaction and adaptation to new situations. There is

panies to invite people to internships make it relatively easy for anyone to start a career in the tech market.

no room for boredom or repetition – but there is plenty of space for personal development and growth.

However, it is worth setting a goal in advance and consistently striving for it – for example by acquiring knowhow in various places. It will become your competitive advantage
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Joanna Jurczak
President, Vice-President

BZ Group, BZ Solutions

President of BZ Group and Vice-President of BZ Solutions. Manager, IT specialist, graduate of, among others: Warsaw Management
University Collegium Humanum and Apsley Business School – London (MBA, Personal Data Protection Inspector & Internal Auditor of
Information Security Management System), Rzeszów University of Technology. Experienced in national and international implementation
processes, sales and effective cooperation with corporate partners. Creates remote services.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My fascination with computers started in the 90’s when I was a few years old and a computer appeared in my

I believe that the best is yet to come, but I’m proud of what I’ve been able to achieve so far by going through

home. My whole family always had passion for technology, so this love and interest came rather naturally. I

different career levels. Working in the IT industry, in corporations and in startups, doing business analysis,

feel that I grew up with technology. Then came the decision to study IT and during my studies I started work-

implementations, leading projects, etc. Now I have my own company and participate in many other interest-

ing in the IT industry. Now I combine this industry with other areas of life and business.

ing initiatives. I decide what I want to get involved in and can implement my visions for services, products and
further business plans.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: opportunity for continuous professional development, including self-development; work can be

The most important thing is not to give up, and good things are worth waiting for – despite setbacks that

done from anywhere in the world; creating solutions that improve people’s quality of life.

occur. We have to believe in ourselves, because women in the IT industry are still struggling because of their

Disadvantages: It’s a very dynamic industry, so it’s easy to get lost in the rush and forget what’s important; It’s

gender. Women must also remember that they aren’t inferior to men in technological and engineering knowl-

necessary to constantly review and remodel the business model in order not to get ‘left behind’; Financial-in-

edge, and thanks to social competences such as empathy and innate multitasking skills, they are of great

vestment outlays are required, which affects development opportunities

value both in corporations and creating their own projects.
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Ewa Kańczuk
Head of Digital Analytics

Semahead

For the last few years she has been connected to the interactive agency industry. As Head of Digital Analytics in Semahead, a part of
the international Bauer Media Group publishing house, she deals with implementing and coordinating projects connected with complex
internet analytics, website usability and consulting in the field of new technologies and marketing strategies. She also runs workshops
and lectures at the Pontifical University of Cracow.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I have always been interested in new technologies. The road to where I am now has been a winding one. It

The biggest achievement for me is that I’ve chosen my own career path and despite the fact that I encoun-

started with a technical degree in chemistry. Then I took the helm at an online store, where I learned about

tered many difficulties before getting to where I am, I persevered. I enjoy what I do and at the same time I

online sales and marketing from the inside out. My current boss gave me a book about online promotion as

manage to achieve a work-life balance.

part of my education and that’s how I discovered Google Analytics. I was fascinated by the measurability of
online marketing. Since then I knew what I wanted to do.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Pros: 1. Huge development opportunities - new technologies and tools are constantly being created 2. Big

In my opinion, it’s key at the start of a career is to get to know ourselves, think about what we enjoy most in

data and its analytics in tech business are an indispensable part of the success of this area. 3. Great employ-

life and find a company that allows us to gain competence. We spend a large part of our lives at work and it is

er flexibility in relation to the possibility of remote work, flexible hours in which the tasks are performed. The

crucial to identify a place where we will feel good. Additionally, I think it is worth focusing on learning languag-

downside is that due to the continuous development of the industry the job requires constant learning of

es, especially English, without which it is difficult to find a job in IT these days.

new tools and technologies, which makes it difficult to achieve a specialisation.
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Justyna Karaś
Master Black Belt

3M

Experienced ERP/SAP/Digital/IT Senior Manager with a demonstrated history of working in the different industries such as: mechanical,
paper, industrial engineering, manufacturing, medical, banking operations as well as the SSC/BPO/COE environment. Experienced Lean
Six Sigma Master Black Belt (strategic, transformative & improvement programs management). Skilled in IT/business operations set up
(greenfield) and management/stabilisation of IT services, complex IT projects & programs management.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
After graduating, my first full time job was as a specialist in software implementation and sales. I was respon-

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
Setting up the IT Operations department from scratch at 3M in 2015/2016 (up to 120 FTEs total).

sible for the whole process of the ERP system (in-house made by PL software company) up to the implementation phase.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
Advantages:

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Look for new opportunities which would develop you as much as possible and push yourself to achieve more.

– on the rise, meaning lots of opportunities
– diverse work if you are open to changes
Disadvantages:
– male dominated
– long working hours, sometimes work during the weekends, shift work
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Anna Karcz-Czajkowska
Co-Founder

JCD Research / JCD

CEO of JCD Research – market research agency and cofounder of JCD – data driven product development agency. Member of PTBRiO – Polish Society for Market and Opinion Research.
Academic lecturer. The author of the book “The Art of Research” about the “data driven business” attitude, methods of research, verification of data sources and their implementation in organizations.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I found it by accident, thanks to my first student internship in one of Warsaw’s startups. I stayed for good,

I am proud of the fact that I am able to noticeably contribute to the promotion of good practices in the field

combining my academic research experience with business practice in the areas of entrepreneurship, tech-

of “data driven organisation culture”. Thanks to consistent activities: within the community that I have built, a

nology, marketing strategy and market research. Currently, together with my husband, Adam Czajkowski, we

Facebook group for Polish entrepreneurs under the slogan “Become a researcher in your company/Zostań

run a group of service and consulting companies. We are focused on creating digital products: applications, IT

badaczem w swojej firmie”, publications, workshops and consultations, I can show good practices and inspire

systems, ecommerce, at every stage of their lifetime: from market research, through design and development,

to develop research competences in product, marketing, design team.

to product launch.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

A huge advantage, but also a disadvantage, is the extraordinary volatility of the market and the business envi-

Don’t be afraid to experiment; treat your professional career as an open path, a set of hypotheses to be veri-

ronment, requiring great flexibility, adaptability, quick reaction and strategic thinking.

fied. Am I good at this? Will I find myself successful in that? Do not hesitate to learn new things, try and check.

I really appreciate the possibility of shaping the business reality, the real impact on the products being creat-

Treat failures as experiences, the result of another test, new data for further development. This “action learn-

ed, and the opportunity to promote good practices in our industry.

ing” approach will allow you to draw conclusions, optimise actions, strive for perfect results – and at the same
time do it with ease, peace of mind and understanding.
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Magdalena Kasiewicz
Customer Success Lead – Board
member of Polish Subsidiary

Microsoft

Her ultimate goal at work is to help organisations in their digital transformation journey by defining IT strategy and executing it by
leading high performing teams. She has over 20 years of experience in the IT industry, specialising in managing transformational programs (cumulative budget over $400M) and managing delivery teams (up to 50 directs). She had opportunity to manage varied
technical specialists across different countries and this experience allowed me to build leadership skills

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I started my journey with IT when I was 7 years old. My father was a scientist and a developer. He taught me

I help my directs and friends to build their career and improve their personal life. Some of them are working

programming. Later I finished the Polish-Japanese School of Computer Technics with an excellent degree.

as successful leaders on WW level.

I started to work during my studies as a database designer and analyst and after 2 years I moved to a man-

I was creating strategy around DevOps for Microsoft Consulting Team on a worldwide level and together with

agement role. When I was 26 I was managing more than 200 project team members.

my team we managed to help companies in many countries to move smoothly to the cloud.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

First of all, working in IT is an adventure. IT is one of the fastest growing industries, therefore it offers amazing

Listen and learn from people you admire!

opportunities for personal development. It is also one of the highest-paid industries.

Take a risk – some trains come only once in your whole life.

Working in IT is also a great way to promote equality, debunking the myth that “science” professions are the

Be yourself while respecting different perspective at the same time

domain of men.
The IT community alarmingly needs a greater participation of women, because it has an extremely significant
impact on creating the future, social and ethical standard.
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Nin Kaur
Senior Director Technology – Marketing,
Digital Commerce and Technology Strategy

Bacardi Martini

Nin is a resilient Technology Leader who has been delivering programs and change at Bacardi Martini since 2013 with key projects
spanning Commercial, Revenue Growth Management, Marketing and Digital Commerce. With 20 years of experience, of which 15
Years is in the AlcoBev Industry and a background that includes consulting, retail and manufacturing Nin helps guide her stakeholders
to the potential of technology and its practical application to help drive performance.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It all happened by accident. I had joined a graduate program with a National Bank but it didn’t feel right 2

Working in collaboration with the Bacardi Diversity and Inclusion leaders across the globe to identify meaning-

months in so I decided to quit. It was 1999 where the industry was anticipating disruption related to the Y2K

ful Platforms that will elevate and foster a sense of belonging. Its been an honour to help set the foundations

Millenial bug and there was significant demand for Tech resources so I joined a convenience retailer as a

so we can unlock the potential across all of our Prim@s. There is more to do but this will be pivotal in all of

Helpdesk Technician via the referral of a friend and the rest, as they say, is history.

our futures. Within Tech going from a community of 5 people to a movement that now has >25 culture makers contributing within a year has been inspiring and gives me confidence that we will build an inclusive and
diverse environment together.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

There is so much change and evolution it’s exciting to be at the forefront of new Tech and adapting the ways

The key advice would stem from one of my favourite Quotes ‘Do the best you can until you know better. Then

of working to accelerate delivery of change.

when you know better, do better. Maya Angelou

Building global or cross-functional teams that come together to deliver, and then celebrating milestones fos-

Stay Curious and continue to learn-this will keep your contribution relevant in an ever-changing world; Em-

ters a great sense of community and connection – some lasting longer than the projects or assignments.

brace diversity of thought-asking questions and welcoming responses from the whole team will build a great

Tech is open to anyone from any background – there is such a range of ways to contribute and a degree is

environment; Know your value; Work as a team - cooperating you can create innovative solutions Finally Be

not essential.

Kind, to yourself and to others – we are all human.
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Joanna Kasprzak
COO

Apzumi

Joanna holds a Ph.D. in Bioinformatics, and she is a specialist in data simulations and algorithms, with a love for all kinds of digital health innovations. In Apzumi, she led over 30 successful digital health applications as a Project Manager or Product Owner. Currently,
as a COO, she is responsible for defining the strategy for optimal scope, time, and budget balance in projects. She specialises in medical data interoperability, patient experience design, and regulatory requirements for digital health apps.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

After my PhD defense and first few years as a scientist, I decided to change my career and become involved in

This is a very hard question, but I think for me the biggest achievement was to be able to change the career

IT. I wanted to build products that people need. With some experience in grant and project management and

path and start in IT with no earlier IT studies or commercial experience. Becoming a PM,building good pro-

skills in Python development I applied to Apzumi as a Project Manager. For the first few months I was sup-

ducts for our clients and being aware our applications help patients in rehab or healing processes is an ama-

porting teams in delivering projects for our customers, later I started focusing more on building products for

zing feeling. Probably for this reason digital health has become a strategic area of Apzumi’s mission.

Digital Health. After a few years I became a COO of Apzumi.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

advantages: – IT gives great opportunities and you can pick area of your interest (e.g. by working for healthca-

Join us in our IT world, be brave and be prepared for a lot of work and learning. Before applying to IT try to

re, telecommunication and many other industries); – IT applies new technologies very fast, which allows you

learn a bit yourself, maybe do some projects you can show in your portfolio. There are a lot of mentoring pro-

to be a part of very unique, innovative projects; – IT is all about teamwork – you meet a lot of people and can

grams worth trying, courses to join or apprenticeship programs to apply for.

exchange ideas and learn from one another
disadvantages: – you must learn a lot and fast (it might be troublesome if you do not like it)
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Wioleta Kawecka
Head of Data and
Analytics

Finder

Wioleta is a business, marketing and data leader with a strong customer and commercial focus. She has close to 15 years of experience in startups, SMEs and enterprise businesses. Her career has provided her with the opportunity to work in multifaceted roles across
marketing, analytics, product, operations, business strategy, and technology.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It was very serendipitous. Equipped with a social studies degree, I did not think I would be at any point in-

I was very lucky my manager, Jeremy Cabral, empowered me to step up to build and lead the data function at

volved in data warehousing or data science. However, I was very lucky to start my career in a company that

Finder shortly after I’d joined the organisation. My greatest achievement to date was building up both the tal-

understood the value of data (Shopzilla, now Connexity) and allowed me to get my hands dirty with SQL, Om-

ent and the technical capability within three years. I’ve established self-reliant data engineering, data analytics

niture (now Adobe Analytics), etc. - opening up a whole new world of marketing science. The rest is history.

and data science teams operating optimised data warehouse and enterprise analytics stack. Most importantly, as my team recognises their own contribution, we build tools that make a difference to the business and
our users every day.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Main advantages: Working ‘at the bleeding edge’ of innovation – the industry offers a fantastic opportunity to learn and

Just give it a go – what is the worst that can happen?

experiment; More broadly, I do believe that tech is shaping many if not all areas of our lives and it’s thrilling to be a part

Fear of failure or embarrassment often stops us from trying new things/applying for a job/trying a new solu-

of this even if in a small way. Main disadvantages: Low participation of women –. I want to see more women coders,

tion. Considering what the worst possible outcome of the decision can be is really helpful in understanding

data engineers, data scientists in the next ten years, more diversity in general. We all need to work to make it happen.

and, hopefully, accepting the hypothetical cost of failure and ultimately reaching your goals.

Women’s and girls’ hackathon sessions organised by Finder where the next generation of women leading tech spent a
week tackling issues of empowerment through technology are just an example of initiatives that will get us there.
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Jadwiga Kijak
Head of Research

Mobee Dick

Head of Research at the Mobee Dick design and research company. She supervises the research area and supports the agency’s key
R&D initiatives. A sociologist by education, for over 8 years associated with research and service design. She conducts workshops and
is involved in numerous local initiatives. She has carried out projects for clients such as Credit Agricole, STS, Warta, PLL LOT, mBank, PerfectGym, Ailis or Adobe.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

During my sociological studies, I was very interested in the subject of design, which I learned after hours. I

I don’t think about achievements in the past tense, but rather what is ahead of me. I am motivated by chal-

started doing pro bono projects for non-profit organisations, it allowed me to gain experience and work on

lenges, not achievements. For example, we are currently working on a tool that will allow us to evaluate UX

interesting projects. After that, I started to accept smaller jobs as a freelancer. At one point I was hired at the

based on user behavior on e-commerce websites.

company as the Inhouse UX Team of One, but after some time I realised that I prefer to work in larger teams
and on various projects, this is how I found Mobee Dick.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Experiment. Try different things and see what makes you tick. Try different roles, industries, projects, teams.

you learn every day and in various fields: technology, psychology, sociology, and business

The more we experience the better we get both at doing our job and at knowing ourselves. This also can

you can’t get bored - every project is different

make you a better fit for different teams and nowadays products are created by teams so you need to learn

you get to work with creative and passionate people

how to cooperate.

Disadvantages:
the pace can be overwhelming
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Adrianna Kilińska
CEO

Engave

President of the Management Board and co-owner of the technological company Engave as well as several other companies from the
Engave Group. For 20 years she has been associated with the new technologies industry, where she acts as a strategist, professional
mentor and effective leader and promoter of women’s development in the IT industry. Meeting ethical and formal requirements in business she is a member of the Business Centre Club (BCC).

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Pure coincidence. I was offered a job in a public company dealing with the creation of information systems in

Successful transformation of Engave S.A. from an IT integrator into a consulting company within the area of

healthcare and the experience gained there determined my further career path within the industry of new

digital transformation that not only provides strategic consultancy, but also suggests and implements tools

technologies. I was always pushed to change my professional life by the inner need to explore something

and technological solutions helping companies to go through the digitisation process.

unsurpassed – at that time I even thought that it was somewhat forbidden. That is why I was even more eager
to conquer those new, previously unknown territories.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The constant need to keep up with the technological trends while maintaining common sense. In addition to

I am for the theory that it is never too late to make a career pivot towards new technologies. I can assure

this, the challenge is to keep the balance between work and private life, because you can easily lose yourself

those who are wondering whether IT is for them that it is a really attractive sector that not only gives great

in technology. Constantly adaptating to new conditions causes a lot of stress.

opportunities for development, but also provides financial satisfaction.
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Marta Klimowicz
Head of Growth

Monterail

A sociology PhD specialiszing in matters related to the Internet and the online realm, with over ten years of experience in the IT industry. She is very interested in new technologies, their impact on social life, and the strategies for dealing with the consequences of that
influence. She is also the co-founder of BalansPL, an initiative working to boost the presence and visibility of women in public life.
She is the Head of Growth at Monterail, a software development company.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My Ph.D. in Social Science was about the social aspects of the internet. While working on my Ph.D. in Social

I was responsible for the Polish launch of Vinted, one of the biggest online marketplaces for buying, selling,

Science,it I decided to join an AdTech startup to learn more about online communities. It was over 10 years

and swappingwith second-hand clothing. Not only did II’ve managed to hire a first-class team, but also we ma-

ago and since then I have held various positions in tech industry. never looked back.

naged to over deliveroverdeliver on all the crucial metrics, even though the company was hardly known back
then, and it had well-established competitors.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

One of the main advantages is the possibility of working in a world-shaping industry. I also appreciate the

Read, study, and learn as much as you can. It’s not possible to make any progress in the professional career

openness of people involved in the ITin IT industry and the general approach of figuring-that-out.

without a beginner’s mindset.

On the other side, there’s still room for improvement IT industry still has to improve in terms of diversity, and
its understanding and responsibility for the social consequences of digital products.
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Karin Klink
HR Director

Here Technologies

Following her Master in Management Systems in the UK, she has held various positions and leadership roles in strategy, finance and
HR at companies including Accenture, Siemens and now Here Technologies. At Here, she is the HR Director for Germany and the
Global HR Business Partner for the Brand Division. During her 20 plus years of work experience in male dominated businesses she has
become an avid supporter of women, initiating female company networks and mentoring women at different stages of their career.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I always felt that the tech industry would be a true match for me as I love a fast paced environment where

Even if it sounds somewhat cliche, but this is representing my personal and professional achievement: Dar-

change is a constant and colleagues strive to make the world a better place. So, when the opportunity came

ing to change companies and take a new and more challenging position shortly after a separation with three

up, I had no hesitation to take up my current position of HR Director at Here Technologies.

young children depending on me was a significant step in my career. My curiosity for learning, my trust in
myself and my positive outlook when facing a challenge have helped me to be successful as I did not let the
status “single mum with three kids” stop me and I am indeed quite proud of that.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages to me are: a fast paced environment, the future orientation, and the global reach of tech compa-

Be bold, never stop learning and believe in yourself. Your route to success may be bumpy and not always

nies.

straightforward, but it is also fun and definitely worth it.

Disadvantage: flexibility in working hours, especially when working in global teams and a low predictability on
what the future will bring.
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Izabela Korzeniowska
CFO

codequest

Izabela has 20 years of professional experience in the FMCG and the IT sector.
She started her career as a marketer in an international company, working on big global brands, then moved to the IT sector.
Currently, she focuses on finance and processes in the company. She gives special attention to make their company work smoothly,
professionally, and effectively.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I am working in a family business. My husband started an IT company, and I joined him later to help to build

That I learned to love and embrace change and to do challenging things even though they scared me.

the firm. I had to learn new skills in the areas needed in the company – it was a challenge. Our aim was (and

That I now am in a position where I can support others to do the same and still grow myself every day.

still is) to make our company a pleasant place to work, with a work-life balance and non-toxic atmosphere.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

advantages:

Feel the fear and do it anyway. Take chances and go after the dreams that you believe impossible from where

constant learning; work-life balance; many job possibilities

you stand today. Look for those opportunities, where you can learn from people that inspire you – that is at

disadvantages:

least as important as the salary you might make. Learn continuously and challenge yourself as often as pos-

time management – when working with clients from different time zones; remote teams – lack of personal

sible. You will learn something great with every failed attempt AND will achieve things you never dared dream

contact

of.
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Zuzanna Kosowska-Stamirowska
CEO

NavAlgo

Zuzanna is the CEO of NavAlgo, a deeptech venture developing an AI-based business analytics tool for data from things in motion
(containers, parcels, trucks, ships, etc.). She holds a Master’s degree in Economics from Sciences Po Paris and Ecole Polytechnique and
did a PhD on forecasting of maritime trade, adapting machine learning methods to complex system analysis. She was also responsible
for sales of a tech startup selling to several Fortune 100 companies, mostly in Asia and the US.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

When at Sciences Po, my main interest was Economics. This led to a semester at Stockholm School of Eco-

Being the first person to discover what maritime trade looks like and how it evolves at the global level, and

nomics. I took a class in Game Theory, and fell in love with it. The same year I did an internship at a tech start-

that it is governed by simple local rules - this went against the intuitions of state-of-the-art. Then, having it

up. With this experience, I applied for my Master’s programme at Ecole Polytechnique, where I specialised in

published in PNAS as a female PhD student from France - the odds were really against me, both because of

algorithmic game theory on graphs. It had natural applications in transportation networks. This led on to my

who I was and the topic of my study. This was the start of NavAlgo, where I aligned formidable A-players and

PhD on forecasting of maritime trade, and eventually, to NavAlgo.

together we pushed the boundaries of tech.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: We get to shape the world and have potential to achieve real impact at scale. We discover new

I have a rule of thumb which tells me that if I have a number of paths to choose from, I always take the one

things every day. It is relatively egalitarian in terms of ease of entry, as the business is mostly skills intensive

with the highest potential gain (which is typically also the hardest one), as long as the chance of success

and not so capital-intensive.

seems greater than 0. The logic is that if I aim for Mars, I may not get there and end up on the Moon, but this

Disadvantages: Lack of diversity which is hard to solve quickly due to complex root causes. Products tend to

is still further than say, Spain (and Spain is nice as well!).

be biased towards audiences similar to those already represented in the tech industry.

Very practical advice which I received once: “always get people’s phone numbers and give them a call”.
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Kamila Koszewicz
Global Privacy Counsel, Head of Legal
- Europe / Associate Vice President

GlobalLogic

Attorney at law specialising in personal data privacy andIT law. Associate Vice President at GlobalLogic, a digital product engineering company, in 2021 acquired by Hitachi Ltd. Global Privacy Counsel responsible for privacy efforts in 14 countries, and the Head of
Legal Europe managing legal support for 8 countries. Before she joined GlobalLogic in 2018, she worked for Monterail, a Polish custom
software development agency.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

As a law student I joined a law firm that was providing legal support for Nasza Klasa – the biggest Polish online

I was just 30 years old when I was entrusted with the role of a director in a global corporation. I’ve managed

platform at the time. This way at the very beginning of my professional career I started developing expertise

to build a global privacy function and legal department in Europe from a scratch, and successfully built a high

in IT law and personal data privacy, and I’ve been working with the IT industry ever since.

performing team. I contribute to projects done in multiple countries, including USA, Latin America, EU, Israel,
Ukraine and India.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

I see only advantages. It is fascinating to be working in an industry that is so innovative and really affects our

Be curious – try different things to find what gives you fun, we spend way too much time at work to be doing

everyday lives. Another thing I love in IT is diversity – working with people representing multiple countries and

something we do not like. Do not be afraid to say you do not know something, this way others will know how

cultures is truly inspiring.

to help you, and you will learn faster. Have a good work ethic – be reliable, diligent, professional. And never
miss a chance to learn from others, experience is invaluable.
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Danuta Kowalczyk-Chwalisz
Head of Radio Access
Network Planning

Nokia

Director of the Radio Access Network Planning Department at Nokia, with over seventeen years of working experience in the IT and
Telecom industries. Personally responsible for the successful implementation of the Agile-based Way of working for Radio Access at
Nokia, followed by over 22,000 employees. In January 2021 promoted head of Radio Access Planning position.
2020 Award “Top 5G Women” by Women in Tech.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My practical journey with the IT/ sectors started in the 2nd year of my studies at the Wrocław University of

Successful implementation of Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery process for the company’s LTE

Tech in 2004, when I was hired to a software developer position at Siemens.

network infrastructure. Switching from multi branch working to single trunk based solution for very large R&D.

Early hiring was a natural consequence of chosen studies, specialisation and private/financial situation. As a

Being program responsible for the world’s first commercial 5G network launch by Nokia for one the biggest

poor student and half orphan I had to be able to secure financial aspects of education and living on my own.

Korean mobile operator. Amazing and challenging period in professional career. One of the most intensive

Interesting fact is that I was the first student hired in the history of Siemens/Nokia in Wroclaw.

and full of satisfaction experiences being a part of it.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: Opportunity to design the future by creating innovative technologies.

Never give up.

Working with highly skilled and motivated people.

Learn every day and don’t forget about joy and passion as necessary aspects for success.

Need to constantly learn new things which enables You to develop yourself.

Every feedback is a gift – even this tough one.

Disadvantages: Work under time pressure and high expectations.
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Katarzyna Kowaluk-Toszek
CEO/Founding Partner

ABSOLUT Systems

Katarzyna Kowaluk is an award-winning innovator. She co-founded the customer obsessed company, ABSOLUT Systems. She served as
the Innovation Manager and Chief Marketing Officer. During her Economics and Business studies at Vienna University of Economics &
Business she deepened the skills of complex thinking, making complex things simple and remote management of a multicultural team.
Whichnow serves a solid fundament of her firm offering complex, efficient and customer oriented digital/IT solutions.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I have always been interested in psychology, marketing, and innovation, but I also had a flair for technology, I

As a non-IT person I designed a low-code platform that helps our customers quickly implement, digitise their

liked technological innovations. It has always been a natural part of my professional career.

complex ideas into a reliable system.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

First, discover your passion, see what interests you, what absorbs you completely, which activities give you

1. Discovering new aptitudes

satisfaction. Have the courage to do what you like, what you are best at – because then it is much easier to

2. Coming up with solutions to problems and maybe even completely new innovations

succeed. Please remember that failures are often the foundation of a success – failures are normal, so allow

3. Work on anything, anywhere

yourself to make mistakes, work hard and learn from failures. And despite failures, never don’t give up. PLAN

Disadvantages:

AND GO! Good luck!

1. Being tied to a desk
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Diana Koziarska
Founding partner

SMOK Ventures

Founding partner at SMOK Ventures. Co-founder of accelerator ReaktorX. Forbes 30 under 30. Ambassador of Startup Poland.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
I started out as an event and office manager at a startup hub ReaktorWarsaw. You can say it was the proper

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
Being a founding partner at a venture capital fund when I was 28 and doing it with a team of fantastic people.

name of a company to work at as a physicist. However it was the startup community, not physics, that won
me over, made me stay in the ecosystem and created a need to be engaged in more ways and help this community grow. That’s why I later co-founded an accelerator, ReaktorX.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

It’s exciting! The advantages of working in the IT and startup industries are that everything is moving fast. You

Be proactive! It’s better to act and learn in the process than be afraid to make a mistake. The more you give

are at the forefront of the innovations and can observe how technology influences the world. You can also

from yourself, the more you engage with others and show that they can count on you with every challenge,

help create those innovations.

the more opportunities you will create for yourself and the better network of great people you’ll build around

It can also be a disadvantage. It’s hard to take a pause and sometimes keep up with everything that’s going

yourself.

on.
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Agnieszka Kozłowska
EU Manager, Global
Process Governance

Ensono

She is a strong woman in the male IT world. She graduated from IT University of Technology in Koszalin. After university, she worked
for 3 years as IT Support mainly for end users. For the last 7 years, she has worked in It Process Governance teams. She is passionate
about improvements and analysis that can influence Client satisfaction through IT Processes.
Privately she is a mum of two girls and a wife. She loves to share her time and interests with them.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

When I was in the last year of IT University of Technology I decided to look for work in IT as I wanted to work in

In 2020 I decided to take part in the IT Manager of Tomorrow contest with the Proactive Problem Manage-

my profession. I was hired in a small IT company in Gdynia as IT Support. I worked there as End User Support

ment Project which I’ve started and led in Ensono company. After all levels of an interview, I got to the final 10.

for the Tricity Region for a year. After a year I was hired in my first corporation in a similar position but this

That gave me the opportunity to present myself and my project in front of around 200 people.

time for more countries/regions. In these positions, I understood how important is to provide good service
for customers and how you can improve that by IT Processes

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The most important advantage in IT is that every day you can grow and improve your skills. In these difficult

Communication is a key to excellence. If you would like to start your career, do not be afraid to ask questions

times, you can work from every place where you have a network connection. And last but not least is that you

and listen to others. The experience we gather by trying new things. So let’s try one, two, three times until you

can work with people from various countries.

will know how to do this. Then will be a moment to try something new. During this time work with others and

Unfortunately, I can not see the disadvantages of working in this industry. If you like what you are doing it is

be open to different opinions.

hard to find weak points – there are only challenges.
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Katarzyna Królak-Wyszyńska
CEO

Innovatika

Katarzyna builds ventures, products, and thriving business models. She is an expert in discovering potential areas for development and
turning them into effective businesses and products, primarily digital. She is obsessed with user-oriented design and rapid concept validation. She co-created Re:Place, Victor, MyService, the Heart Warsaw, the Future Makers Challenge, a program connecting corporations with students. She co-authored the MIT EF accelerator program in Poland.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It was a logical step, after successfully connecting business strategy with design – we incorporated technolo-

We have transformed ourselves (Innovatika) from a life-style business established “by friends for friends” – to-

gy. It was necessary to cover the whole value chain and to build growing ventures.

wards a professional and growing organisation that is recognised for its quality, stability and ability to scale.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
advantages:

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Don’t give up. Be persistent. Get prepared for failures and accept them as your success is built on them:)

you are never bored; you constantly discover new opportunities; you can move magically quickly from a concept to the product
disadvantages:
it may be a challenge to be always up-to-date; you cannot fall in love with your product, as it is never finished
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Agata Kruk
Co-founder & COO

Giraffe Studio

She entered the IT world 3 years ago as a humanist with a head full of ideas. At first she was dealing with IT project management.
However, the scope of her activity quickly began to develop towards people management at all levels of the company. Today she
is responsible not only for management, but also HR, CSRand PR matters. That’s how she begun a Giraffe Studio Co-founder and the
COO.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It started with my husband – a programmer, database architect, who decided to open his own software

Managing a team of over 20 people. Continuous improvement of their working conditions, searching for the

house. And from the very beginning I give my full support to Giraffe Studio, our second child. Today, our team

most optimal solutions so that their everyday life in the software house could bring satisfaction and develop-

consists of over 20 people: programmers, testers, architects, marketing and copywriting specialists.

ment. I think I was able to build a really fantastic team that is supportive and really enjoys working & spending
time together.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

If we are talking about the advantages: 1. Each project provides the opportunity to learn about the specifics

Keep looking for answers, don’t be afraid to ask questions and interact with others, talk, search, check to find

of a different industry, get to know a new point of view. 2. This work requires a lot of creativity, teamwork skills

all possible problems right from the beginning and nip them in the bud. Don’t get discouraged, do your job

and self-improvement – it is never boring, different every day.. 3. Working in IT is based on constant coopera-

and develop your skills.

tion with other people: your own team and clients. I love teamwork, joint search for solutions that will develop the business of our contractors,working on building something that will make life easier.
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Małgorzata Kudła
Co-founder & Vice President
of the Board

NUENO DIGITAL FASHION
PANOWIE PROGRAMIŚCI

Entrepreneur, co-founder of Nueno Digital Fashion, the first digital fashion brand in Poland and co-owner, operational director and head of communication at a software studio, Panowie Programiści. As a consultant for fashion brands and author of expert articles, She actively supports fashion’s
digital transformation in Poland. At the Panowie Programiści studio she is responsible for managing digital projects for key clients, including Vogue
Polska, Open’er Festival, Kukbuk Magazine. She graduated from the University of Warsaw and is a member of SAR (Marketing Agency Association).

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My adventure in the tech industry began in 2015 when, together with my business partner, we noticed a

- Creating the first digital fashion brand in Poland and initiating the development of the digital fashion indu-

huge potential for improving working relationships between the creative industry (graphic designers, creative

stry in Poland.

agencies) and programmers. We decided to create a team that would care not only for the technical but also

- Creating the brand Panwie Programiści known for the experimental digital department and the implemen-

for the artistic value of projects. In 2020, lockdown inspired me to start another innovative business - the first

ting non-standard digital projects for top brands in Poland and abroad.

digital fashion house in Poland.

- Managing the UX, UI and development process of the Vogue Polska mobile application (as Project Manager),
which was awarded the Mobile Trends statuette.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: constant challenges - every day is full of new cases that need to be solved. You always feel as

Remember that the IT industry is not only for scientific minds - it is for people with open minds who want to

if you are constantly gaining new skills; meeting interesting people - I think that I like it the most. Every new

learn, are curious about the world, proactive and enjoy facing challenges with enthusiasm. If you have these

project brings new people with it. You can become familiar with different industries and, for a while, be a part

things, you will surely find an area in IT that will bring you a lot of satisfaction every day.

of it.
Disadvantages: high responsibility - you are responsible not only for the quality of digital products but also for
every member of your team.
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Agnieszka Kukałowicz
CEO

Qtravel.ai (brand), Q&Q (company name)

A flesh and blood IT specialist. Since 2000, she has been passionate about building complex IT systems and computer systems administration. A fan of Linux systems. A computer Science graduate from the Gdańsk University of Technology.
In 2010, as a co-founder of Qtravel.pl, she implemented the first full-text travel search engine on the Polish market. Currently, as CEO
of Qtravel.ai, she is creating a dedicated platform for the B2B travel market– a travel search as a service based on NLP algorithms.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I’ve always been interested in mathematics. But when I got my first Atari ST1040 computer, I betrayed maths

In 2015, I made a strategic decision to develop AI technologies for the tourism industry. This required me to

and moved to computer science. In 2000, I caught on to the dot-com bubble and started working in one of

build interdisciplinary teams in the field of travel, NLP and AI and raise funds for this purpose. Within a few

the first portals in Poland as system administrator and then team leader. In 2002, I started working at NASK-

years, in cooperation with the Gdańsk and Wrocław Universities of Technology, I prepared two R&D pro-

National Research Institute) and focused on building high availability and performance systems. I was one of

jects for the development of AI tools. In 2020 (during the pandemic that hit the travel industry) we received

the first women to be certified as a Red Hat engineer in Poland.

twoR&D grants from NCBIR for a total amount of PLN 8 mln.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: the possibility of learning and exploring new technologies; designing and building solutions that

I would advise finding employment in a global startup and learn how to design and build products or IT ser-

people or companies will use in the future; no borders – you can work on the most technologically advanced

vices, how a company is organised and what methodologies and tools are used. I give this advice to everyone

projects for global startups without leaving Poland

because it comes from my own experience. When building the company, I had no experience and I learned

Disadvantages: tremendous pace of technological change that requires constant adaptation and learning

from my own mistakes, which cost me or my company a lot. The knowledge from experienced organisations

too few women in industry which means that systems/products/services are often designed and built only

would have helped me a lot.

from the male point of view
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Małgorzata Kusyk
Founder

AgilePMO

Project management and Agile expert with 20 years of experience in managing global projects and programmes across multiple
industries specialising in transformations. AgilePMO Founder, Kozminski Executive Business School Coordinator, PMI Poland Chapter President 2014-2016, mentor, business trainer and speaker worldwide. Creator of the innovative business solutions and training programmes – founder of Transition Manager Academy, Agile Leadership Academy and Be-Web startup co-founder.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I was at university studying oceanography when I realised my energy did not want to be locked in a laboratory

Creating a collaborative and engaging workplace with WE CULTURE, where we feel safe to speak up, experi-

and decided to go to London to discover the world and myself. Came back after three years and joined Erics-

ment and fail and in the end deliver extraordinary results. By modelling the human-centric culture we influen-

son to build the first mobile network in Poland in the late 90s. At the beginning I was a team member until the

ce individuals and companies and together make the world a bit better place to live.

time I found my first project and fell in love with project management. Since then, I have been involved in tech
projects working across multiple industries.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

To be honest I do not see disadvantages, except maybe one – not enough women whom I love working with.

Although for a woman with no engineering background might be challenging to get a position in technology,

Most significant advantages: constant change, innovations making our life better and easier, multitude and

I was brave and diligent enough to try and try again until I found a company with open minded managers. My

diversity of opportunities.

advice: discover yourself, be brave and never give up to find or create a workplace congruent with your own
values and beliefs.
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Judith Kühn
CEO

GREENTECH FESTIVAL

Since January 2020, Judith is the CEO in charge of the GREENTECH FESTIVAL, which inspires with the most innovative green technologies and ideas for a sustainable lifestyle. With a degree in philology and history, she previously worked at the digital publishing house
Vertical Media, as well as at the international digital trade fair DMEXCO, where she was the conference Director and Board Member.
She also gained international experience at Aloha.com in New York and in Zurich.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

In particular, my time at the digital publishing house Vertical Media had a strong impact on me. Since the

During Covid-19, I digitised a business that was previously focused on live activities and thus brought the

magazine mainly reports on the tech and startup scene, an understanding of the industry automatically de-

company through the crisis. And this for a topic that will cause us a lot of work over the next coming years.

veloped, which was strengthened by DMEXCO, particularly in the marketing tech area, and brought me to the
GREENTECH FESTIVAL.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

fast-moving, agile and future-oriented

Be attentive and always polite. You never know when you will meet the other person again and need their

sometimes quite rough, not very sustainable, too money-driven

help. Constantly expand your horizons. Nobody can afford to stand still.
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Ula Lachowicz
Deputy Managing
Director/Founder

LIFTE H2 GmbH, Polish Berlin Tech

Ula Lachowicz, Deputy Managing Director at LIFTE H2 GmbH, Founder of Polish Berlin Tech. Over a decade of experience in building and leading teams in B2B startups, first in Poland, for 7 years in Berlin. She supports founders in building global brands, managing
companies, people and projects. In 2015 she co-founded Polish Berlin Tech, a community of Polish startups in Berlin. Getting things done
is her approach. Mindful leadership is her methodology.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It happened by accident. My first full time job, when I was still studying, was in an IT company. It was when I

The most difficult professional decision I made was to pause my developing career in Poland, move to Berlin

felt that I love working with tech people and with the possibility technology gives to business. I have remained

and build it from scratch here. With no network, no support from any corporation. It turned out quite quickly

loyal to technology until today.

that it was not only a right decision but also a trampoline for my career and an introduction to many interesting projects I am still involved in and to people I had a chance to work with.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The biggest advantage for me is that the sky is the limit . The industry is moving fast and if you follow its de-

Take time to learn as much as you can. Test your strengths and potential, but also don’t avoid difficulties and

velopment, you’ll keep your mind curious and young forever. Working in technology also breaks geographical,

projects you don’t love at the first sight. You can learn a lot from those experiences too. And be humble, there

gender, and cultural barriers. It doesn’t matter where you live or build your product. Berlin, Olsztyn or New

are still a lot of things you don’t know, many things to learn and many mistakes to make.

York. You have quite similar access to technology, knowledge, media, money and people. It gives a feeling of
equality.
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Ewa Lacombe
Strategic Client Director,
Vice President of Sales

RITS - Relyon IT Services, RITS Robotics

She graduated from the Warsaw University of Technology – MSc – electronics and at the University of Economics and Humanities in
Warsaw – MA psychologist – clinical psychology. Also she graduated from MBA studies in the field of International Finance and International Marketing at the Skarbek University of Management and International Finance. She has held and holds the position of a
member of the Management Board in the large IT companies. Her passion is a new technologies, robotisation and automa

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I started working as a designer of electronic medical devices. The constant development of new technolo-

Working in the IT environment despite the lack of IT education

gies and my passion for learning about technological innovations as well as a great favor and help from the

The beginning of my work in IT, it was work in an environment dominated by men, which did not discourage

environment in which I worked (male dominated environment) allowed me to develop in this area. It was not

me and despite many mistakes that I made along the way, I did not give up, and ultimately reached the hi-

a problem for me that I had to ask questions all the time and friendly colleagues answered with a lot of pa-

ghest position in IT companies. Good work environment.

tience.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Never give up

1.The need for continuous development

Everything is possible, follow the chosen path.

2. Environmental challenges (competition of young people)

Don’t be afraid to make mistakes, because mistakes are the source of your development .

3. The feeling of creating something new in the world of rapidly changing technologies

Cooperate with the environment.

Disadvantages:
1. Limited time to learn technological innovations
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Ilona Leoniewska
CRO (Chief Revenue Officer)

Escola

She has been working in IT since 2011. In 2015 she became a co-founder of a small company where they created a product, an event
mobile app called ‘Meetinga’. They joined Escola, where she started managing the sales and marketing team as a CRO. She graduated
from the Warsaw School of Economics and Warsaw University, where she focused on finance and forensics. She was co-teaching Management in an IT university course. She is a host of a podcast about event tech. She loves mountains, sport and foreign languages.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My story with IT started in 2011 where I joined a small software house led by a charismatic CEO. This com-

I would like to point three of them:

pany had a product-approach, so I started to manage one of them. I needed to connect three roles: Project

– I decided to start my own business without any external funds or grants

Manager, Product Owner and Sales. Then I worked as a Project Manager for mobile apps and websites pro-

– with my team we created a product that is market-fit

jects. This job taught me how to deal with people with many personalities and work methods. Eventually, we

– my team in Escola is growing and I introduced strict rules about the estimation process, sales process (CRM)

decided with a few friends to become startup-ers and entrepreneurs.

and client support

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

– don’t be afraid

– everyday work is never the same or boring because every project is different

– always question the market, because there is always an opportunity to make things, products and services

– you can observe fast growth and work in a vibrant environment

better, and conquer it :)

Disadvantages:

– be open to people and ideas – because maybe you might work every day with software, but at the end there

– you need to react fast to fast changes in the industry

is always a second person – team member or client.

But in general I love my work, so it’s hard to find many disadvantages :)
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Aneta Legenza
Programme Director

Standard Chartered

She has more than 20 years of experience, spanning consulting and project management. At Standard Chartered Bank she holds the
position of Programme Director and is currently focused on managing an international transformation programme in Malware Protection
and Network Security area, which is part of the bank’s Cyber Security Services function. Prior to joining the bank, she had worked at leading global consulting companies McKinsey and Deloitte. She holds an MSc diploma in Cryptology and BA diploma in Mathematics.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My adventure with cybersecurity started at university, where I studied cryptology. In my previous workplaces, I

Cybersecurity is a future-oriented field, technological progress provides new tools and areas for attacks and

held positions related to project management in areas other than cybersecurity, but I was always somewhere

defence. At the same time, due to the diversified profile of cybercriminals, it is important that cybersecurity

close to this topic. Standard Chartered Bank gave me an opportunity to return “to the roots”, which is the

teams are diverse as well, in terms of gender, professional and educational background and other character-

path I took during my studies. The bank has created its global cybersecurity competence centre in Poland,

istics. I am very proud that our team has more and more women. While around 10-20% of cybersecurity staff

hiring over 200 experts, which encouraged me to join the team.

in the world are female, in my international security program women make up 32% of the team.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Cybersecurity is such a wide field, it offers a lot of opportunities to work in areas with different dynamics. I

Cybersecurity is a place for people with different knowledge, experience and skills. If someone has not com-

think it is not too far-fetched to say that everyone can find something for themselves here. You can work in

pleted technical studies, it does not close the door to a career in this area for this person. And the entry bar-

incident response, where the working hours are not predictable. There are also teams where the dynamics is

rier is not high – you can learn the basics of cybersecurity yourself. So, my advice is: never give up, be yourself

lower. It is important to me that this is a job with an important mission. I feel comfortable being part of a team

and realise your passion.

that protects customers, employees and the company from cybercriminals.
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Katarzyna Leszczyńska-Bohdan
Head of Communications

DO OK

Katarzyna is a goal-oriented problem-solver who is quite good at crisis negotiations, process optimisation and nonviolent communication. For over the last 10 years she has supported companies in boosting revenue, employees and client’s loyalty by strategic support
and consulting organisations, especially in the IT industry. Her experience includes marketing and business strategies, coaching, coordinating and leading people, events coordination, working on complex projects and budget management. After hours: biker.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

TL;DR I listened and talked.

I believe that the greatest achievements are still in front of me. On the other hand, I appreciate what I have

Curiosity. I was hungry for creative people, their minds and opportunities to implement innovation. I am fasci-

achieved so far: from marketing and growth strategies by EB and HR areas to building and developing busi-

nated by taming and implementing solutions, trend-watching, indicating the pros and cons of applying new

nesses for companies and startups. The crucial element in achieving all those steps was people on my path

technologies in business and everyday life. I like to think my asset is being al dente – joint analytical skills with

and communication skills, especially strategic thinking and listening.

open communication.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Through IT, other sectors gain a new approach to solving problems: medicine, science, automotive, agricultu-

Ask questions, analyse answers and try to figure out your solution. Be bold, even if you think your question

re, logistics, space industry, etc. I value being part of that and taking care of people in software/product deve-

sounds trivial. Seek more experienced people than you, analyse what they do and say and what they don’t.

lopment. However, it seems we consume too many natural resources, so do we care for the planet and future

Undermine the status quo, and don’t treat yourself too seriously. Probably there will be a lot of faults – that

generations? I’m afraid we sometimes forget the beneficiaries of these innovations are people who do not

is natural in the learning process. Just stay calm and ask yourself what you can change to avoid mistakes next

deal with IT. Our commitment is to care for fair usage.

time. I believe in you!
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Bożena Leśniewska
Vice President in charge
of Business Market

Orange

Graduate from the Jagiellonian University, Academy of Leadership Psychology, Academy of Mentoring and Advanced Management
Program at INSEAD. As Vice-President of the Management Board, responsible for Business Market and companies Integrated Solutions
and BlueSoft. A member of Responsible Leadership Council and European Network for Women in Leadership. CEO of LiderShe Association. As an engaged mentor, she helps others in achieving their goals. Co-author of Europe’s first studies designed for women.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My adventure with the telecommunications industry, which continues to this day, began more than 25 years

Almost tripled ICT revenue in Orange Group.

ago. The year 1996 is considered as the beginning of modern mobile telephony in Poland: in June the first

Acquisition of two software companies in 2 years.

public call was placed through a mobile telephone operating in the GSM standard. The same year, I started to

Building the full value chain for digital transformation for corporate business in Poland.

work for the first mobile telco operator (Polkomtel).

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: dynamics, causative power, development.

Be curious, be brave, stay independent

Disadvantages: domination of technological view over business view, domination of male point of view.

Those are the most important characteristics, nothing is impossible with them. Sometimes it will be hard and
you need to be ready for failures. However, such an attitude makes you stronger, able to overcome adversities and much more experienced.
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Agata Link
Head of Technology

Santander Global Operations

Customer-oriented professional with over 13 years experience in banking/SSC and over 9 years in Robotic Process Automation, passionate about lean/continuous Improvement. Mother of over 150 virtual FTEs assisting in banking operations every day, providing tremendous efficiency gains. Responsible for the whole IT function in Santander Global Operations Poland: developments, maintenance,
end user technology. Educational background in economics/international finance and banking, as well as an IT postgraduate.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Through the ‘back door’… or rather as a development of the process improvement function I was responsible

RPA implementation from scratch, without any consultancy company, however with a great team of people

back in 2011 and most of all thanks to my boss’ faith in me (thanks, Darek!), who was not afraid of giving me

willing to learn. We were one of the leaders implementing RPAs in the industry in 2012 with the learning by

the whole responsibility of RPAs team creation and RPAs philosophy implementation. Thanks to the great suc-

doing approach, with outstanding results. I strongly believe that you never lose, you either win or learn (Nel-

cess of RPAs (and my day-to-day hard work) I have been offered to lead the whole IT function.

son Mandela). After 9 years, I know the RPA-related aspects inside out, however the industry is constantly
changing, so I can’t wait for the future – new projects & technologies ahead.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Constant change, masculinisation, incredibly wide/boundless field – I would say these are disadvantages and

Commitment to hard work, no matter in what department (IT/non-IT) you are in. Always try to deliver the best

advantages at the same time. I am incredibly grateful I have the opportunity to learn new things, broaden my

result, just for your own satisfaction, not for a career, boss or anyone else. However always with a great re-

perspective in everyday work. In terms of IT as a man’s world – I cannot complain as I have never experienced

spect and gratitude to the people you work with. IT and operations serve one client, so we should act as one

a bad treatment from my colleagues, however I must admit it would be great to have more women IT profes-

team, not IT vs Operations. Most of all – be ready for new challenges and never-ending development.

sionals.
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Magdalena Linke-Koszek
Founder & CEO

Her impact

Magdalena Linke-Koszek is the founder of women career platform Her impact. She is known for her talent to lead, ability to energise
people and the community she’s built. Magdalena founded Her impact in 2019 as the culmination of her passions for business, education and networking. In addition to her degree in law, she also studied Art History in Paris. Magdalena’s proudest accomplishment is
closing the pre-seed funding of 2 million and building a community of 35k within just a year.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

After leaving the corporate world, I decided to become a sole advisor to startups. I got into the tech industry

Magdalena’s proudest accomplishment is closing the seed funding of 2 million and building a community of

via startups I worked with. I helped them with operations and processes. I was working as a sole advisor for a

35k women within just a year from launching a company.

few years and then decided to build my own AI based women career platform – Her impact.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: rapidly changing environment, an impact on environment, possibility of improving people’s quali-

To invest in yourself first of all. It is worth travelling, taking part in various meetings, conferences, and net-

ty of life.

working events. it always pays off. Additionally, it is worth being patient and persistently pursuing the goal.

Disadvantages: closed environment, still no networking and mutual exchange of experiences among people
from the industry.
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Marta Lipka-Krawczyk
Head of Sales and
Business Development

cux.io

Marta has over 15 years experience in the digital industry managing sales, advertising, and co-managing a database company, with
a main focus on the eco and start-up industries. The most important thing for her at work is building long-term relationships and working on a product that gives real value to the customers. She is a happy mom of 12-year-old Maria, she does yoga and meditation
for health and reads books for pleasure.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

This was a natural process for me. I was working in online advertisement which evolved significantly over the

The fact that I ran effective and motivated sales departments, and by the joint efforts, we were able to intro-

years. It was very important for me to deliver actual and measurable effects to my customers, which was not

duce the new products for monetisation, can certainly be considered a success. But my true achievement

always possible. I got interested in CUX.IO when I read an interview with Paulina, who is co-founder of CUX.

would be that I always follow my values, I work in industry and for companies I believe in, and people whom

This interview focused on tools which UX automation designed for marketers help cost effectively optimise

I want to learn from. I would also consider an achievement that I still can develop my skills even if soon I will

marketing campaigns. Immediately this felt right for me.

mark my second decade in the industry.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: working in a fast paced and innovative environment, always ahead of competitors, open minded

Think carefully about what makes you happy. Once you get it make sure to follow it. This will help you achieve

coworkers.

your goals using your abilities and values but also embrace your weak sides.

Disadvantages: working with new tech, products require time for the market to be open for new solutions and

Don’t be afraid to take a chance and never give up.

learn new technology. Fast changing reality and the need for quick change is an advantage and disadvantage
in this industry.
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Karolina Łukaszewska
Head of SEO Department,
Member of the Board

Grupa TENSE

Karolina is Head of the SEO Department with 10 years of experience in the Grupa TENSE Poland – digital marketing agency. Grupa
TENSE is a part of the Bauer Media Group. Karolina graduated from the University of Economics and the University of Technology in
Poznań. She manages the SEO team and she is responsible for development and implementing the company’s main tech product at
the highest level. Karolina is a mum of a 6 year boy who is full of energy. She loves conquering the mountains and good food.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Studies of Computer Science and Econometrics prepared me to find a job where I can combine management

Full and multi-threaded process of reorganising the SEO Department. It was a very important change, be-

and IT skills. As a graduate, I started working as a Project Manager. I needed to acquire new knowledge quick-

cause it significantly contributed to optimising work, eliminated many problems and allowed to focus the

ly, from the IT area and in-depth knowledge of the company and processes - as well as the need to work with

work on highest quality and efficiency. The project was burdened with high risk. It required introducing many

each department. My business self development in the following years was very fast and allowed me to focus

changes at the same time, ie. technological, organisational, competence. Every update had to be carried out

on a new area - SEO (Search Engine Optimisation).

quickly and efficiently.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: 1. Digital marketing industry - it’s a great potential for development and be pioneering, business

Remember to never stop learning and try to be a better person in business – in your interpersonal and tech-

visionary; 2. Atmosphere of cooperation - one team playing for a common goal; 3. Access to the newest solu-

nical competences. Do not expect that your employer will give you everything “on the desk” - it is up to you

tions and technologies

- how your development will go and how much work you will put into working on your future career. Learn

Disadvantages: 1. External environment that forces frequent changes to work standards - which is also moti-

from mistakes (yours and others), be objective about your own weaknesses - and work on them constantly.

vating challenge for manager; 2. Dispersed organisational structures, stimulating the continuous development

Remember about balance in private and professional life - work-life balance allows you to derive constant

of leadership competences and improving the methodology of project management

satisfaction from both of these areas.
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Dominika Łuszczuk
CEO

Vasco Sky

She is CEO of Vasco Sky (vascosky.com), a technology consulting company that focuses on providing expert-level engineering services for time-critical international projects. They provide thoughtful and efficient services, with the right people working on the right
projects. She graduated from AGH University of Science and Technology with a degree in Computer Science. Her professional career
began at IBM. After a few years working as a software engineer, she decided to start her own business.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Working in IT means creating something that matters. One day, you might be creating a healthcare applica-

My greatest achievement, above all, was overcoming myself. I dreamed about starting my own business in the

tion that will improve the quality of life of a community. On another day, you could be optimising the workflow

future, while working for IBM as a software engineer. I heard voices that the competition is too tough and that

of a large organisation by creating software that is critical to providing large-scale professional services. I think

I would not be able to cope. After some time, I decided to prove to myself and others that I could do it: that a

that the fast-changing environment and ability to learn new things are what motivated me to choose comput-

woman, even in such a competitive industry, could be successful.

er science as a field of study.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The most valuable advantage is working with intelligent people who have a vision and are passionate about

Always embrace ambitious challenges to improve yourself. While learning, don’t judge yourself harshly. Treat

their work. I find it very stimulating to be surrounded by creative thinkers.

your journey playfully, as an adventure. Be curious about how far you can go.

However, it should be noted that there is a social stereotype that men are better at technology, which makes

Surround yourself with smart people and learn as much as possible from them. Don’t be afraid to stand out.

it easier for them to be perceived as trustworthy engineers, regardless of their skills. Women still need to put

Being like others, doing as others do, will not make you achieve your goals. The elements that make us unique

forth more effort to be perceived as authorities and experts.

are what truly matter.
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Małgorzata Madalińska-Piętka
CFO and Board Member

Netguru

As CFO and Board Member, she is responsible for all financial, legal, and administrative matters. Her primary duty is to maintain and
improve upon Netguru’s financial standing and secure financing for day-to-day operations and investment opportunities while ensuring that the company is compliant with Polish regulations. Along with finance, she also lead the security division. Since the beginning,
her career has been about the IT sector.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My parents are engineers and I have always been surrounded by technology. I started my career with HP as

Everything I have done at Netguru – it was the first time I could build departments and processes from

a financial and operational auditor and I had a fantastic opportunity to review business processes around the

scratch. Netguru is a huge success and I am proud of the back office functions led by me to keep up with the

world both for hardware production as well as services. It was somehow natural, my career path continued

quality and pace of our growing company. I am mostly proud of the digital mindset across functions – under-

into distribution and then software development and consulting.

standing that aiming at digitising as much as possible, so that we have space for creative and analytical work.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

To me, the dynamics, growth and pace are the biggest advantages of the industry. Due to this, you can find

Stay curious and look for a job that makes you happy – not only when it comes to content, but also work

and choose to work on so many interesting projects. I am a huge fan of tech for good – leveraging tech to

environment – I think it is important to work for a company whose values resonate with you. One of my men-

change the world.

tors told me not to reject any projects offered – take on as much responsibility and ownership as possible –

When it comes to disadvantages – well, I guess it is the pace – it takes a lot of energy and focus to keep up

this is a great way to stay on the steep learning curve and keep broad horizons. This approach has worked for

with changes and the dynamics of industry growth.

me.
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Magdalena Magnuszewska
CEO

Inelo Group

She started her career in 2004, at Innova Capital; where she was holding the partner position responsible for deal making across
the broad technology and digital area in the CEE. Key completed transactions included: Wirtualna Polska, GTS/Benestra, Netsprint/
Whitepress, Inelo. In 2019 I was appointed CEO of Inelo Group – leading provider of technology-based “one-stop shop” solutions for
the transport and logistics industry in Poland with over 35,000 installed telematics devices and over 100,000 drivers settled.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

First I got fascinated by technology companies from an investment perspective, after having broad experience

Definitely my career switch — moving from the investment world into operations and leading Inelo Group

in what is called “traditional economy”, I started to get actively involved in technology and the digital space.

as a CEO has been so far my biggest accomplishment. It is also a very rewarding experience to see how our

Then I realised the competitive advantage that technology brings, with its agile development, frequent market

team and business are growing and new opportunities emerge.

testing and super-fast scaling across multiple geographies.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: (i) huge opportunities; (ii) fast pace; (iii) flexibility

Passion is very important in your professional life, if you’re able to discover what is your personal driver, that

Disadvantages: (i) issues with access to key people

gives you boost and power; just find a job that suits it, definitely you would succeed!
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Alina Magowska
Head of Research

Allegro

For over a decade she has been leading and managing Design/UX research teams. Using research and data she brings together
Technology, Business and Design. It is all to ensure that every product or service gives users the best and memorable experience.
Alina has background in cognitive psychology and earned an MBA that gives her valuable business acumen. She teaches how to use
knowledge to facilitate business decision-making and decrease cognitive overload.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

As a humanist among engineers I used the back door to enter and stayed in technology for longer. Research

I would highlight three areas that I am distinctly proud of:

findings has shown the human face of technology and drive product/service development processes. At the

– Implement UX research processes and insights across agile and lean product development,

very beginning I worked on projects for top brands in PL as a Design/UX Researcher. Then I moved to Allegro

– lead and grow a team of high-performing researchers and analysts to drive impact

and for many years I have been leading and scaling teams that deliver actionable knowledge and help busi-

– and develop people’s careers and mentor talented members, as well as future leaders.

ness grow.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

I only see the positives. IT has a fast pace and this helps to achieve your goals quicker.

There are three things you need to remember and really take it seriously:

IT is a synonym of open-minded and balanced people that you always get along with. IT is the world of many

– Say goodbye to your imposter syndrome. Tech is for everyone. Your skills, talents, or accomplishments are

possibilities – everything that you dream of can come true.

needed and unique.
– ‘Dare to lead’ as Brené Brown says.
– Your career is a learning process, not a goal, therefore you can change, take advantage of opportunities, but
also fail.
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Magdalena Majorczyk
Founder

Foundation JMP FOUNDATION - INSPIRATIONS IN EDUCATION

A graduate of the International School of Journalism and Communication Social Studies of the Jagiellonian University and German Philology at the University of Wrocław, graduate of postgraduate studies in positive psychology at SWPS, and graduate of the Mindfulness
- Based Living Course. Manager, author of many language projects, coordinator of educational projects, author of numerous publications.
She published the first position of this type on the Polish market - the book “ Mapy myśli dla dzieci i młodzieży - Narzędziownik” („Maps
of thoughts for children and youth”) with a preface by prof. Tony Buzan. ICF coach, certified business trainer, creator of social innovations.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I came to the technology industry in 2006 - when it began in Poland, there were not many solutions in the

Creating social innovations with the use of new technologies, including educational games to promote entre-

field of applications for recruiting participants for courses - I had to come up with it, and then implement it.

preneurship, including social economy entrepreneurship,creating books and applications with accessibility

We had over 6,000 people to train, and they signed up over 12,000 Then there were e-learning platforms for

options for the hearing impaired or visually impaired using VR and AR. Development of an application for the

learning languages, aliens, then educational games, and finally social innovation intended also for disebled

social economy. Using Technology in the diagnosis of injuries.

people - using AI, AR and VR for education - these are books, games, applications.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: following news, coming up with new solutions, creating innovation, being one step ahead of

Be diligent, persistent, pursue a goal, listen to your inner voice, modify actions, treat failures as lessons, le-

others. Disadvantages: what is innovative today - including technological innovation - maybe passed tomor-

arn from mistakes, do not be afraid of people, keep serenity and mental well-being. What for? Why? In order

row, competition watching and copying solutions,constant desire to invent, improve, often a necessity working

not to let my wings be cut, not to take bad energy from others, not to give into demotivate and achieve your

with programmers who don’t understand our intentions.

goals.
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Monika Małachowska
Chief Project Officer

Escola

At Escola S.A. she is the Director of Project Management, UX and Testing Team (CPO). She has been running IT projects for many
years, and at Escola she started building the PM, testing and UX department. She does it with great joy because these are the topics
that interest her the most. Her career in the IT industry started at Qunabu Interactive which later merged with Escola. She is educated
in the field of sports psychology, which helps her a lot in building motivated teams.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

For many years I have worked in the event industry, dealing with the production and promotion of cultural

I am certainly proud of myself that I found myself in the IT environment, my work has been noticed and I have

events. I easily took these experiences with me to the IT industry and this is how I started my adventure as a

a chance to develop the department according to my vision and ideas. I am very glad that thanks to hard

project manager. I really like a job where a lot is going on and the brain has to run at high speed. However, af-

work and commitment, I can constantly develop, exactly in the direction I wanted.

ter some time of working in culture, I realised that I could use my skills in a new field. IT has always interested
me, so I tried to change my career path.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The biggest advantages are the changing subject matter of projects and dynamic – thanks to this I am con-

I think the most important thing is to know yourself and answer the question, what really gives me joy and

stantly learning. On the other hand, it is also sometimes a big challenge to lead to a situation where everyone

satisfaction from work. Once we know this, it is much easier to plan your professional development. In my

knows what to do and the project develops.

opinion, it is also very important not to be afraid to ask questions and not to sit only in your bubble – we can

Sometimes working with clients is also a challenge, but luckily I am a people-person and I can manage rela-

learn the best from others, so learning to listen is a very important skill.

tionships well.
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Violetta Małek
Managing Partner, Co-Founder

Gekko advisoryNOW

She is proud to be equipped with almost 20 years of business and finance leadership experience and to be an expert in management consulting. Prior to establishing Gekko advisoryNOW, a consulting firm, she held the director’s role in KPMG Advisory Poland. Prior
to consulting, she held the role of CFO at PwC Poland, Avon Cosmetics Poland, Avon Operations, TNT Express Worldwide and Abbott
Laboratories in Poland and England. She act as a global business mentor at Torch and support “COSMOS for Girls” Foundation

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My romance with technology started at an early stage of my professional life, when as a newcomer I designed

There are a number of achievements at each stage of my professional path I am very proud of, such as imple-

and implemented accounting processes into a new software. Since that moment I never lost my energy and

menting an ERP, establishing shared services/outsourcing centres, grooming great teams or winning “green

passion to “think & do” technology. As the management consultant I advise clients, while auditing business

financial audits”. Today I am very happy to say, I have built my own firm based on my competences, which is,

processes, on 3 balanced areas to be considered to optimise: process structure, technology used and skills

SO FAR, my most outstanding professional achievement!

engaged. If “cash is king”, for me technology is the air to live.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

– Competitive advantage can be created

Just be YOURSELF! Listen to your intuition, find your potential, always beat your previous best and set a long

– Organisation’s effectiveness can be achieved

term professional objective.

– Technology can create risk of both high cost & low performance, if not strategically well designed within the
Business/Operational Model
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Katarzyna Małecka
Head of Internal Products

SunRoof

Project manager since 2008, certified Scrum Product Owner, Agile Project Manager, with foundations of PRINCE2. Over six years of
experience as a UX designer and researcher. Worked in digital agencies as a digital project manager, then switched to the client’s side.
Head of Product in iTaxi and then in Pergamin (e-signature), currently Head of Internal Products in SunRoof. Worked also for libraries
and museums in Poland to help improve the accessibility of digital products.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It all started with games. When I was a teenager, I was a big fan of Starcraft. It was thought that I wasted those

As a best professional achievement, I consider the impact I can have regarding accessibility. When I improve

hours. Apparently not:)

digital products in this way, it is something I consider a success.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
Changes – it is an advantage and disadvantage at the same time. You have to keep up, constantly learn to be

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Never give up and change direction if you feel you want to :)

up to date.
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Ewa Marchewka
Head of 5G Productization
R&D Tribe Leader

Nokia

Ewa is currently working at Nokia as the manager of the software testing department (2nd Line Manager), supervising a team of
over 150 people engaged in verification of 5G products. She has over 15 years of experience in IT. During this time, she has worked
in different positions – software tester, verification architect, project manager, product planner and line manager. She enjoy sharing her
knowledge as a speaker during conferences and meetups (e.g. TestDive or HUSTEF)

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I graduated from AGH – University of Science and Technology in Krakow with a masters degree in Telecom-

Taking on the role of manager of the software testing department and growing the team from 70 employees

munication. At that time I was working part time in a company that was developing websites. At that time

to over 150 within a year. Making sure the right competences are kept and the team is engaged, productive

Motorola was hiring, I applied for a tester’s position and got the job.

and happy.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: 1. Possibility to work with latest technologies

Do not be afraid to seize an opportunity. Opportunities come when they come, not when you want them to

2. Flexible work hours

come. You do not need to fulfill 100% of requirements to apply.

3. Competitive salary

I see this as important, because playing safe is not the best option if you want to grow.

Disadvantages: 1. Certain amount of bias towards women
2. Impact on Work-Life-Balance
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Katarzyna Marchocka
CEO

Geek Girls Carrots

Psychologist, enthusiast of new technologies, motorization and water sports. Independent mom by choice.
She has been associated with the IT industry for 10 years, but she does not code because it is not her talent. She does what she feels
the best: strategy, management and communication. He does everything 100% or not at all.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I want to change something in my work life and I run Geek Girls Carrots Wrocław – meetings for girls interest-

I am glad that despite the lack of technical education, I managed to get to a high position and achieve success

ed or working in IT. There I met people and found my first job.

(failures were also important). I am glad that I persevered in an environment that was not always friendly to
women and their needs, and I am proud that thanks to this experience I can be an example for others. I believe that each of us can find a role for ourselves in the IT industry.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

For me, the advantages are definitely constant development, diverse teams and projects and the satisfaction

If you are interested in IT, go for it. Follow your dreams and be prepared for hard work and prepare your

of creating change

mindset. Probably not everything will be successful right away, you will not always be rated well, maybe you

The disadvantages are the small number of women in leadership and management positions and time

will meet with criticism, but in the end you will be satisfied and that’s beautiful.
Build relationships with people who are like you and better. They will help you prepare on your way to success
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Karolina Marzantowicz
Owner, Chief of Growth

A4BEE

After 18 years in the corporate world, she decided to start her own company, which focuses on delivering meaningful innovation to the
life science industry. After 3 years, A4BEE company employs 60 people, runs an R & D lab and it has been profitable since the first year.
Her current focus is on biopharma digitalisation, privacy by design, modern cryptography algorithms, and open data. She is a guest
speaker at globally focused conferences, and universities; author of many publications, two patents and two books; mother of three kids.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I was good at foreign languages, since, like, always. I studied ancient languages (Latina,Greek,Sanskrit) in high

I became the first person from Central Easter Europe who was recognised as a IBM Distinguished Engineer in

school. I realised that programming languages (C or SQL) are like ancient languages. I started to work as a de-

2017. It was a great achievement not only for me, but for all IBM CEE employees, and of course for technical

veloper, and later as a database expert and administrator at the beginning of my professional career. I had a

women. IBM’s distinguished engineers are executive positions selected through a process of formal nomi-

natural understanding of how to deal with data. Then I joined IBM in 2001 where I designed and implemented

nation and board’ review. But… running a self-funded, value-driven, profitable (since first year) company in a

innovative, complex systems for global companies in Poland and Europe.

sustainable way is the biggest achievement for me.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

There are two habits which helped me during my professional career: 1) I do not compare myself with others

– The IT industry gives continuous opportunities to learn something new. There are no boring times. But you

2) I try to be good to myself, being my best friend. Not making comparisons has allowed me to focus on my

need to like to work in a fast changing environment.

own goals, needs and pursue them consistently. Being good to myself has given me room to accept my weak-

Disadvantages:

ness, failures and the right to rest – when I need it. Taking into account that I’m ambitious and a perfectionist,

– as a woman and mother I felt sometimes lonely being surrounded mostly by male colleagues

I need that approach to myself quite often.
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Patrycja Mazurkiewicz
Head of Privileged
ID Management

Standard Chartered Bank

Patrycja has been working in Identity and Access Management for the past 11 years. Starting from a business analyst role on one of
the key regulatory programmes. Ever since she started she was slowly climbing the ladder being promoted to Project Coordinator, Project Manager and The IAM Service Manager. Two years ago, while being a mother of a 4 month old boy she accepted the offer to
join Standard Chartered Bank as Head of Privileged ID Management.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Actually, initially it was supposed to be an interim job. I graduated from International Relations in 2009 and

Taking a risk and accepting the offer from SCB while in the middle of my maternity leave. Not only I decided to

was planning on becoming a translator for the European Parliament. When I was hired as a contractor by

juggle being a mother of an infant and work but also was taking a leap of living in a company where I felt com-

Citi, I literally did not understand anything at first. My beginnings literally prove that if you are willing to listen

fortable, since I knew all the processes, had a very well established network and kind of starting from scratch.

and learn and are not afraid to ask for help you can achieve anything. Along the way I fell in love with IAM and

Two years later, I can say I have successfully established a new service, delivered on most of our regulatory

decided on it to be my life career.

commitments – all while navigating through the pandemic.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

It is a very dynamic industry – gives you a lot of opportunities to grow and learn. For some though, the pace of

Be humble, truly listen and always be transparent. These are the key qualities of being successful in any

change and development might be overwhelming. If you don’t invest in self education you simply stay behind.

sphere of your life. If you stay true to that, the rest will simply follow.

Flexibility – IT gives you the opportunity to work in many environments as virtually everyone relies on IT. It also
gives you the location flexibility, you can work everywhere in the world.
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Lucyna Michniewicz-Ślaska
CIO

VOX Capital Group

CIO at VOX Capital Group. M.Sc. Eng. (Poznań University of Technology). PGDip – Agile Leadership (SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities). She’s responsible for the implementation of the Group’s strategic goals in the area of new technologies. A promoter of agile methods of work and autonomous interdisciplinary teams, based on relationships and values. Awarded distinctions:
Strong Women in IT 2019 (Poland), SAP Innovation Award 2011 – the most innovative implementation in SAP.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
From the beginning, I worked closely with technology and quickly became a translator between the world of

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
My team!

technology and the world of business.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The use of technology in changing business processes gives real value and advantage. I’m able to change bu-

Read various books. Listen to the views of other people, including those who have different opinions than

siness models, make people work better and create a new experience for our customers.

you:-) Look for inspiration in other industries. Be curious about the world. Practice teamwork. Develop your

The disadvantage is that the industry is not popular with women. When I create truly interdisciplinary teams, I

soft skills. Be patient and humble. Appreciate other people. Build your self-awareness.

pay attention to have people with different styles of action and thinking. If we don’t have women on the team,
we lose certain features and possibilities.
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Monika Mikowska
CEO

Mobee Dick

CEO and co-owner of a design and research company, Mobee Dick. A member of Entrepreneurs’ Organization (EO Poland). One of
a hundred women in Poland honored in 2014 with the title of Ambassador of Women Entrepreneurship. Laureate of the “50 creative
in business” ranking according to Brief magazine. Also known for a popular blog jestem.mobi, which was awarded a Special Acknowledgement in the “Blog Roku 2013” competition. Co-author of twobooks: “E-Marketing” and “Biblia e-biznesu 2”.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It was my father who “brought” the internet to our home, in 1994, when I was 10. I don’t remember being

My company and the team I work with are my dearest pride.

offline since then. You can say that my kids are representatives of a generation which won’t remember times

Mobee Dick FTW!

without the internet. The truth is you can say the same about me. That being said, where else could I have
been working? I don’t know life without technology.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Technological evolution speeds up exponentially, so it’s impossible to keep up with it. Therefore, for the same

In everything you do, put your heart into it. Do different jobs. If something doesn’t get you 100% engaged, quit

reason, growth opportunities are countless and are limited only by one’s imagination and ethics. It’s you who

ASAP. Expand your network - go to conferences, meetups, etc., and talk to strangers out there. Collect expe-

defines what is an advantage and what is a disadvantage.

riences and insights, because one day you will connect all the dots. You have plenty of time to figure out what

There is no glass ceiling. Everything depends on your mindset and where you have set up the bar.

you are great at.
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Kaja Milanowska-Zabel
Executive Vice President, General
Director of Microbiome Unit

Ardigen

She is a bioinformatician by training with an expertise in the field of next-generation sequencing data analysis and interpretation. She
is an accomplished scholar with a successful academic track record as well as entrepreneur who co-owned a bioinformatics startup
prior to joining Ardigen. She obtained a PhD in the field of bioinformatics in 2013. In Ardigen she is Executive Vice President and General Director of the Microbiome Unit.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

The adventure began already during my academic years as I decided to study bioinformatics which led me to

Starting my own Business Unit in Ardigen, getting to build a team, products portfolio, business plan, marke-

fall in love with Python. As I am an enthusiast for women in business and IT it resulted in starting and co-orga-

ting materials, getting financing (grants) which now is heading towards development of microbiome-based

nising a Python-oriented community in Poland (PyLadies) as well as organising and mentoring Django Girls in

therapy designed with the usage of AI-driven technology.

Poland (and once as a mentor in Berlin). From that I was recognised by my employer who gave me the chance
not only to join but also co-create Ardigen.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Listen to your heart and not to people around telling you that it is something that you will fail in. Be passio-

1) Great satisfaction; 2) An opportunity to learn and grow; 3) Lots of challenges and complicated problems to

nate, be creative, be persistent, be curious, learn from failures, fall and stand up. It is your life to live through

solve

and you are the only one that would have to face the choices.

Disadvantages:
1) I have met incredulity in my abilities; 2) Persistence and self-belief are needed not to doubt in own strengths; 3) I have also heard lots of jokes about women and tech – still a tough environment to feel comfortable in.
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Małgorzata Milewska
Operations Business Partner

inSTREAMLY

Social Psychology of IT graduate. She gained experience in working in start-ups where she set up the HR & Admin functions, but also
in international corporations with very well-developed structures. She worked as an internal Business Partner building whole teams
(from 25 experts up to over 100 in 2 years) as well as an external consultant advising clients about HR issues and recruiting for
managerial positions. At inSTREAMLY she is responsible for managing functions that support business activity worldwide.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It has never been determined whether I have a more humanistic or scientific mind so I chose to study Social

The question is what I perceive as an achievement. For me, it’s something I’m most proud of. It’s not about

Psychology of IT. During this time, I learnt a lot about human computer interaction. After my freshman year I

numbers nor money, not even about my accomplishments. What drives me forward is when my actions have

wanted to combine these two fields so I decided to start a career in IT recruitment. It was the candidates who

a positive impact on others. I’m so satisfied when I give a chance to inexperienced and unskilled young people

showed me the fascinating world of IT. I started to read about new technologies and discuss some trends

and can see how quickly they develop. Of course, all this success they owe themselves, but I’m proud of them

with them. It is enough to show curiosity to gain great knowledge.

and glad that I follow my intuition.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

+ Sky’s the limit: new technologies give us limitless possibilities and there is still so much to explore!

Find a right mentor who will support you and celebrate your success but at the same time will be critical and

– Digital exclusion: We get used to the fact that all people around us are using new technologies. However,

challenging your ideas. Someone who shows you how to solve problems and doesn’t just give you a solution.

there is a significant group of people with no access to computers nor internet. I believe they can be bright

It doesn’t need to be your manager, just a colleague. Maybe a senior or a junior. It’s not a matter of age or

minds who could have a significant impact on the word. Due to digital exclusion, they have no chance to show

experience but about an open mind. Find someone who inspires you and encourages you to go forward. It’s

their potential. And we as a population are loosing because of it.

easier to explore the world together.
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Agnieszka Młodzińska-Granek
New Products & Impact Evaluation
Leader/ Adjunct Lecturer

Foundation for Technology Entrepreneurship, SWPS
University of Social Sciences and Humanities

New Products & Impact Evaluation Leader at the Foundation for Technology Entrepreneurship - running MIT EF CEE acceleration programs for deep-tech startups. Graduate of the universities in Poland, Germany and the US. Lecturer at the SWPS University. Expert in the
field of university-business cooperation, social innovations, supporting the acceleration of deep-tech startups, especially those offering
impactful solutions. Co-founder of BalansPL, an organisation supporting gender equality.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I’ve been interested in the topic since my master studies at the University of Wroclaw. I’ve also been studying

Academic achievement: PhD, awarded with distinction, on the topic of university-business cooperation, and

in the United States, and in Germany, where I’ve had this great opportunity to observe what technology trans-

working with the SWPS University – in the field of entrepreneurship and social innovations. Professional achie-

fer looks like not only in theory – by engaging in different organisations that support tech startup ecosystems.

vement: obtaining knowledge and acquiring competencies and skills in the field of deep-tech startup eco-

I’ve decided to start my PhD in the field of university-business cooperation and at the same time I’ve joined

system in Poland and abroad. Becoming a New Products & Impact Evaluation Leader at the organisation that

the Foundation for Technology Entrepreneurship in Poland.

is helping deep-tech startups to grow globally.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: constantly being up to date with tech global trends, working with inspiring minds, making a chan-

Always dream big and work hard – trying to achieve your greatest possible goals. Consider if one of those go-

ge.

als could be related to helping others. In the process of a professional career it is absolutely important to be

Disadvantages: can’t see any.

yourself, stay true to yourself and to others, and to care about your relationships – I truly believe our greatest
professional and non-professional success can only be achieved thanks to honest relations with other people.
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Beata Mosór-Szyszka
Co-Founder & Managing
Partner

Project: People

Beata is a serial entrepreneur, co-founder & managing partner at Project: People and Project: Values, as well as the CEO of Hermes
& Partner cooperatives. She is also a co-author of The LiGHT Book, an author of diverse business tools and a lecturer at Tischner European University & WSB University in Gdańsk. Beata is a strategist, marketer and lean consultant with over 14 years experience. She built
female-first organisations, where between 60-75% of team members are women.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I feel like I’ve been in the tech industry forever. Since the beginning of my career, I have been associated with

My greatest achievement is founding Project: People. Since its establishment in 2006, the company has

technology. My first serious job was with an international panorama of companies – Yellowpages, where I was

worked with over 160 clients (ING, Nationale-Nederlanden, T-Mobile, to name a few) from 16 countries world-

in charge of digital marketing. Then I worked for nazwa.pl, where I dealt with product marketing on a mass

wide. We have built a team of over 20 consultants and achieve 200% YTY growth almost every year (with no

scale, and other large tech organisations. I am a co-founder of Project: People. We work in the field of consult-

external support). 60-75% of the Project: People team are women. I am proud to have created an organisa-

ing mainly with companies in the tech industry.

tion that gives women room for development.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Pros: in comparison to other industries, IT takes great effort to empower women; volatility and dynamic devel-

My advice to those who are starting their professional careers is to always be guided by values such as re-

opment – we continuously learn and develop; working in IT, you can do something good, accelerate develop-

spect and empathy. Do not get involved in wars, manipulations, and politics. In my opinion, you gain an ad-

ment, fix things, and equalise opportunities

vantage when you just listen to others and build your knowledge and experience without proving your posi-

Cons: the tech industry is dominated by men; it requires constant openness to change, following trends, and

tion by force. Being humble is a power.

a perpetual state of preparedness which is stressful; technology disrupts human relationships and contact
with nature
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Agata Mroczkowska
Country Manager Spain

Booksy

Agata is a growth and people-oriented business leader, currently leading Spain as the Country Manager at Booksy, the #1 one booking app in Health & Beauty. Prior to that, Head of Global Customer Operations at Booksy since 2015, throughout its journey from 100
to 100k beauty salons and 13 million consumers. Ex-Rocket Internet, working both in local and global teams at Foodpanda (Delivery
Hero) and Global Savings Group. SGH graduate, a mentor to women and an advisor to startups in the scale-up stages.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Early in my career, while still at SGH, my goal has always been consulting – and I wanted to start ASAP. After

Launching Booksy Spain in early 2020 and growing it x3.5 YoY during the global pandemic – from the market

having heard multiple “you lack business experience”, as a 2nd year student, I decided to find a place that will

with a two person team, no brand recognition, at the verge of shutdown – to becoming the #1 player in Spain

teach me business. That’s how I found Rocket Internet – the world’s leading startup builder. I continued full-

(and the #5 app in the whole Lifestyle category). We took a big risk and succeeded – despite lacking resources

time studies remotely and moved to Munich to start an internship at the Global Savings Group, opening the

and infrastructure in Spain, often having to reinvent the approach and build processes on the fly, while build-

door to the tech world. And I never went back.

ing and training a fully remote 40-people team that we are now.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: Impact and innovation – you often work with cutting-edge solutions that change the way busi-

Forget about becoming a CEO in 30 days. This is the time for learning and stretching yourself. Whatever role

nesses and consumers operate. High and fast growth, pace of changes. No two days are alike, you get ex-

or assignment you get, take it and give it your best self. You will often be pushed (get an opportunity) to go

posed to a large number of business cases in a short time. You get to reinvent yourself continuously, as a

outside of your job description – doing “intern tasks”, taking on a project no one else wants to… Do both

different skill set is required to be successful at different stages. The last one, however, can also easily be a

greatly. 1st – you learn. 2nd – you build a reputation, and it’s your best shot at positioning yourself as “the

disadvantage if one is after a more repeatable and structured work environment.

natural candidate” when the career growth opportunity comes.
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Aga Myśliwczyk
Co-Founder,
IT recruitment consultant

CandidFuture

Mum of two daughters, wife and fulfilled woman ;) She experienced some very stressful recruitment processes in her 20plus years of
professional career. Based on my experience, she wanted to bring a human-centred approach to the HR arena. Her dream was to
form a team of true career consultants with the same focus as mine and natural ability for this role. She is the co-founder of a boutique
IT talent recruitment company called CandidFuture. They are working with a variety of EdTech brands which are growing very fast.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I made the calculated decision to join the tech industry in 2017. I knew the potential of the industry. And my

FAIRit – a non-profit Polish initiative dedicated to women, who wanted to change their professional life and

intuition and heart told me so. I had only one supporter – my husband. And many people advised me not to

start to work as programmers. The project ensured a safe environment in which beginner female program-

do it. I ignored them. A brilliant opportunity came up one day. I didn’t hesitate to join the sales team in one of

mers believed in their own abilities. They gave themselves the right to make mistakes. And even more – they

the IT services companies. Even though I was 36 at that point and was afraid of changing the industry, I just

allowed themselves to ask questions and exchange thoughts. The success is hidden in numbers: 14 out of 19

did it! I strongly believed I would be successful :)

students are working today as Java and Front-end developers.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

ADVANTAGES:

When you are just about to start looking for your first job, invest your time in learning about your talents and

flexibility in terms of time and place of work, growth in terms of: salary, employee demand, investments and

natural abilities. Think about your motivation and all tasks you really enjoy. Then match the right job to your

so on, security/confidence: no stress of changing or losing a job and the feeling of having an impact

talents and skills.

DISADVANTAGES:

From day one – be yourself. be curious, patient and concentrated on the goal. Be active and involved. And my

problem with soft skills: lack of communication, being burnt out, social impact: lack of social interaction

favorite one – work smarter, not harder :)
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Anna Katarzyna Nietyksza
Founder and CEO

Eficapital Ltd and Cloud Community Europe Polska

President of Cloud Community Europe Poland (former Eurocloud), a European network of Cloud Computing and digital technologies
providers, CEO of Eficapital, a capital advisory. Combines strong experience in the digital sector and capital markets, as Director for
Development of Bank Pekao SA, Partner of Ferber Venture Capital Fund, CEO Founder of Eficom S.A-Sinersio (till 2016 listed on New
Connect), Founder and CEO of Euro-RSCG Polska,Member of the Digital Group of European Economicand Social Committee in Brussels.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I got into it as an European expert providing EU funds to IT companies and advising on EU regulations in this

Professional Achievements: Introducing Cloud Community Polska to the GAIA-X network – European Data

field. I worked as an rapporteur for the European Commission in the area of Cloud, Cybersecurity, Big Data.

Infrastructure Association, to New York Fintech Connector Platform and Polchambers network;

Eurocloud contacted me in Brussels to create a Polish subsidiary. As CEO of Eficom SA, I provided several mil-

Listing of Eficom, a company I created on the New Connect Market, merged with a Data Center company;

lion euro in grants to IT companies, and advised venture capital funds to invest into digital start-ups. I intro-

Successful management of the European Commission Information Campaign introducing Poland to the EU.

duced 7 digital companies to the New Connect market.

Founder of Euro RSCG Polska, Conducting successful Investor Relations for IPO of Slaski Bank

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Learn from Industry Leaders, work abroad (possibly in the USA), work max 2-3 years for a big IT company,

Very challenging and quickly developing sector, big valuations of companies; Good salaries; Possibility to cre-

then create your startup, develop your business network, develop an international network, participate as

ate your own company with limited revenues;

much as possible in various conferences to learn how to deal with various issues,learn languages, learn how

Disadvantages:

to finance your ideas and projects, be proud of your achievements.

Limited Capex (difficult from the point of view of bankers); Hours spent looking into computer, limited social
life; High level of technical knowledge required
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Magdalena Nowak
Head Of Operations

LegalHut

WSFiZ in Białystok – MBA, SWPS „Negotiations and Mediations” in progress. Assessor. From 2020, Head of Operations at LegalHut
Sp. z o.o. Finance, management, marketing, sales, insurance. Specialisation: succession, bank claims, compensation claims, assistance to
franchise holders, mediation and others. Clients are both companies and individuals. Publications in books edited by Ilona Adamska –
ID Media publishing house. Member of the European Business Women’s Club and MBA Business Club WSFiZ

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

By building trust with my employer, I was entrusted with the care of one of the companies in the legal indu-

My greatest professional achievement is my personal development. I have always chosen the direction that

stry – the one in which I started to specialise in the legal side of the IT industry. This resulted in increased

allows me to take another step forward and adapt to the changing environment. Customer service allowed us

recognition on the IT market, increased advertising and representation of the company in wide circles, which I

to learn how to recognise a person’s needs, „sense” and receive verbal and non-verbal signs. Today I am the

am proud of. In addition, I have a great team with whom we overcome various difficulties and solve problems

Head of Operations in a company that is the legal department of a large corporate group, where TenderHut

in the legal IT industry.

SA is the parent company. I started my studies in the field of SWPS Negotiations and Mediation – I hope this
next step will alow me to transform my experience into future achievements in new contextes.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Benefits:

School is theory – life is practice. A full-time employee – judge, clerk, policeman – will not tell you anything

– technical profession

about running a business – these are theoreticians. Working full-time allows you to get to know the company

– international ranges

„from the bottom” – advantages, disadvantages, different management styles (sometimes executed by people

– constant development

who have no idea about it) or excellent specialists. You gain knowledge and experience, you shape your cha-

Defects:

racter. Not everyone is suitable for running their own business and sometimes staying full time is the best.

– too few women in the IT industry
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Monika Nowak-Toporowicz
CTIO PL&SK

UPC Polska & Slovakia

Monika has been involved in technology for 20 years, first in the banking industry, and now in telecommunications, an industry that is
currently one of the most exciting. She has over 15 years of management experience in the areas of development, delivery, and maintenance of services, as well as project and programme management in strategic areas of organisations. She is a fan of these technologies and making them make life easier for the people around her, her colleagues, her customers, everyone.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Mathematics, physics, science have always been a pleasure for me so the natural choice was to study technol-

It is always my greatest pleasure to build teams of people who work well, enable them to develop, and keep

ogy where I met many wonderful people. On the other hand, in my heart, there has always been an unfulfilled

them as engaged as possible. This is the key to winning satisfied customers. I was given the opportunity to

dream of becoming a psychologist. Working with people in new technologies, with the possibility to influence

create such a team twice a bit from scratch, together with people. The satisfaction of being part of this pro-

the surrounding reality, is therefore my world today. There are not enough women in all this, I still feel their

cess and its constant improvement is my greatest success.

absence and the lack of different points of view, so I will stay here longer.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Disadvantages:

As they say, it is easy to be wise after time, it is impossible to ever give fully effective advice because circum-

- stress and time pressure

stances are always different. What I do know for sure, however, is that you have to try, sometimes many

Advantages:

times, because you don’t succeed every time. Persistence in pursuit of a goal is causal. There is also no need

- a possible sense of influence on the reality around us

to be perfect, just be good enough and try. The world of technology is changing so fast that the key is not

- constant inspiration to learn because everything changes very quickly

knowledge, but openness to constantly acquire it.

- flexibility of working time and tasks
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Magdalena Nowicka
Vice President of the Management Board,
Head of New Technologies and Cybersecurity

BNP Paribas Bank

She is a senior technology executive with vast experience in the financial services industry.
She runs digital transformations, including agile ones. The area of change was not only technology and process, but also culture and
people. Currently Vice President of the Board responsible for New Technologies and Cybersecurity, previously Head of IT Poland at
Nordea, CEO at ING Tech Poland.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I am a mathematician by education, so I had a solid base to start. I joined ING as an IT engineer responsible

My biggest professional pride is that I built, from scratch, a technology company and developed this into a

for network and local systems. Then, gradually, I developed my career in the tech industry holding a lot of

fully operational, mature and global IT center – ING Tech Poland. Together with this I built a highly efficient

positions like Server Administrator, Project Manager, Program Manager.

team and strong employer brand. In my current role my ambition is to be a strategic partner to the business,
supporting them with a digital agenda. My biggest focus today is to develop and support highly skilled people
that bring value to our customers, employees and other stakeholders.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
The most significant advantages are constant opportunity to learn and grow and having real impact on busi-

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Start even if you are not fully ready. Be brave, opportunities are all around, do not hesitate to catch them.

ness.
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Alessandra Nicolosi
CEO & Co-Founder

M2TEST SRL

PharmaD and expert in quality aging.
In 2019 she became the CEO of the company and she dedicated 100% to the growth of the startup in order to bring brilliant research from the university environment to a real product available on the market. She has participated several times as a speaker at
events on female entrepreneurship and those with a STEM theme. She is co-author of two patents and several scientific publications.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
In 2016 I founded the M2TEST with Professor Cosmi, a 100% female MedTech startup, which works as a SAAS

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
The ability not to give up and to go beyond my limits.

through the BES TEST (Bone Elastic Structure Test), tests for the assessment of the risk of fracture and bone
structure alterations, resulting from the use of certain therapies and/or due to pathologies.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Disadvantages: distrust, competition, not being listened to because you are woman.

Always believe in yourself and in your own abilities, the difference is made by those who meet an obstacle but

Advantages: innovation, motivation, growth.

go ahead and try to understand how to overcome it.
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Teresa Olszewska
CEO

Gavdi Polska

Teresa is a specialist in IT solutions for human capital management. She has always been connected with HR, first in the HR departments, and then as a consultant and HR Product Manager in SAP Poland. Since 2006 she has been working as the CEO of Gavdi
Poland. Gavdi is the largest team in Poland providing customers with IT solutions for human capital management based on SAP technology and their own IP products.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I inherited it from my grandfather – an extremely orderly man – a liking for order, structure and an ordered

Gavdi Poland. I am proud of the team, our spirit, our approach to working with clients and internally. That we

world. I found this order in information systems which allow us to describe reality in the form of processes,

have fun doing what we do, that our work is based on trust, goal orientation, drive for continuous develop-

objects, user roles, structures and data, and which, when properly developed, provide valuable information.

ment and friendly support when needed. Every person in the team is important, because every person has a
role to play in the day-to-day creation and development of Gavdi and in helping our clients transform their HR
businesses.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
Disadvantages: dizzying pace of technological change, the need for very dynamic adaptation of the offer for

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Discover your strengths, follow your values and look for a workplace that allows you to apply them.

customers. Sometimes it is overwhelming.
Advantages: participation in shaping reality. Technology is present in every aspect of our lives. It allows, together with the clients, to improve their business, create new processes, and innovative solutions. It is fascinating.
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Magdalena Ostoja-Chyżyńska
Founder and CEO

UX GIRL

UX/UI expert with 10 years of experience. She worked with corporations, as well as startups from Europe, USA, Asia and biggest companies from Poland. In 2012 she founded the Human Tech Art community, which strives to present the future of technology for everyone. With knowledge gained from work in software houses and corporations she founded and is now managing the UX GIRL design
studio. UX GIRL focuses on providing strategy, design and research services for companies around the world.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

The story is actually quite simple. When I was 11, I stole a book about creating websites from my older broth-

This is hard. I personally think I gain new achievements every day and it makes my life a constant challenge.

er. By the age of 12 I had 6 websites, which I was updating on a regular basis. Before going to Computer Sci-

But if I had to choose one I would say it’s the dedication to one industry (IT) for my whole career (10 years). It’s

ence studies I already completed numerous website projects myself – both design and development. Things

not something easy to do, not many people can achieve this during their life and it’s something that makes

were much simpler then and one person could do it all. During my university years a twist happened and I

me proud.

shifted from programming towards design.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Biggest advantage is that the IT market is growing and will still be growing in the coming years. IT features an

I would say that they should turn to something that they feel passionate about. Without passion it’s very hard

open environment – everyone can ask questions. You have great options for growth and career development.

to devote yourself to something and sometimes make sacrifices. The next thing is to gain experience very

Disadvantages are deadlines (of course), constant self learning is a necessity (which can also be an advantage)

early on – in your first year of university or even before that. Think outside of the box. After that it’s just – work

and loads of people asking you to fix their computer.

extremely hard and try to be the best in the field!
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Monika Paliwoda
CEO

Hello Future

Recruitment and people development consultant. Working with IT and tech companies. Educator, manager and creator working on strategies and solutions to support people in organisations. Responsible for the creation and delivery of bespoke Learning & Development
programmes. Working with leadership, recruitment and business experience in mind. The intention is to expand on the talents and skills,
at all levels within an organisation. Big fan of future skills and Lifelong Learning.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
I like when my job is not dependent on the location. IT is the most flexible and remote industry, that’s why I

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
Polish Innovation Award for creating C_school- Coding School while working with Connectis.

took my experience and knowledge from traditional types of educational & HR systems to remote-first culture. Experience in both areas gives me freedom to choose how and where I want to work.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
I’m taking the best out of this industry: working on the international market with clients from all over the

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Make sure that your career path matches your lifestyle. Don’t try to adjust your lifestyle to your job.

world. As a main disadvantage I still see a recruitment process as a massive challenge mainly due to lack of
highly qualified specialists.
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Karolina Pelc
Founder & CEO

SharedPlay

Founder and CEO of SharedPlay. Previously a gaming consultant and seasoned product executive working for the largest names in
the sector. Personal highlights: Voted Top 10 Most Influential Women in the Online Gaming Industry by IGB (2018); Top 20 People To
Watch by Global Gaming Business (2019); Featured by Facebook in their #shetalksgames video campaign (2019); Winner of multiple
product and innovation awards; Podcast host and a published author; UK National Diversity Awards Nominee

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I have spent my whole career in the Real-Money Gaming industry starting from a humble croupier back-

At the age of 37, after a successful career leading product organisations at industry leading companies, I am

ground, joining the online industry in a marketing coordinator role. Somewhere around my 4th year in the

now a founder and CEO of a new tech SaaS venture. I have managed to secure €1.7M in initial funding and

industry, I was given the opportunity to step into the role of a junior product manager which has introduced

some further financing through an early sale of the company trademark. Being a woman founder myself, I

me to product and working directly with development. This is where I discovered my passion for product and

have also managed to recruit prominent women from the industry that will soon be appointed a COO and

have never looked back, gradually climbing through the ranks.

CTO respectively.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Don’t let anyone tell you what you can and can’t do. Don’t let anyone tell you, you have to be a “cultural fit”.

Fast – moving; Championing innovation; Working with latest trends and technologies

Culture should be as diverse as the people who form it. Don’t be afraid to admit where your weak spots are

Disadvantages:

and ask for help. Invest in networking, it always pays off.

Heavily male dominated; Poor external perception; Still, a lot of old-fashioned mindsets
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Diana Perera
IT Director

Edenred

Diana is associated with the tech industry for over 10 years. She specialises in process optimisation, implementing changes and project
management in agile methodologies. In her current role, she is focused on business transformation through integration and automation
of processes and systems using new technologies.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

IT was a natural choice for me. I have never worked in any other area and I cannot imagine working outside

My greatest successes are related to the transformation of IT areas. In my professional career, I had the

IT. I have always been fascinated by how technology can change the world – how it simplifies, beautifies things

opportunity to actively participate in initiatives, such as company mergers, department restructuring or pro-

and solves problems. Being a part of this process is absolutely amazing.

cess optimisation. Agile approach, focusing on a small number of the most important things, prioritising and
following the principle of „do right things instead of do the things right” helped me make appropriate changes
that bring quick results supporting business goals.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The greatest advantage of working in new technologies is continuing development and the possibility of cre-

Be open-minded, don’t close yourself to other ideas. Listen to others. Try many things to find a niche in which

ative and innovative work. The significant disadvantage is … continuing development – feeling that you’ll never

you are good and what brings you satisfaction.

be up-to-date can be frustrating.

If you want to start your career in IT, remember that new technologies support business, not the other way
around.
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Natalie Pilling
Co-Founder & Co-CEO

Dare IT

Natalie is the co-CEO/co-Founder of Dare IT, a social business empowering womxn to win their first IT job while solving employers’ talent gap. Before Dare IT, Natalie served as the CEO of EL Passion, a software development agency with over 75 employees. Previously,
she worked in the management team of 2 early-stage startups in Berlin (Comtravo and Classicfinder). Natalie holds an MSc (Dean’s
List) from HEC Paris and a BSc from the Warwick Business School. She’s fluent in 4 languages.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I started my career in the traditional sectors of the economy (consultant to German industrial companies, at

At 27, I took the CEO position of a software development and design agency (EL Passion, over 50 people),

Simon-Kucher & Siemens Energy). After realiing that I thrive in a faster-moving, less hierarchical environment,

which was in a very bad financial situation. Without a tech background, previous C-level experience or knowl-

I joined the Berlin start-up scene. There, I worked in the management team of 2 early-stage startups helping

edge of the local language (Polish), in 2 years I re-built the company into a striving business with y-o-y growth

to build up the companies and their products. This is where I got in touch – and fell in love – with software

of 40-50%.

development.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Opportunities in this industry are basically limitless (and growing daily). Whatever your interest, skill, talent –

Don’t assume you need to know everything and don’t be scared to ask if you don’t know something. Spoiler

there is probably a job that suits you in this industry. In many ways it’s also the most open industry you can

alert: nobody knows everything, also experienced people have to ask. Also, force yourself to try things that

find – most often it doesn’t matter what (educational) background you have. At the same time, the industry

you may not feel 100% qualified or experienced to do yet. This is how you grow and learn.

is still clouded by many stereotypes and biases. Its workforce is only slowly getting more homogenous – that
can make it a pretty lonely place to work for some.
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Dorota Piotrowska
VP People and Organisation Development, Advisory
Board Member - HR Digital Product Strategy

HCM Deck, Network Perspective

Dorota has been working in human capital management roles since 2005, in recent years in executive roles and as an HR and a
Future of Work advisor to hyper-growth tech start-ups and scale-ups (software consulting, fin-tech, HR tech). She holds a L7 Award in
Org Design and Development from CIPD, is a Certified Diversity Professional, and an alum of executive leadership studies at INSEAD. Her
purpose is to build inclusive, deliberately developmental, data informed, agile, remote smart teams and companies.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I first got into tech through contributing to a pioneering DEI Taskforce, Come Closer To Disability, co-created

What I’m most proud of is the fact that I helped scale up organisations effectively and fast while at the same

among others by tech companies such as Capgemini, IBM, Google, Cisco and others, under the auspices of

time fostering strong high performance, trust and accountability based, remote-smart,organisation cultures

the Moffin Foundation. I quickly realised that our bold thinking about the inclusive organisational culture and

conducive to people feeling enabled and self-fulfilled with the contribution they make to company’s mission

design in a wider sense is crucial for leveraging the collective human potential of all team members, and so

and beyond. If I were to name some of the more specific highlights, it would be my contribution to the Come-

for the future of work. This is how I knew I wanted to work in the tech world.

CloserToDisability Task Force, leading Netguru to a B-corp certification and co-shaping future of work/HR tech
products such as HCM Deck or Network Perspective

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Let me paraphrase Melinda Gates here to start with: women in tech get a unique chance to impact the future

If you begin your career in tech, your humble growth mindset is the key to success. ‘Learn it all’ NOT ‘Know

of work, and the future of society as a matter of fact. And through that, to make it more inclusive. Digitisation

it all’ is critical in times of rapidly diminishing half life of knowledge. So is the ability to tap into the collective

of work and personal life is ubiquitous, and accelerating. It is exciting to contribute to our female angle and to

experience and knowledge of your team members.

co-shape our future through a female lens. Also, tech, and in particular the scale-up world makes you be bold,

As a people leader, I also very much subscribe to Pink’s Motivation 3.0 model which says that people are moti-

humble, resilient and have a real growth mindset.

vated through mastery, purpose and autonomy. Look for it yourself and give it to others whenever possible.
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Dorota Piskorska
Corporate Development
Director

ZF Polpharma

Economics graduate from Warsaw University. 25 years of professional experience gained in strategic advisory firms (Kearney), executive search (KornFerry, Neumann) and the pharmaceutical industry in CEE, Russia, central Asia. Performing numerous functions being
responsible for: HR (team-building, restructuring, talent development), legal. In 2016, took on a group role of Corporate Development
Director – creating a strategic transformation launch pad by creating and combining functions as M&As, IT, Project Office & Innovation.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I was fortunate enough to get into IT while executing my development path in the organisation. Not being a

Business transformations that I have successfully led over the last 5 years is perceived by me as the most

strictly technical person my task was to transform IT from the provider of must-have services to value creator

important professional accomplishment. Creation of a platform combining technology, strategy & innova-

and business partner.

tion enabled the organisation to embrace new digital technologies and innovative solutions while continuing
growth as a leading generic pharmaceutical player in CEE.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Tech industry is dynamic, knowledge driven and global.

I would suggest starting a career in an environment that allows you to learn and grow fast - get new skills,

The difficulty is that it is sometimes very homogenic with its language, approaching the solution from a more

new capabilities in your field, learn about business and customers. Invest in yourself and always understand

technical angle, rather than business. Therefore there is an additional effort needed while working with the

in what way things you do, create value for the organisation you work in and for the customer.

non-tech world so that all parties involved understand the end products, its business value but also existing
constraints.
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Anna Podkowinska-Tretyn
Chief International
Business Officer

Everli

Experienced business leader, passionate about people and business growth. Chief International Business Officer Everli. Previously CDO
of Burda International in Poland and the Czech Republic, online CRO of Agora S.A. and President of the Board Trader.com Poland. She
was also President of the Supervisory Board of IAB Poland and member of the Supervisory Board Online Tech. Since 2018 actively
invest as a business angel & LP. Active mentor in many projects and contests, especially in programs supporting women.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Ha, it was a complete coincidence. I joined the HR team of a digital company at the beginning of the growth of

Personal – after 17 years I am still enjoying being in the industry.

digital in Poland and suddenly this exciting journey began.

Professional – many daily winnings which makes me happy and satisfied at the end of the day.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Tech/digital industry is an amazing industry to be in. And I prefer to focus on advantages.

I am always trying to think of advice I would share with myself at the beginning of professional life and I think

The most important, in my opinion, are the following:

it would be simple: do not plan too much, try a lot of different things, collect experiences and find out what

– the fast changing environment where you need learn all the time to be up to date

makes you happy in professional life. Once you have it, build your plan around it.

– unlimited growth and development
– being in a space which is the first in a lot of areas.
One disadvantage I see is still too few women!
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Dagmara Pomirska
Head of Sales Poland,
Ukraine & Baltics

Axis Communications

Dagmara has been working in IT since 1997 and during that time she would has been working as a Product Manager and Sales
Manager in different distribution companies - one of them was Tech Data. In 2006 she started managing teams which became
her key area for future growth. Of course, she always manages the business side but people are the most important to her. Later she
worked for Xerox as an indirect sales director and in 2018 she joined Axis to take over the PUB region in EE.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I was persuaded by a good friend who knew that her company was looking for good people with potential to

I managed to build a few strong and successful teams in all the companies that I worked for. Now at Axis, I

work. Based on her recommendations I decided to apply for the position and got the job in my first distribu-

have a chance to work with great people and I do my best to support them daily and grow our business to-

tion company.

gether, up to now we have been very successful.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

People are great here, technological development is always an element of this business and big potential

I would recommend to be open to people, focus on personal growth and be brave not hesitate to go out of

for growth in this market is visible for people and companies. . I also was lucky to find in IT & Security a lot of

your comfort zone as it will help you to grow your career.

friends and those relations are huge benefit of working here.
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Aleksandra Porębska
IT Director, Co-founder

FORDATA

She is a co-founder and CIO at FORDATA - a leading Virtual Data Room software provider in the CEE & the Baltics. The VDR system
allows enterprises to exchange critical transactional documentation with third parties e.g. advisers, lawyers, auditors as well as investors
securely and with total control. At FORDATA, she is responsible for business development & IT management. People say that they see
her as meticulous and detail-oriented. She does her best to be a good mentor and role model.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

At the age of 24, I started working with my friends from university. We all majored in E-business, an innovative

80% of startups fail during the first 2 years. FORDATA has been on the market since 2009 and we are compet-

economic field at that time. We got our first money to start the company from peers who also initially wanted

ing with global players from Western Europe as well as the US. We have 20+ people doing great things! This is

to deliver IT services for business, which allowed the three of us to start FORDATA. One of the milestones

huge and it makes me proud!

was a commission from Enea – a leading Polish company in the energy sector. After that we received multiple
recommendations and managed to gain support from an investor.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: it is never boring! New technologies and possibilities emerge every day!

Find out what you like and dive into it! If you are really interested in something you will excel in that domain

Disadvantages: pressure and scarce resources to manage product development expected by business while

and with time all the puzzles around your career will fit together!

dealing with legacy.

Be courageous and humble, work hard and dream high! Learn from your mistakes, get connected with people
who know more than you in given areas. Be open for feedback but speak loud when you have something to
say! One day you will be surprised to know how much you can achieve only if you dare to try :) Have fun with
what you do!
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Karina Porębska
CEO

Diagmatic

She started her professional career in 1994 in Securities Clearing and Settlement Dep. in brokerage, being a student of finance and
banking at Cracow University of Economics. Then she decided to continue her professional life in the tech industry and for nearly 20
years – with the teams she managed, she was responsible for building the product offer, customer relations and the position in the financial sector of companies such as Comarch, Software Mind and Ailleron. Two years ago, she set up a startup – Diagmatic.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

After 4 years of work in a brokerage firm I realised that I needed more than predictable and pattern-based

Making a mature and conscious decision to set up a startup, going through the product development phase,

work. Needing a new challenge, I joined a team responsible for choosing a core system for our company. My

especially that the project was being implemented with the participation of the scientific community (which,

task was to develop business requirements. I felt that I wanted to connect my future with the tech industry. In

in case of Poland and especially in social sciences, is rather unprepared for working with the business world),

1998, Comarch was looking for a content consultant for a new project executed for one of the banks operat-

and even if every day is full of challenges, still being happy and sure that with my team I can make a better

ing on the capital market. I decided to begin my tech journey with them.

world. In this way I have created www.diagmatic.pl.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Look for what is best for you, what expresses you and develops you.

Possibility to have a big impact on reality; The dynamics of development and constant change; If you have an

Be consistent and follow your dreams.

IT background or experience in tech industry, you can use this knowledge in any other industry

Don’t be afraid of responsibility and failures.

Disadvantages:

Be flexible, open-minded, and always ready to change.

Strong focus on profit at the expense of other crucial value

Learn to learn for your whole life – knowledge is a guide.
Your greatest value will always be your credibility.
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Aleksandra Prejs
Head of Growth

Netguru

Aleksandra Prejs is the Head of Growth at Netguru, one of the fastest-growing digital companies in Europe. She leads a team of 40+
experts and oversees a key part of the customer and employer acquisition pipelines – coordinating all projects related to demand
generation, marketing, partner channel development, employer branding, and communication. Prior to joining Netguru, Aleksandra
managed marketing and PR activities in a social media analytics startup, and worked as a journalist.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I became fascinated by the impact technology has on society and how powerful the digital world is in creating

Developing an amazing team of 40 world-class growth specialists and leading them and sustaining the com-

new human behaviours and changing our habits. I wanted to be part of this impact. I made a conscious effort

pany’s growth during the pandemic, which was not an easy feat. The fact that together with the Netguru team

to get into the tech industry. Still working in the media industry, I spent countless hours reading and watching

we were able to achieve multiple awards in so many fields. We were awarded the title of one of the fastest

all the tech media out there and following Polish tech startups. So when I got the chance to hop aboard one

growing companies in Europe by Deloitte and Financial Times, and we were recognised as a Forbes Diamond.

of them, I didn’t hesitate at all.

We obtained the BCorp certification, and were recognised as a Great Place to Work.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

You never get bored. As the whole industry grows constantly and disrupts itself over and over again, you

Go beyond your most immediate scope of responsibility. Take ownership for things, always look for more, and

need to learn new things fast to keep up with it. The feeling of being able to contribute to technological devel-

try to provide value to your company. Keep questioning the status quo.

opment in various areas is priceless. On the negative side of things, technology promotes frequent context

Look for activities that bring you joy, specialise in them and improve on them continuously.

switching. This context switching impacts people’s ability to focus, making it more difficult to enter the deep

You will get afraid every now and then. That’s fine – being afraid is ok as long as it doesn’t stand in your way.

work zone.
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Agata Pribulka-Czmyr
General Manager

SAGRA TECHNOLOGY

General Manager at Sagra Technology. She has been involved in the IT industry for over 20 years. She graduated from PWSBiA in
Warsaw with a major in banking and finance, marketing and management. The world of IT has always been present in her life. Inspirator and creator. Attentive observer, open to all novelties, gathering creative people around her, and strongly involved in the subject
of new technologies. Uncompromising dreamer.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My presence in the IT industry is a natural consequence of my father’s passion and family IT business — Sagra

Becoming General Manager meant I had to replace a very strong-minded, experienced and charismatic lead-

Technology. As a child, I was taught that programming gives you almost limitless possibilities. Today I am lucky

er. I also felt that I wanted to run the company differently and I had to prove I can do that. I arranged the pro-

to work with very talented and wise people and encounter the latest technology. I believe that digitisation,

cesses, reorganised the company, created an environment in which people can openly express their opinions,

robotisation, as well as AI is unstoppable and means a fundamental change in the way we work and live.

create unconventional solutions, and participate in decision-making. I wouldn’t do that without making people
in the organisation believe and trust me. That’s my biggest achievement.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The great advantage of working in the IT industry is the constant change, which offers great opportunities for

In the beginning, everything is new and interesting, but it also seems very difficult. This is normal. Don’t be

professional development and multiple, various career paths. Even without programming skills, you can par-

afraid to make mistakes and ask questions. This is the best way to learn. Be curious because it boosts your

ticipate in creating innovative solutions. The constant change also means constant learning to be up-to-date

creativity and helps you find unconventional solutions. Find what you are really good at, what interests you,

with the latest technology or developments. It also means that you have to be very flexible, prepared, and

satisfies you, and develop yourself in that direction. Learn how to communicate because it’s not what you say,

ready for this change.

but how you put it is the most common blocker. Respect others.
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Katarzyna Prokopowicz
Board Member, Head of HR

infoShare Academy

HR geek, fascinated by generational differences, involved in the IT industry for 21 years. Co-founder and Board Member/Head of HR
at infoShare Academy – an IT training company. A specialist in supporting and assisting tech and non-tech guys in joining the IT industry, proud of how they rise and achieve their next career levels.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I have always been fascinated by HR, and it brought me to the tech industry. After the recruitment agency,

I have more than one important professional achievement:

I joined HR at Wirtualna Polska (the biggest Polish horizontal portal) where technology was present in every

1. I’ve been in the IT industry for 21 years despite my education in the humanities :)

aspect of my work. The latest methodologies and hardware, immense knowledge base, open and inspiring

2. I lead mergers of big companies from tech and media industries from the HR perspective

people – all of this was so exciting and from the first days of my work at WP.PL I was so fascinated to be in the

3. In the last few years I have been creating and developing the infoShare Academy – the IT training company

middle of the rising Internet in Poland.

where, until today, we have changed the professional lives of 3,000 people

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The biggest advantages are the need of being up-to-date and constantly learning new things, but also being

Don’t be afraid of constructive feedback, be empathic and always align with your personal values. All of this

close to the process of creating innovative solutions. For me personally, what is really important is the good

will help you to communicate with people from different generations (X/Y/Z) better and you will achieve your

vibe from people around me, and I have it with IT experts but also with those who want to join the IT industry.

goals more efficiently. Catch every occasion to learn new stuff, it will help you to be up-to-date with technolog-

Among the disadvantages are a fast-changing environment and the fact that it is hard to build the loyalty of

ical trends.

developers.
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Joanna Pruszyńska-Witkowska
VP, Co-Founder

Future Collars

VP and Co-Founder of Future Collars, a programming school aiming at democratising access to education and professional development in IT, the winner of “Digital Champion” by PIIT. Organiser of “Women in IT Career Day”, “Ada Lovelace Festival”, “WomanUpdate”
with programming workshops, women tech talks, and networking events for women in IT. Previously involved in the communication industry, as the CEO of a PR agency. Happily married and mother of four children.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It started with a meeting with Muhammad Yunus, a Nobel Peace Prize winner and economist from Bangla-

I am really proud that around 67% of graduates of our courses are women :) I truly believe that the tech/IT/

desh. Muhammad believes that by combining technology and creativity, many social problems can be solved.

ITC sectors need more diversity and women who aren’t only using digital products but also creating them.

During the World Economic Forum in Davos in 2016, I came up with a business idea related to the fact that

We’ve also established a fund, “Diversity in IT” that provides IT courses, mentoring programs and English

many people will lose their jobs as a result of automation and robotisation and will need to upskill and retrain

lessons to people in difficult financial and life situations. I am also proud that our initiatives like “Women in IT

and in 2016 I received an offer to develop an EduTech startup in Poland.

Career Day” and “Woman Update” campaign help women get started in IT.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: Future is digital. Technology helps solve social problems.

Don’t let your insecurities, prejudices and stereotypes stop you on your way to a dream career and success.

Disadvantage: Spending a lot of time sitting at a desk in front of a laptop screen.

Work with people who lift you up, believe and support you. Venture outside of your comfort zone. Always look
into the future and never stop learning.
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Aleksandra Pszczoła
CEO

Bee Talents

Ola is the founder and CEO of Bee Talents. On a daily basis, together with her team Ola finds the best IT talent in Poland and abroad,
trains future IT recruiters and shows clients how they can achieve their business goals by paying more attention to an organisational
culture. You can see her being a speaker at conferences.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I’ve been present in the IT industry since 2010 and underwent the path from building a simple mobile app to

I’ve never considered myself as a person who wants to do business. I’ve not graduated from any of the bu-

creating Bee Talents, the recruitment and consulting agency. I started years ago, by joining the accelerator

siness studies. Nonetheless, I run quite a big team and our business is growing year to year. That shows me

Huge Thing, and next, I moved to work with startups as a Manager of Business Link Poznań. Then I started

that business is all about people and our mindset.

to work as an HR manager and it was my first experience with IT recruitment. After a short time, I decided to
build my own company and help other companies to scale up.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

ADV:

Try to understand yourself and learn what you are good at. What’s your superpower? It’s unbelievable how

– constant development

much you can achieve by having an ambitious goal and vision about yourself.

– fast-paced environment
– meeting inspirational people
DIS:
– I don’t see any, to be honest
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Justyna Redelkiewicz
Head of Sector Location Based Services,
Market and Technology

EUSPA - EU Agency for the Space Programme

She started my career in the ICT and Telecommunications industry working in big corporations such as Comarch and Toshiba. Since
2012 she has been working in space technologies, mostly focusing on Satellite Navigation and from this year also Earth Observation.
Her role was evolving over the years from being responsible for market research, strategic cooperation with big corporations that
were incorporating space technologies in their product lines to supporting space entrepreneurs.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I was always fascinated by science and technology. I started my career in ICT technologies, using SAP ERP sys-

I joined the agency to support the implementation of new European satellite navigation technology called

tem to optimise processes at Nestle production facilities. This first job was a result of an internship that I did

Galileo in consumer devices. At the time I joined, Galileo had delays in launching satellites, nobody believed in

during my studies. I later moved to explore more complex software solutions at Comarch and complemented

it and chipset companies didn’t want to invest in updating their silicon. Over 4 years I managed to build stra-

the experience with hardware sales at Toshiba.

tegic partnerships with the global chipset makers including Qualcomm, Samsung, Intel, Huawei and Mediatek.
Today Galileo is used in 2 billion smartphones worldwide.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

I think there are only advantages, the high tech industry is very dynamic and doesn’t allow you to get bored.

I would advise you to apply for a job only if you see the potential for it to become your passion at the same

Technology has become an indispensable part of our lives and soon it will be difficult to find a job that is not

time. The ICT industry is so dynamic and competitive that it requires a lot of engagement. I would also advise

linked with IT.

to aim high from the beginning, your first salary is a factor that may define the future growth. And don’t be
afraid to try, we are approaching the times when people would change their careers 2-3 times during their
lifetime, so there are no mistakes, only lessons on the way.
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Ewelina Robaczek
Founder, CEO

Vouchery.io

Ewelina is a Marketing Technology Entrepreneur with expertise in Product Management, Customer Engagement & Growth. She founded
Vouchery.io, a marketing platform that helps to automate timely-triggered, personalised e-commerce promotions and synchronise their
redemptions. Previously, she worked on venture development at Rocket Internet as an expert in data-driven CRM, and building CampaignFactory – proprietary Marketing Personalisation Engine, sold as a SaaS to a portfolio of Rocket’s companies.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

When I joined Rocket Internet in Berlin, I had a little knowledge of the industry. As a Student of International

Launching a B2B marketing software company from scratch has been my biggest challenge. Every day I have

Business, I was compelled by the global reach of the company and how easily the technology enables that.

a chance to learn something new. Although we are still a very young startup and have been through ups and

The scale of impact on the local communities globally motivated me to dive deeper into technology and learn

downs, I’m proud we already work with some of the largest Enterprises globally, receiving great feedback from

the basics of computer and data science online, alongside my daily job.

our Users.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The biggest advantage of working in technology is the scale of the impact it has on people’s lives. The inno-

Don’t be afraid to fail, failure is a catalyst for growth. Even if people criticise you today, the learnings and in-

vative methods used in software development allow us to experiment with new ideas and test new solutions

sights you gain from it will stay with you forever.

quickly and easily. Thanks to that, the learning curve is pretty steep.
At the same time, however, the leadership positions in the industry are highly dominated by men which oftentimes results in bias in product development towards male preferences.
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Magdalena Rogacka
Co-Founder, CEO

Business IQ

Co-Founder & CEO in the Business IQ startup, which offers companies a variety of technological solutions and analytics.Design Thinking
moderator. Business Trainer, HR & EdTech Expert.. Speaker at conferences. Finalist of the Cosmopolitan Women’s Strong Side competition.
Propagator of the idea of tech-life harmony. She believes in synergy resulting from the combination of modern technology with conscious human potential.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

As a representative of the Y generation, I remember the times before technology wasn’t popular yet, as well

I have had many moments at work in which I felt great satisfaction with the solutions worked out and the

as the times when various modern technologies entered our lives. I have been convinced for a long time that

results achieved by clients. I am always happy when people who are less open to technology in companies

the area of the tech industry means constant development, broadening horizons and achieving satisfaction.

start using the proposed solutions, especially for education. I feel a mission to make people aware of the im-

That is why for 10 years I have been creating solutions that increase the efficiency of companies and people

portance of digital competences and how to work on them in the current labor market. The greatest achieve-

by combining technology with human skills. I appreciate this synergy.

ment for me is that I am not bored and still have ideas for development.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

There is a certain paradox here, as the disadvantage of being in this industry is also a great advantage. Work-

At a time when lifelong learning is not just an idea but a necessity, you should expect a more diverse career

ing in the tech industry means being up to date. You need to know and understand emerging solutions, as

path. If you choose studies, I advise a more general direction, because you can gain a broader perspective

well as stay ahead of trends. It is necessary to be present at industry meetings, networking and exploring the

and interdisciplinarity, then choose a specialisation. You have to observe technological trends and connect

topic on your own. There is a concern about the FOMO syndrome. If we can prevent it, this work gives the

to them. And above all, every professional moment must be appreciated – they are all equally important and

greatest possible job satisfaction.

worth celebrating.
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Joanna Rosiek
CEO and Founder

ROSIEK Solutions

CEO and founder of Agile consultancy ROSIEK Solutions. First and the only Agile HR Community Licensed Trainer in Poland. Enterprise
Agile Coach and business psychologist that transforms executive teams as well as people and operation areas of business into agile
ways of working and growth mindset. Grown up from the IT sector and still feels strongly connected with tech while transforming other
branches and customers like T-Mobile, McDonalds, Atos, SAS, UPC, Novo Nordisk, Reckitt Benckiser.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

As a student I was looking for extraordinary opportunities to develop my skills. My gut feeling and all the sta-

What I am proud of is that I trusted my deep feeling that there should be a better, faster and happier way to

tistics told me that the IT sector will be the one, so I found the job as PM office coordinator very early just to

achieve outstanding results and at the same time live life to the fullest. I was sure that it is only a matter of

test my assumptions. Agile mindset is my innate way of thinking. I do not guess, I just check. It was no surprise

time for me to find places of work that put people in the center. I found what I was looking for when I discov-

for me when I quickly fell in love with the tech industry - one, because of the highly set bar, because I seek

ered Agile in 2009. And I finally created my own company with an Agile culture and values and on a daily basis

challenges, two, because of the sense of humor of IT people.

help organisations to become Agile.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The IT industry certainly drives growth, is one step ahead of many other industries when it comes to inno-

Never doubt that you are the one and only and still be humble. If you can dream it, you can do it! If you do

vation. In the IT sector, it is required to constantly analyse global trends, which is very inspiring. The biggest

not have what you need now, take another way, open next door, go a different direction. Test and try all your

advantage is agility and management that keeps up with the changes in the 21st century even in pandemic

assumptions as quickly as possible.

times. The disadvantage, and a chance at the same time, is that there is still a lot to be done in the area of
building an organizational culture that supports innovation and self-organization.
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Aleksandra Roszkowska-Zboina
Business Unit Manager

Tech Data

My mother is a woman with a strong character and striving for success. She gave me passion for life and learning. My father gave
me stability and calmness. My family is the place that shaped me into a strong woman who can count on people. I obtained a master’s degree in humanities in the 90’s. After an episode in a casino, I started a job as a sales executive in distributor Datrontech Poland.
Soon I was promoted to the position of Product Manager. In 2000 I started In Ingram Micro, and in 2003 I joined Tech Data

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I got into the tech industry by accident. During my studies I was working in a casino (flexible working hours).

Thinking about the most outstanding achievement, one thing comes to my mind - building a team during a

After graduating I started looking for a serious job as a sales executive. My colleague from Slavic studies got

pandemic. The last year was demanding and difficult in terms of business and private life. Remote work – ad-

a job in a worldwide tech corporation with branches in the Balkans because of Bulgarian knowledge. Then I

vantage or disadvantage? I can be proud of my team for last year’s achievements. But the most important

thought: IT Tech? Interesting… Fortunately one of the IT distributors was looking for people. I got this job and

thing is co-operation inside the group and great atmosphere despite the remote work and pandemic.

started working in a multinational team.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

This is a topic for discussion with new employees in my team and with young people outside the company.

education, constant changes, global cooperation.

The most important thing is to plan for yourself. Do not drift with the wind, just go your own path. Set your

Disadvantages:

own goals and achieve them. Think about yourself in the future. Ask yourself: who do I want to be in the fu-

constant changes, overworked, male domination in terms of promotion.

ture (in 2 or in 5 years)?
Be proud of yourself, be confident, just be yourself.
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Cindy Rubbens
Senior Vice President

Relayr

Cindy’s focus is on building a strong company culture where employees can weather any challenge. Together with her team she builds
leaders at all levels of the organisation and enables these leaders to be accountable for business, engagement, and people growth.
She coined the phrase “In the absence of choice, everything is possible” as this is how she has seen founders and teams stretch themselves and deliver. Cindy experienced every start-up stage from founding to IPO.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

The first Tech Startup I worked for needed someone to buy milk for the Engineers. This meant that breakfast

I am where I am thanks to:

cereal was at their disposal at all times and they could work happily and not hungrily.

“In the absence of choice, everything is possible” – i.e. Often I had no choice but to succeed.

Now I am SVP People at one of the most innovative organisations worldwide: Relayr

“This is just the beginning” – i.e. No matter what I have achieved, I tell myself, there must be so much more I
still do not know about. Stay hungry, stay humble.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Get some scars. Stick your neck out. Fail. Try. Stand up. Try again. Don’t take no for an answer. Never become

1. Content is more important than how I look, where I am from, what I studied, etc

complacent.

2. I learn about science

Why: without the real experience you can never put yourself in another person’s shoes, you cannot connect
to them, you will only know the theory, and you will remain ignorant.
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Urszula Rudzka-Stankiewicz
Founder

Czystapaczka.pl

An expert in driving behavioural changes, social psychologist, economist. For the last few years focused on helping organisations to
synchronise internal communication, learning processes, and performance management to accelerate changes. She loves using technology that helps people to grow.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I was looking for tools: to communicate more precisely, to analyse effects, to speed up processes. After a few

Someone once called me a bull :) I appear from nowhere and drive a lot of changes. It’s always very dynamic,

years of just using the available software, I decided to engage in building one. I’ve joined a great and experi-

most often quite painful, but also opens new perspectives and possibilities. Best achievements are the result

enced team – one2tribe. It’s great to use a tool that can grow with you and your clients. And enables you to

of a lot of small steps and working with a lot of great people. And they give you a better start to achieve even

achieve more.

more. So my most outstanding professional achievement? I hope it is still ahead of me.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Fascinating people with great minds and the feeling that with tech you can now achieve more than I’ve ever

Whatever you do, get the most out of it: be curious, learn, experiment. Appreciate the people around you and

imaginated.

at the same time keep looking for your own path.

Disadvantages? There are some? ;)
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Dorota Rymaszewska
Founder & CEO

HiPets

Well seasoned manager, proudly wearing a “sales person since 1999” badge. Master in microelectronics, business psychologist and a
business trainer. Worked with sales teams of all ages, levels of experience and probably every cultural based need – across five continents, starting with global corporations (such asP&G) ending up with startups. Former sales trainer in the CEE & Western Asia in PZ Cussons, Country Manager at Booksy responsible for BEP in Poland, Global VP Sales Development in Booksy. Founder and CEO in HiPets.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Frankly speaking, it’s all because of my father, who was a teacher by trade and by heart, who was probably the

HiPets. Finalising its third funding round, grew its value x30 in a year, with a team of 15, out of which two are

first person in Poland coding in Python. As a child I was learning how Norton Commander works rather than

my outstanding co-founders. In the sixth month of operating, every week we make 1000 people’s lives easier

playing with dolls. The only problem I had after graduating tech studies was that I preferred being in sales

by enabling online bookings for their pets.

to developing products. I worked with sales teams in different industries, but in January 2017 when I joined

What is not said out loud, I started this project after losing all my savings in the other one. Being a broke sin-

Booksy I realised I can have 2in1.

gle mom of two, with two nice job offers waiting to be signed, I borrowed money for life and signed up for an
acceleration program instead.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Be humble and brave. Get a job of any kind just to get close to people you can learn from. Ideally several of

1. Constant growth – for my clients, my team and myself

them. Do your best. Treat feedback as a gift. Never be afraid to ask questions. Never hesitate to talk about

2. High impact on reality

your ideas. And if you think you have a brilliant idea for a business – tell everyone. This is the only way to find

Disadvantages:

people willing to work with you, people willing to buy it and people willing to invest in it.

1. Lack of skilled and motivated people comparing to demand
2. High compensation cost
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Ewa Rząca
Department Director of Online Corporation
Banking and Payments Area

Bank BNP Paribas

Ewa has been working closely with various banking areas for 20 years. Currently responsible for Payments Area management and
transformation and digitalisation of the Corporate Online Banking at BNP Paribas. The process takes place simultaneously in fields such
as team organisation using the Agile approach and implementation of new technologies. She is focusing on developing her skills in
neuroleadership and strategic management and she still has been developing the skills.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
It was 20 years ago. I participated in various recruitment processes. A friend from college recommended me.

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
Successfully implemented a transformation program for the corporate banking area.
Participation in the conference – as a speaker – ENBANTEC – EMEA Retail Banking Conference
Being the leader of a volunteer project for women in cooperation with the WENA Cultural Center – as a
post-Covid event.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

IT – an area for continuous development, learning about new technologies, great development opportunities,

Be patient, motivated, and persistent. Learn and draw conclusions. Watch experienced colleagues at work.

a variety of roles and positions.

Build your own network. Be aware of your skills and your worth.

Strong competition, constantly proving of your knowledge, demanding work environment
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Neila Sanz
Chief Innovation Officer
Manager (CIMO)

ChallenTech InnoSolutions, S.L.

She is Chief Innovation Officer Manager (CIMO) of ChallenTech InnoSolutions, a company of innovation which develops its own technology to apply it to different sectors of activity with the objective of their digital transformation. She leads and manages the company’s innovation projects; together with an interdisciplinary team, with whom ChallenTech InnoSolutions has obtained international recognition for innovations.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

One year after finishing my Master´s Degree in Digital Information Systems, I decided with my business

The most outstanding professional achievement is to create and develop technology and innovation that

partner to start our first company, which was focused on digital content. As a result of requests from former

helps people and companies every day, empowering their economic growth, their well-being and generating

customers for technological development, we created our second and current company, ChallenTech Inno-

synergies of co-creation through our softwares and services. For me, customer satisfaction and what they

Solutions; where we are dedicated to the development of our innovative technological products and consul-

achieve with our technology is the greatest achievement by having a positive impact on the world. Also, our

tancy services specialising in innovation for the digital transformation of different sectors of activity.

work in technological innovation has been recognised at international level.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The most significant advantages of the IT industry are: the capacity to create applied solutions for society, a

My advice if you are starting out in your career is to focus your talents on what you are really passionate

robust ecosystem that allows for the co-creation of innovative developments and face future challenges.

about, enjoy every day with your work, absorb knowledge and work with good teammates because all of this

The most significant disadvantages are: environmental impact and the low ratio of women in the industry.

will allow you to reach your professional goals.
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Paulina Sawa
CMO Director - Business operation
services People & IT

KPP usprawniamy biznes

She was one of the few women in her master degree in the civil engineering safety faculty.
She used to work for an outsourcing company where she was building and scaling up teams, transforming processes, and delivering
IT services. With 15 years of market analysis in IT and consulting experience she has a deep understanding of market trends and competitive dynamics. This experience shows how to facilitate organisational transformations, digital transformation.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I started my career selling Microsoft certified paths. It was an amazing experience when I had to learn how to

One of my first conclusions is that IT projects are an important part but human behaviour, mostly cognitive

communicate properly with IT people.

capabilities and socio-emotional development is a key part of it nowaday.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

– Cybersecurity is a major worry for the world’s top CEOs but also for every parent who is aware that cyber

It is not easy but if you understand the power of data and the AI application, automation that help you digital-

security is important because smartphones, computers and the internet are now such a fundamental part of

ly transform and deliver greater value/experience to your customer

modern life for their children.
– Artificial Intelligence has the potential to overcome but also inherent biases so it is very important to make
sure that AI systems were developed with women.
– to promote diversity in workplace
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Lynn In Ok Schäfer
Head of People & Culture

Lition Energie

Passionate and pragmatic head of people and culture at Lition; 20 years experience in HR and talent management; lecturer, trainer, coach
and chairwoman advisory board at subject:RESOUL. International working experience at Bertelsmann in China, research associate at the
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore, McKinsey & Company and ESCP Business School. Academic achievements: PhD from the ESCP
Business School, MSc Intern. HRM at Oxford Brookes University, Bachelor of Intern. Management at FOM; author of several publications.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Joined Lition Energy at the beginning of 2021, a tech startup and energy marketplace which connects con-

Current role: supporting a fast growing start-up to become a sustainable, healthy, modern organisation;

sumers directly with producers of renewable energy to decentralise, decarbonise and digitise the energy mar-

establishing HR, developing people and culture, building an employer brand and creating good energy and

ket. The technology of the marketplace is based on blockchain. Also, formerly, researched and always worked

great place to work.

at the intersection of HR & tech (digitalisation, AI).

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
Advantages:

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
If you want to go fast, go alone, if you want to go far, go together (African proverb). The power of networks!

fast moving, extreme growth, innovation
Disadvantages:
dependency on technology/infrastructure, stressful and fast changing context.
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Madeleine Scholl
CEO, Founder

Blue Performance

Madeleine has always aspired to be dynamic in my thinking. She has worked in the past with various different dynamic people in the
international event and luxury business field that have given me inspiration. The world is increasingly becoming more digitised and this
is causing a shift towards using smartphones. She sees herself as a “Strong Woman in IT” because she has pushed the boundaries and
broken away from the typical stereotypes that women cannot be entrepreneurs or successful business women.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I decided to start Cardeleine in 2020, which is a innovative, sustainable and eco-friendly software that allows

That I have created my own business,Cardeleine, and do not accept the status quo and had the courage to

users to share business data in a matter of seconds through their smartphones without having to use any ap-

start a business even when hard times came up. I kept going to make an impact and to change the world. To

plication. It is completely contactless and therefore effortless. I feel the future is female and now women have

also create jobs and also meet interesting young people that want to do something meaningful, also to con-

the opportunities to achieve their goals and dreams, also to lead the way for future business to be sustaina-

tribute and have an impact on the environment and the future of the planet moving forward with new busi-

ble and eco-friendly in the IT sector amongst others.

ness practices.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: 1. Possibilities that you can have are endless. 2. Room to express yourself, bring out your ideas

To believe and to believe some more in your ideas and yourself and in your strengths. Also that you can

into the world, easier than before. 3. Role model to other women, women can work in the IT industry and

achieve whatever you want, all you need is a dream to follow and it starts with a single step. When things are

push others to do the same.

going well or not, it’s important to keep moving forward and move to the next step, even if that step is very

Disadvantages: 1. The IT industry is male dominated, tough for women to enter the industry and enter IT male

small it’s still progress and that is what is the most important factor to understand when pushing yourself to

networks. 2. Women are underestimated in IT. 3. Company goes global and there is a possibility that other

achieve great success.

businesses copy ideas of creating the website etc.
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Mirna Sevilla
Head of Operations

Baubo

She sees herself as a multi-talented woman: mother of two young men, wife, professional, storyteller, caregiver, cook, loyal friend, and a
good neighbor. As a professional, she held a long corporate journey where she excelled in the business operations arena. Lately, her
focus has been on reinventing herself to follow her calling. She is passionate about empowering and making a difference for women
through the use of technology. Hence, she has jumped into the FemTech revolution.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

From my early childhood, I was attracted to science, mathematics and languages. After graduating from high

It was in the middle of the Covid-19 pandemic, trying to change course in my career, when Baubo came along.

school, I moved from Honduras to the US to learn English and study my bachelors. I chose Computer Science

A startup aiming to empower women through the menopausal transition. I didn’t think about it twice, I had to

as my major, graduating in 1990. I’ve continued to be around technology ever since.

join forces. Even though Baubo is still at the early stages, we have touched the lives of many women who have
felt unheard and alone through this phase of their lives.
“Nothing liberates our greatness like the desire to help, the desire to serve.” — Marianne Williamson

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

I’d emphasise two things: 1) Focus on developing a growth mindset, it will help you see your failures as les-

1. Work with the latest technology 2. Continuous learning, you can never stay still 3. An industry without

sons learned and not as obstacles/setbacks; 2) Never stop learning, especially in the world of technology. You

boundaries, work anytime, anywhere on anything you like

may grow old in age, but stay young in knowledge.

Disadvantages:
1. An industry created by men for men 2. Long, stressful hours 3. Less opportunity of promotion for women
trying to achieve executive levels
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Małgorzata Sieniewicz
CEO and Board Member

Literacka

Małgorzata graduated in literature, law, and MBA. She worked as a festival organiser (scholarship from the Minister of Culture for the
promotion of reading). Since 2016, she has been the CEO of the Literacka company, which is a market leader in new technologies for the
publishing industry in Central Europe. They analyse the content of books by AI algorithms and also launched the BookScout.ai tool, which
allows publishers to assess the market potential of their manuscripts. She won the title of Business Woman.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I love dreams – not only to have but to make them come true – after years of working in the media, I decided

I am a humanist, so I had to acquire knowledge in the technology field myself. Having meetings with potential

to combine business with my greatest passion – books. There was also a personal situation behind it – I was

investors, I heard many times: start up on the book market was an idea, not a business. Now my company

fired from work after the birth of my third child. I set up a bookstore, and then I started creating recommen-

works for the largest entities in the industry. The fact that I lead a competent team that derives satisfaction

dation systems that help readers choose books tailored to their tastes from tons of titles. Since 2016, I have

from working together and achieving goals. Our “Virtual Bookseller” received the prestigious “Eagle of Innova-

been managing IT projects in the field of ML and NLP.

tion” award. Thanks to us, libraries can use AI technology.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: 1. the possibility of continuous learning and development. 2. creating solutions to help people in

Everyone started out and was at the beginning of their journey sometime. In a year you will be a long way off,

various aspects of their lives. 3. admiration for the possibilities of AI

you will be an old stager looking with the sentiment on your own beginnings. Do not stop.

Disadvantages: 1. Many people still treat women as people for whom technology is so-called black magic. 2.
Hermetic language, specialist nomenclature, which is often incomprehensible to customers – people from
outside the technology industry. 3. No equivalents in Polish for specialised names in the field
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Justyna Skorupska
Head of the B2B e-commerce Group, Chamber of Digital
Economy, and Board Representative for CX Services

e-point

Omnichannel/E-commerce expert, focused on developing and implementing #digitaltransformation strategies. Member of Advisory
Board & Leader of the B2B e-commerce Group in the Chamber of Digital Economy. Manager with 25 years of experience, acquired
in many international IT projects. Mentor and consultant in digital transformation projects. Fascinated with work on the fastest growing
e-commerce market in the EU. E-commerce Lecturer, Kozminski University.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

In 1993, I wrote my high technical school thesis with the help of the TIG and TAG editors – it was the first work

Building a personal brand as an e-commerce market expert and always playing the role of the middleware

written in the schoolon a computer, not a typewriter. Then I just fell in love with the possibilities that IT gave

between IT and business people. Those two pillars made me a leader, not only a manager. Through 25 years

me! I started my professional career in the times of the IT bubble:-) You can imagine one of the first women in

of my professional career, my team members achieved their business success – I’d like to believe that my

IT in a huge telco operator.

leadership was one of the reasons it happened. You know I feel like a mother – just proud of them.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

I can share top and each of them could be named advantages and disadvantages, depends of context:

Believe in yourself and focus, get to know your talents and develop them. Gallup could be helpful! You bet-

1) You have to keep your education updated

ter understand what your strength is and how you can activate the next level of yourself. Find your own safe

2) You are always online:-)

place (could be your family, school, friends…) where you are fully accepted. That’s nothing new, a good life and

3) No limits! Anytime, anywhere, anyone…

a good IT job:-)
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Agata Skowrońska-Domańska
Chief Strategy&Information
Technology Officer

Echo Investment, Archicom

She is a director of Strategic Planning & Information Technology in Echo Investment & Archicom. She establishes and develops business
processes on both strategic and operational levels. She is digitally transforming operations using constant improvement and an agile approach that allow for further growth and scale of the business activity. She builds and leads interdisciplinary winning teams that
implement market technologically most advanced innovations in the Finance, business and PropTech categories.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My financial background allowed me to see and highly appreciate the role of digital technology and automa-

My most outstanding professional achievement is leading interdisciplinary teams that can successfully deliver

tion in structuring the data gathering and reporting processes. I participated in several big implementations

digital projects within the organisation. Information technology became a part of business teams and is no

of reporting, crm, process management platforms. Every project allowed me to enhance and develop my

longer perceived as a hermetic department with secret knowledge. Mixing competences and transferring the

technological acumen. Being a part of the real estate industry I participated in creation of PropTech solutions

knowledge between the team members, feed-back culture and constant development approach are my key

that are nowadays making our living and working in the buildings easier.

achievements that enable me to deliver outstanding projects.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Significant advantages of the industry are: unlimited ways to improve our lives, high value of creativity and

My advice for someone who’s beginning their professional career is that technology and innovation is today’s

possibility to implement innovations, AI and ML are changing the world with the highest speed ever.

must have. However, creating successful teams is even more important. Sharing technological knowledge,

Significant disadvantages are ; big barriers of knowledge distribution – digital technologies are still perceived

implementing innovations supporting culture is crucial for the future of organisations. Being open to think

as those of very high level of complexity, technologies are changing almost every day – it is hard to be online

differently, quickly adopting new solutions, testing them and improving them is a key to the success of organi-

with everything, technologies require new competences.

sations in the future world dominated by technology.
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Anna Skrzydło
IT Project Manager & Leader

Appsilon

IT Project Manager, Business Analyst, and R/Shiny developer with over 8 years of professional experience leading software and Data
Science projects, facilitating user workshops and applying analytics to solve business problems.
Regular speaker at industry conferences, including WhyR and Data Science Summit.
Dog lover, salsa dancer and stand-up comedy fan.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I graduated from Quantitative Methods at the Warsaw School of Economics. I initially started my career as an

I led the development of an application that was successfully deployed in over 80 markets worldwide and

analyst. However, whenever I had an opportunity, I participated in projects that required coding. I started with

trained hundreds of users. The application was created for the media industry and its aim was to make com-

VBA, then moved to R.

plex mathematical optimisation easy to use during everyday work of media planners.

I enjoyed working in the analytical team, but it was projects delivered by the technology team that I found
most interesting. I subsequently switched roles and joined the tech team, later moving to my current role as a
Project Leader at Appsilon.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

In my view, the most significant advantage of working in the IT industry is the possibility, or even the necessity

Just do what interests you most and don’t worry about what others might think. We all had to start some-

of constant development.

where, with no experience in the beginning. So don’t worry, you’ll learn as you go along. You just need the

Second important advantage is the possibility to create and be creative.

courage to start.
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Paulina Skrzypińska
Chief Innovation Officer

BNP Paribas Bank Polska

Since 2021, Paulina has been the Chief Innovation Officer at Bank BNP Paribas Polska. Paulina has over12 years of experience working
for incubators, science and technology parks and investment funds, both on regional, national and international initiatives. For years
she was a co-organiser of a regional startup community. Finished threedegrees. At Bank BNP Paribas Polska since 2017. Paulina is a
co-author of the “Startup’s Cooperation Code” – one of the most effective processes of implementing startups to corporations.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

When I finished working for science and technology parks, incubators, and VC’s I felt one piece was missing,

Our team, thecases delivered and great practices developed like Startup’s Cooperation Code & Office Hours,

the part of developing innovation within the corporate world. I applied for one of the positions to Digital

resulting in 16 implementations, 3 framework agreements and 1 investment. Without them nothing would be

Transformation team

possible.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
Sky is the limit.

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Give yourself a chance. It doesn’t matter that you haven’t done “the job” or you haven’t played “the role” before. Even if you fail, it will be worth it! It is worth giving yourself a chance. Don’t challenge your competencies
and experience so much. If you meet “only” 9 or 5 out of the 10 requirements from the list, don’t back down.
You are good enough. You don’t have to be perfect. Give yourself comfort and the right to “I don’t know”. It is
impossible to know everything. Ask for help.
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Maria Smorawińska
Head of App&Commerce

New Gravity

She is currently working for New Gravity, a Business Consulting & Software House, as the Head of an App & Commerce team. She
started as a Project Manager, and went through the Senior Project Manager, Team Leader to Head of App & Commerce team positions. Before this, she worked in F5 Konsulting and in SGB-Bank. During her career, she has been responsible for various IT projects with
international business scope, from mobile apps to e-commerce, custom integrations, extensions to core banking systems.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I was always driven by technology, however without a technical background, at the beginning I could only intu-

There are many successful projects that I have worked on as a project manager. Providing a click and collect

itively understand it and get around in it.

platform during the pandemic for one of New Gravity’s clients is one of them. However, the most outstanding

The biggest trampoline to get into the IT world was getting into technological projects at the bank. This is

achievement for me was a breakthrough of technology understanding to be able to work easily with develop-

where I got my basic understanding of how system integrations work, how to feed systems with data and how

ers. So, when I think about my biggest achievement, it’s a time when I was developing my knowledge a couple

to design the architecture of complex components.

years ago and the thought of where I am now.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

One of the biggest advantages is that the technology is always changing, there is always room to develop.

Learn from people around you, don’t be afraid to ask questions, even if you sometimes have to repeat them

Working on different IT projects, often within an international environment, gives a chance to meet new peo-

several times because you don’t always understand the answers at first. But also – don’t interrupt developers

ple, from various countries with different cultures and competences. That is why I found it exciting working

when you can see that they are super busy and concentrating. They need their time to focus!

with people with different ideas.
As for disadvantages, this industry is very competitive, however this encourages to challenge the solutions
you are providing.
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Agata Solnica
Head of Growth,
Board Member

Inwedo

She has done many things in her career: from recruitment, marketing and running her own business to project management. It gave
her insights on working with people from different backgrounds as well as on business planning and accountability. Currently, as head
of growth at Inwedo, she helps clients bring their software products to life. Additionally, as a board member – she has the possibility to
influence the company’s culture and strategic decisions. Privately – cookie monster and passionate traveller.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It was by chance actually – after resigning from a marketing role within a large company I was starting my own

I like to think of my whole career path at Inwedo as my most outstanding professional achievement. Going

business and looking for a side job for stability. A close friend who was working in Inwedo temporarily recom-

from Office Manager to Head of Growth and Board Member required me to be open-minded, hard-working

mended me for an office manager opening. I got an offer right at the job interview. With the company’s rapid

and bold, which often meant going out of my comfort zone or taking on challenges I wouldn’t have imagined

growth – I had the unique opportunity to try myself in various roles, gain new skills and perspectives, and in

for myself. Being able to take on completely new responsibilities, succeeding in delivering results and helping

the process I found the tech industry truly interesting.

the company grow in the process makes me feel proud.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: extensive opportunities for personal and professional growth/co-creating technological solutions

Don’t be afraid of change and take on new roles when opportunities arise. It’s not always necessary to know

that can bring value to the world/work flexibility

who you’d like to be “when you grow up” professionally. Quite often the fun lies in the process of finding that

Disadvantages: it’s hard for me to see any really!

out – taking on various roles and responsibilities, learning from all the experiences and using that knowledge
in decisions that follow.
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Izabela Sośnicka-Lipa
Head of Roche Global IT
Solution Centre

F. Hoffmann-La Roche AG

Over the past 15 years, Izabela has been involved in the development of IT projects, business analysis, release & demand management, locally in Poland and in the EMEA region, currently based in Malaysia. As a Head of the Group Services Department, she focus
on empowering employees to accomplish our company’s mission and together with them create a culture that attracts, inspires, and
helps the most passionate talents to thrive.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

From the beginning, I worked closely with technology and quickly became a translator between the world of

I love the tech industry! It’s constant learning, evolution, and impact that technology is bringing on each of

technology and the world of business.

industry/ daily activities.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
Through a career failure as a sportswoman, love for Atari games and making first money on assembling PCs.

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
1. constantly ask yourself why you are doing things and what value they bring
2. be curious about the company, learn different parts of the organisation
3. learn from mistakes
4. build and expand your network
5. improve pitching to be able to sell your ideas
6. find a mentor who will help you to grow
7. find joy in the work life
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Izabela Sadowska
CEO

lubimyczytac.pl

When readership numbers in Poland register far from optimistic, lubimyczytać.pl, a Polish portal for readers and book recommendations is flourishing exponentially. Izabela Sadowska, the owner of lubimyczytać.pl and its guiding spirit, together with her passionate
team, have brought the site to a leading position in its category on the Polish market. A graduate of the Adam Mickiewicz University in
Poznań and the University of Barcelona, an M.A. in ethno-linguistics, and a native of Szczecin, Izabela Sadowska garnered her professional experience in marketing agencies, working in bookstores and organising literary festivals.
MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I have always considered new technologies as the means to reaching my goals. Ironically, I’ve never thought

Definitely turning a passion project of a start-up into a dynamic business enterprise, the biggest such compa-

of myself as a “tech person.” Certainly my beginnings did not foreshadow my later career. In 2010, friends

ny in its category in Poland. For over 10 years now our team of professionals has been promoting books and

working for an investment fund in Poznań invited me to host an online book club. This was my first step into

reading itself among netizens.

the unknown. I took to it so much that a year later we set up Lubimyczytać.pl, with just one web developer on
board, mind you. So, in a way it was my humanist curiosity and passion for literature that put me behind the
wheel of a tech-driven start-up. But that also meant I had to learn everything from scratch.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

When it comes to advantages, volatility of this market segment and its dynamics stand out the most, hands

If you wish to develop your skills in a technology-dominated world, treat technology as your ally, to be smartly

down. Also, the scale of growth the market exhibits. This will really keep you occupied. The exact same things

applied in your endeavours. Treat it not as an end in itself, but a vehicle that can take you wherever you want

can be counted as disadvantages, unfortunately, especially as far as the workload and budget are concerned.

to be. The satisfaction you reap must come not from purely having state-of-the-art technological solutions

Inputs are not always proportional to outputs here. You must learn to act under the constant pressure of

at your disposal, but should be derived from meaningful application of those solutions to curating, growing,

time and imminent change.

and developing your particular field of work. Don’t lose sight of your objective and the distractions that come
along the way will be much easier to dismiss.
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Natalia Sowa
Head of Marketing

uPacjenta

She is an online marketer with over 7 years of professional experience. Currently she works for a Polish health-tech startup uPacjenta as Head of Marketing. She has had an opportunity to build a marketing team from scratch and play a key part in the company’s
rapid growth from 40 to 200 employees over the last 2 years. Previously she worked in various environments – a marketing agency,
startup, software house, as well as a large corporation and she always strived to learn as much as possible.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I first encountered the tech industry while joining Polish software house Nopio. During almost 4 years of work

Before the pandemic, uPacjenta was solely focused on providing on-demand home blood tests. When the

I managed to rebuild a marketing strategy that was generating leads and employer branding that helped the

first COVID-19 cases emerged in Poland, we decided to expand our offer with COVID-19 home tests. My

company acquire tech talents. I also had an opportunity to work with a robotic process automation startup

challenge was to quickly adjust our marketing strategy, to ensure our patients that our service is 100% safe

from Budapest called CloudStorm, where I helped to get corporate clients interested in their SaaS solution.

and gain advantage over rising competition. We worked very hard and as a result, we tested six times more

Currently I work for HealthTech startup – uPacjenta.

patients than before the pandemic, and our company has grown from 40 to almost 200 people.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The biggest challenge is to understand how a given technology works to the level that you can freely commu-

To never give up, however cliche it sounds. Starting a career can be a very stressful and difficult experience,

nicate about it. No matter your previous experience, you are always joining a tech company as a newbie that

leading to many rejections. It’s very important to treat them as lessons, but not to let them stop you from

has to learn the basics. On the other hand, thanks to working in a dynamic environment one has a constant

achieving your goals. For those who are not sure about their career path, I also strongly recommend joining

motivation to develop skills. What is more, tech companies are usually created by amazing talents and individ-

students’ organisations like AIESEC. They allow you to test yourself in different projects and different fields,

uals that can both inspire you and teach you valuable lessons.

and you can meet a lot of inspiring people there.
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Grażyna Sroczyńska
CEO, Co-Owner

AURA Technologies

For over 20 years associated with the IT industry. CEO and co-owner AURA Technologies Sp. z o.o. – providers of innovative solutions
for companies. PhD student of economics (UW). Interests – company and project management, new technologies, economics (especially behavioural). Mentor at Biznes w Kobiecych Rękach, Shesnnovation, Next. A member of the convention in the Business Center Club,
since 2005. Laureate “Kosynierzy Przedsiębiorczości 2014” and “Kobiety Sukcesu Mazowsza 2014”.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
It was a coincidence, but I liked the industry very quickly and I realised that it is my place :)

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
Stable conduct of the company through several global crises.
Reorganisation of the company and change of the operating model

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: perspective and developing industry; working with very interesting people; opportunity to devel-

Be open for changes; try to think out of the box; improve your skills; read and listen to a lot; be close to the

op.

people who like sharing their knowledge. Remember: “The illiterate of the 21st century will not be those who

Disadvantages: Sometimes too many changes in technologies, too many changes in the law, too many tools.

cannot read and write, but those who cannot learn, unlearn, and relearn” – Alvin Toffler

This means that everything changes too fast in technologies and trends so, not everyone will feel comfortable
in such a constantly changing work environment.
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Julie Stegman
Vice President

Wolters Kluwer

Julie Stegman is the Vice President of the Nursing Segment at Wolters Kluwer’s Health Learning, Research & Practice business. With
over twenty years of experience in leadership roles across critical sectors of the information services industry, Julie is noted for her
proven track record of transforming businesses through customer-centered innovation and digital transformation.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I began my career in the tech industry by working for a start-up division called Electronic Media in a fam-

In Nursing Education, students were changing how they wanted to consume information as digital natives.

ily-owned publishing company. Our goal was to provide digital solutions for the education and training of

Yet, schools and faculty were using traditional lectures and printed textbooks. Working closely with custom-

healthcare professionals ranging from physicians to nurses. As a Project Manager working directly with the

ers, we transformed nursing education by using technology to develop innovative solutions like adaptive

software development team and market partners to bring products to market, I found my passion for leading

quizzing, online course solutions, and virtual simulations that helped educators flip the classroom to an active

teams and problem solving through the delivery of technology solutions.

learning environment, empowered students in their learning.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

• Being part of an industry that thrives on change, continuous improvement and innovation.

My advice would be to be curious: ask questions, speak up in meetings, be genuinely interested, inform your-

• Uncovering new ways to approach problem solving for customers or internal processes.

self and get to know people. Taking ownership of your own learning and being willing to learn is an essential

• Working with different functional teams to bring diverse perspectives to deliver products that have meaning-

part of a professional career – no matter how much experience you have. As part of that process, volunteer

ful impact.

to be on projects and contribute. There is no better way to learn, gain experience and visibility in an organisa-

• Keeping pace with technological advances.

tion or even in your market.
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Irene Stenzel-Hampe
Director Dynamics ERP & CRM

IGEL Technology GmbH

First profession: Book seller. Followed by studies in economical engineering in Wilhelmshaven, Lower Saxony. Moved to Bavaria when our
daughter was born. Completed university and graduated as “Dipl.-Wirtschaftsing. (FH)” in Ansbach, Bavaria. Started as an in-house IT
consultant at Rhenus Logistics in Holzwickede, Northrhine-Westfalia. Worked as the Manager Group IT at Berthold Vollers GmbH, a logistics
company in Bremen, for 15 years. Currently, she works as the Director Dynamics ERP & CRM for the IT company IGEL Technology, Bremen.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I was always interested in tech stuff through my father’s technical interests. My education was more lan-

Initial creation of central IT structures for a family-owned, mid-sized logistics company in 7 countries:

guage-oriented and I did not dare to start a tech career at the beginning. Technical oriented studies became

Standardization of network and server infrastructure, outsourcing of infrastructure into external data centre

an attractive option when I was looking for a suitable subject to study.

Design and implementation of an integrated solution for logistics service providers combining transport,

I had strong support from my husband to give it a try. Good academic results and positive feedback during

customs, warehousing transport services including order, inventory, invoice and accounting management –

mandatory internships in different companies resulted in more self-confidence.

based on MS Dynamics, combined with ramp-up of new partner branch solutions.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: – Endless spectrum of interesting knowledge areas – never stop learning; – IT projects are always

Young women: Don’t head for HR positions – they are the least powerful positions within companies! Forget

about changes in communication and processes: Ideal combination of communicative/ psychological and

the argument that this is an attractive option because it is about people. All management positions are about

tech-oriented skills needed; – Powerful position within company landscape: Innovation without IT is practically

people and communication.

impossible

Overcome the unconscious bias that tech stuff is men stuff. It is so much fun to work in the tech area and it’s

Disadvantages: – Difficult work-life-balance: challenging project schedules, escalation procedures in case of

also fun to work in a man’s world.

outages, weekend deployments
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Honorata Stuczka-Kucharska
Head of Testing

ERGO Technology & Services

She is an Agile enthusiast with over 16 years of experience in QA. She has experience in implementation and optimisation of testing
processes, and transformation of those processes from Waterfall to Agile (mainly in Aviva and Nationale Nederlanden). She has had
the opportunity to build test structures from scratch (in Schenker Technology Center), and currently as Head of Testing Poland at ERGO
Technology & Services, she is developing a testing organisation formed by the merger of two tech hubs.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I’ve started in an industry far from my education and IT – in a research unit in the field of oncology. I learned

When describing myself, I often say that I love leading, not managing people. And my greatest professional

there that passion is more important than the knowledge you have. However, wanting to use my educational

achievement is watching the people I’ve given the chance to take their first steps in IT develop and grow.

background, I started to look for a job in banking. I ended up in Inteligo in the position of Business Analyst.

Some of them are further along than I am, but I’m proud to have been able to support them and teach them

And although the knowledge from my studies was helpful, it was my innate qualities such as focus on details,

that passion and not being afraid to try new things is fundamental to success.

perseverance, that proved decisive in my transition to QA.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

I would advise all beginners to be patient, but at the same time ambitious and demanding of themselves.

Continuous development and opportunity to learning about new tools, trends and solutions

Focus on working systematically to improve your knowledge and skills. Seek a mentor to help you plan your

Opportunity to work closely with people and get inspired by others

steps. And the most important tip: try to gain experience as soon as possible. Practice and determination

Disadvantages:

make perfect.

The same as advantage: Technology changes all the time, so you have to follow the trends and adjust your
skill set accordingly – sometimes this situation is really challenging.
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Anna Styrylska
Marketing & PR Director

Veracomp-Exclusive Networks Poland

She is a marketing and PR director in an international IT company present in over 100 countries. For over 20 years she has been
building her competences while working in various industries: FMCG, construction, automotive and IT. She has developed and implemented marketing, employer branding and communication strategies, executed image campaigns, conducted company rebranding in
Poland and Europe. She advises companies and gives lectures to students of the University of Science and Technology in Kraków.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

During a regular recruitment process. I was looking for a job and I was offered the position of Marketing

The team I manage now – I try to create an environment and space for people who want to learn, grow and

Director at Veracomp. Funnily enough, a dozen or so years ago, I would not have chosen IT as my industry

work together. We inspire and support each other and enjoy working together.

of choice. I did not understand it. If someone from Veracomp had not explained to me at that time what role
IT plays in society, how much influence it has on every area of our lives, I would probably be in a completely
different place now.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The dynamics of the industry – this is the biggest advantage and disadvantage at the same time. IT changes

There is no perfect advice – everyone pursues their career in a different way. What in my case made me get

very quickly, you have to be ready for changes even during the project. You can’t plan everything, you need to

to this place? Firstly, courage and setting ambitious goals. Sometimes we don’t realise how much we can

be flexible and modify your actions all the time.

achieve. So it’s worth taking a risk. Secondly, consistency and patience. Often we have to wait for the effect

On the other hand, this means we are constantly learning, developing, reaching for new ideas and we are not

and we can’t give up after failures but consistently strive to achieve our goal.

threatened by routine.

And thirdly a bit of luck.
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Marta Sulikowska
Co-Chief Executive Officer

Naturaily

She is the co-founder and co-ceo of Naturaily – a development & ecommerce agency, and co-founder of Dajemyslowo.com – a boutique content marketing agency. In her 10-year experience as an entrepreneur, she has always tried to create a company which is a great choice not only
for clients but especially for employees. For almost one year, she has also been a happy EO member. Privately, she is the mother of a 10-year-old
boy, and (since last year) a digital nomad. She runs two companies, one of them with her friend - Beata, and the second one with her husband.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I have been connected with the IT Industry for 10 years. My journey started during my studies, where I met

I started with no money, just with a huge dream. I worked with cool brands, and won a few contracts in my

Mateusz Tułecki, and I also had a workshop about online marketing, and I thought that it is something I want

careers… I was mentioned and invited for a few projects and rankings... The dream is still there and I am really

to do. My first workplace in the IT industry was Unity Group and I have very fond memories of my time there.

happy and proud when I get a high score in our ENPS. When I know that we’re creating a space where our

But I always knew that I wanted to build my own company. I founded my first company: Dajemyslowo.com in

people can grow and flourish. That is the biggest achievement for me. The huge step for my personal growth

2012 and a few months later, we started the second one - Naturaily.

was joining the EO. This is a great opportunity to share experiences with other business.people and increase
my knowledge about management and entrepreneurship.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

+ necessity of learning new things and gaining new skills; the focus on employee needs beyond just high sala-

Don’t be shy, get up from your desk and talk with other, more experienced people!

ries and apple-work-kits (things like providing mental health care, and fostering the atmosphere of inclusion &

And don’t be afraid to fail. Failing is learning. It is ok to fail, just keep trying.

diversity); being in the middle of one the fastest developing industries

Last but not least try to like yourself everyday a little more. It is crucial to like, listen and trust yourself – it gives

– The small number of women in the IT industry; Really difficult to navigate the demanding employee market;

you power and confidence. You will probably experience a lot of situations when that confidence will help

The difficult environment for business in Poland (very complex business regulations)

you.
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Monika Synoradzka
CEO / Managing Partner

SpeedUp Group / Huge Thing

Monika Synoradzka is a managing partner and co-owner of the SpeedUp Group – a leading group of VC funds operating in CEE.
She is the CEO of Huge Thing – a company operating in the field of acceleration of startups and activities aimed at supporting organisations from the private and public sectors in working with innovations. She specialises in the processes of implementing innovations in
organisations and building a culture of innovation, also in companies operating across various sectors.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I came to the technology industry through a combination of several events and several of my qualities – a pas-

The fact that I am where I am – the place I wanted to reach despite starting from a place that is not obvious

sion for engaging in various projects, niche interests (marketing aimed at women), and the fact that I found

for the industry. The fact that the company that I have treated as my own for many years is really mine. But it

the right people at the right time. One time, probably 8 years ago, I noticed that TEDxPoznań is looking for

doesn’t stop there :) From here, I can reach even higher and farther.

someone to promote the events organised in Poznań. From there, I found my way to Huge Thing and SpeedUp Group. Co-owner of Bookowski Bookstore.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The great advantage is that you can achieve whatever you want – if you have enough enthusiasm, strength,

There are some important points. Remember to do what you like because you will spend a lot of time at work.

and persistence. And fantastic people you can meet – a bunch of positive crazy people. But all this is connect-

Don’t let anyone tell you where you should be– choose a place that suits you. If you disagree with something,

ed with a crazy pace, which many strongmen and more than one strong woman can pin down.

say it out loud. Give first, respect people and never burn bridges.
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Róża Szafranek
CEO

HR Hints

She leads HR Hints, where they work with startups and growing tech companies. They teach founders and managers how to build and
run organizations where people are engaged and deliver. She is the author of the first Polish-language online course dedicated to
learning IT recruitment – ‘Skuteczny Rekruter IT’. If you like podcasts and you are interested in the mechanisms of human behavior in the
work environment and tips on how to deal with them, she invites you to listen to her podcast ‘Ludzie z Pracy’.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

We work on communication, organizational culture, values, we help in difficult (sometimes very difficult) situa-

I think the freshest one and the one which I’m proud of the most is building a great and mature and inde-

tions and we are recruiting support in those good moments when it comes to building the org chart, expand-

pendent HR Hints team in less than 6 months. Previously I was in a leasing team as a manager-employee, but

ing the team, and hiring new people.

I cannot compare it to the current experience – much more challenging, but also giving great satisfaction.

We help scale businesses and grow their owners.
We do that for tech companies, which are growing, so we usually work with tech founders.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

advantages:

You always should try, no matter how hard and blocking it sounds to you at first. The worst enemy you can

very dynamic industry; it changes fast and frequently; teams are often made up of mature, intelligent people

meet is your own fear and the feeling of shame and embarrassment in cases where there is no need to do

disadvantages:

so. Taking two steps forward and one back stops you from growing, because you think very often ‘omg, what

it’s easy to lose great employees; we are sometimes in a race with great world-known companies

do they think about me?or ‘what if it will not work?’”. JUST DON’T CARE ABOUT THE OPINION OF OTHERS.And
remember that failure is to learn and go further, not to stop you.
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Małgorzata Szturmowicz
CFO

Booksy

Małgorzata Szturmowicz is a thought leader in banking and technology, with 12 years of financial services, audit, and technology experience. She is currently CFO at Booksy. Founded in Poland and now headquartered in San Francisco, Booksy is the global number
one appointment booking app for the beauty and wellness industry. Małgorzata believes that real differentiation in business can be
delivered through customer-centric innovation leveraging technology- driving simplicity, speed, and convenience.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

First of all, I do not distinguish between the IT/tech industry and the rest. Now technology is everywhere.

Perversely I would say that my personal development is my outstanding professional achievement. I have

Everyday when I am using trendy technological tools to accomplish a task better than I could on my own, I am

always been the best student, best intern, best worker, best CFO in Poland, youngest Board Member in Po-

using technology. In this respect technology was always close to my heart and due to that whatever I was do-

land to name just a few. Being strong in numbers and feeling a strong drive for technology I am proud that I

ing I tried to apply technology to do it faster, better, easier. I started my career working also in financial servic-

learned how to be a good mentor and coach not only for my managers but also for many women that start

es that from the definition are technological.

their businesses and look for advice.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: 1. You shape the future. IT impacts all industries. 2. It is one of the industries that has been im-

Be open, authentic and eager to learn. Find a role model that can inspire you and grow your network. Today

mensely progressing and expanding in the last years. 3. It will contribute the most to the world’s economy in

it is possible at every stage of your career. There are so many groups, meetings, and activities available. Ask

the upcoming years.

questions. Be curious and choose courage instead of comfort.

Disadvantages: 1. You have to be ready for constant change and ready for persistent development. 2. You
have to be ready to be challenged and it is often stressful. 3. It is still perceived as man’s world.
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Marta Szymanowska
COO

Aether Biomedical

An activist since childhood, now fighting against social exclusion on various levels – in professional life, a COO at a medical robotics
startup, using high-tech solutions to do just that. Has a background in marketing, communication, UX/UI design and new media. Always trying to build businesses on a foundation of 50% of business and 50% of sense and positive social impact.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Technology was always present in my life. My educational pathway wasn’t leading me directly to the place I’m

As my most outstanding professional achievement, I consider making it possible to raise funds for build-

right now. But I think that there’s always a good moment to change something in your life if you see that it

ing, certifying, and commercialising a product that is helping people in 9 countries from 2 years of starting

would have a great impact on the lives of others. And that was the reason why I joined Aether Biomedical –

thebusiness. Being selected as one of the “25 under 25” by Forbes and McKinsey & Company for my accom-

the medical robotics startup which is digitising the rehabilitation industry by providing a technological frame-

plishments let me believe that it’s something I can be proud of.

work to build data-driven medical devices.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
Advantages: you have a visible impact on people’s lives; innovations you provide are game-changing for peo-

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
As long as you believe in your dreams and work hard to achieve them, anything is possible.

ple treated unjustly by faith and nature; you prove that the future is now.
Disadvantages: certification of medical devices in many countries is a long process and it’s taking a long time;
with our current product – bionic hand for upper limb amputees – it’s not that easy to enter this duopoly
industry and gain market share.
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Marta Szwakopf
Head of Marketing

XPLUS GLOBAL

Marta has 20 years experience in marketing with a strong B2B focus. Starting from a TMT , through ICT and finally in IT. Two years
working with FMCG as brand director convinced her that technology is the only “fast moving good” so when the chance appeared
to come back to technology, she took it.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
After my experience as theB2B Marketing Director in Deutsche Telekom I started my own company and got a

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
Building new business for small and medium companies from the IT industry.

chance to work with IT companies as a strategic consultant. This is the most exciting part of my professional
life to help medium sized companies to go global.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY
– creating marketing strategies

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH
Never stop asking questions and set the bar high.

– generating leads (usually - multinational companies with well recognised brands)
– learning new technological ideas every day
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Natalia Świrska
CEO

Ada

Co-founder and CEO at Ada — AI-powered automated valuation for real estate. She studied Bachelor Studies in Finance at Wroclaw
University of Economics. She was awarded the Businesswoman of the Year 2016 by Sukces Pisany Szminka and PwC. She is included on
the prestigious “30 under 30” list by Forbes magazine.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

During my studies, I was really interested in the startup ecosystem. That’s why when I got a proposition about

I’m proud of signing a deal with an international company that is using Ada products. Also, I’m happy that I

setting up my own company, I decided to do it. My journey with technology started right at that moment. I

can share my pieces of knowledge with mentees in the Shesnnovation program.

was reading about AI, trying to understand it, and going to related events.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Thanks to technology you can build scalable products of the future and run a good company. I think that

I don’t like giving any advice because circumstances can be different in each life. If I have to write a very simple

working in that segment can give you the potential for huge self-development. On the other hand, it is a very

idea, I would say: Doing something is better than doing nothing. Sometimes we don’t know what we should

complex subject and the community is rather closed for women.

do, which road to choose in our professional career. It is ok to try, to evaluate on yourself what is best for us.
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Raluca Tatarusanu
Global Sales Director

Druid AI

Having a strong sales DNA, she is currently leading the sales efforts at DRUID as Global Sales Director. Established rainmaker driving the
majority of new sales in multiple areas and industries. Since she started her professional journey, she has focused on always growing
and learning. Focusing on establishing a healthy ecosystem of clients throughout all industries, she led my team to expand DRUID’s client base to over 80 enterprise companies worldwide.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My sales passion made me turn to the tech world. Always looking to find new ways to develop myself, I made

The most proud moment in my professional career is exactly this moment: being 30 years old and running

a bold move and started my journey into a large multinational IT company that helped me learn more of the

the sales efforts of an up and coming AI chatbot company, being part of the growth strategy and international

world of technology, selling cloud business software solutions. From there, the next logical step was to move

expansion, having discussions with C-Levels from top companies worldwide, making an impact on how over

into the promising story of Druid – an AI conversational chatbot platform, where I started as the Sales Direc-

80 clients are transforming their business through the help of our chatbots.. Also, for three years in a row I

tor leading the growth of the company.

am a sales mentor in various women-led startup tech accelerator programs, sharing my ideas and experience
in order for them to grow and develop.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

I always saw more advantages of working in the tech environment: always developing, always innovating,

Be humble! Always learn from everyone, they all have something to teach you! Be ambitious, but never push

trying to find the right solution for every problem. The only disadvantage that I see is the fact that the scene is

people aside in order for you to gain the lead.

very crowded and it can be confusing to choose the right technology to fit your need
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Katarzyna Tatomir-Rebeś
COO

Monterail

For the last 10 years, she has been working in many areas of the IT industry focused on B2B web development services. Having the
opportunity to see first-hand how things are done in different areas of IT, she gained a thorough understanding of the delivery process
and how IT companies work as a whole.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

When I was little, my dad brought a computer home. Since then, I’ve loved doing some basic web develop-

Becoming a COO – it was my goal for a long time and I finally did it in March 2020. As a COO, I am now re-

ment and IT became an obvious path for me to take. After studying informatics at the University of Wroclaw,

sponsible not only for the day-to-day operations, but also for making, adjusting and putting in motion the

I’ve become a Ruby on Rails developer, then a manager and I finally to COO at Monterail.

company’s strategic plans. I am responsible for client satisfaction, but also for employee satisfaction, which is
sometimes challenging to balance.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

advantages

Never be afraid to ask questions, ask for help, and be patient. Try not to overcomplicate things and do not

– constant growth opportunities

doubt yourself, but at the same time be open for feedback. And remember that done is always better than

– providing meaningful solutions and systems, used by many people all over the world

perfect.

– competitive salaries

Actually I have a blogpost about the topic here: https://www.monterail.com/blog/tips-for-developers-mana-

disadvantages

gers-from-a-coo

– still a difficult environment for women, especially in technical and upper-management positions
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Alexandra Tessari
Head of Markets & Securities
Services Technology

HSBC Service Delivery

Originally Canadian, Alexandra Tessari has worked for HSBC Global Markets Technology since 2006. The first six years she worked
as a software developer on the trading floors of Paris, New York and London building mostly pricing and volatility tools for quities traders. Later in 2013 she moved into electronic trading technology. In 2019 she relocated to Krakow to develop the Equities Technology
team, and in early 2021 she was promoted to Poland Head of Markets & Securities Services Technology.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I studied at an Engineering school in Paris. The first 4 years were generalist but I decided at a late stage to

I have the privilege today to lead an amazing department of technologists in Poland supporting many busi-

specialise in computer science for my final year, with an option in banking and finance. That led me to apply

ness lines. We are the European strategic technology delivery center for HSBC and growing year by year. My

for internships in the banking industry, which is how I ended up at HSBC all those years ago.

teams are enabling and influencing critical business transformation with a focus on in house software development to replace legacy systems. Automation and collaboration is paramount. We work closely with our
tech centers and business hub locations globally.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: 1) Interesting and constantly evolving work! In technology you are at the heart of real change,

Don’t overstress. Self confidence will come with time. Focus on the content of your work. If you are working

enabling growth and opportunities for your business. 2) Working in a global culturally diverse environment 3)

on interesting projects and technology then you will always be learning, and that is what will open up more

International mobility

opportunities for you later.

Disadvantages: 1) Can be fast paced and stressful so it’s important to focus on work life balance 2) Educating
non tech-savvy business leaders for more informed funding decisions can be a challenge 3) Stop learning and
you become obsolete
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Joanne Thurlow
Global Head of IT

Siemens Energy, Industrial Application Solutions

Canadian born, she has spent over 15 years living in multiple European countries, now in the Isle of Man. With over 30 years in tech,
she has an extensive knowledge of IT. As Head of IT for Siemens Energy, Industrial Application Solutions (SE IA), she partners with business to provide strategic, innovative, cost sensitive and engineering-centric, global IT environments. She is a Digital IOM Non Executive
board member; member of LOVE TECH promoting STEM careers, global speaker at various conferences.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

As my father was in the Canadian navy, I was exposed to naval ships regularly. The first computerised Navy fri-

Where I am today – completely restarted my career in another country and continent – no job, no visa, no

gate from the Netherlands – it was magic to me! My studies were a balance of computer and business topics.

network and in 15 years secured a C level position with global responsibility for one of the world’s most re-

My first ‚career’ job was an IBM conversion of financial systems. Next working in a computer retail environ-

spected companies; appointed to the Digital IOM Executive Board helping set digital strategy for Isle of Man;

ment. The big steps forward came when I began working for Corel Systems and steadily expanded my role

promote STEM through LOVE TECH and global public speaking to further inspire girls/women. Leveraging my

from there to where I am today. It is always changing and inspiring!

current role to promote technologies helping us live sustainably today.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: Provide tech solutions that truly impact our world in every aspect! Digitalisation and transfor-

Be willing to get out of your comfort zone, take calculated risks and accept the consequences thereof. That

ming the world of energy, , helping create a more sustainable world. Bring a female perspective to tech deve-

includes anticipating, planning, mitigating and working through the inevitable setbacks that come. Understand

lopment

YOU – your personality, vocational interests, aptitudes. Know what you are good at, interested in – or not. Set

Disadvantages: Bias – conscious and subconscious – still creates limitations to what we can achieve. Not eno-

clear goals and work to these. Pivot as needed. These insights will become your North Star to navigate your

ugh women in tech. Women leave early because there are not enough awareness programs in businesses

career successfully.

sensitive to the unique challenges they face.
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Kaja Toczyska
CEO

TwójPsycholog

Co-founder and CEO at TwójPsycholog – startup aiming to shorten the time needed to seek professional psychological help by connecting patients to verified mental health specialists.
Previously worked as a UX Designer with 6 years of experience in various environments – startups (Growbots, Lover), agency and software houses. Academic background in cognitive neuroscience (psychology) and human-computer interaction.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

At SWPS University, I studied an additional specialisation aside psychology – Human-Computer Interaction.

Co-founding TwójPsycholog and allowing hundreds of people to start therapy and/or seek proper psychologi-

I had to complete an internship in UX Design and I loved it so much, I continued working in that profession.

cal help. By working with big brands (Your KAYA, Natura Cold Press) and social campaigns (Terapia To Nie Ws-

1,5 years ago while also working full-time as a Lead UX Designer, I co-founded TwójPsycholog, a SaaS-enabled

tyd) we also helped more than a thousand people have FREE psychological consultations. Building a startup in

marketplace, so now I’m even deeper in technology than before as I manage and design both products – our

the field of social entrepreneurship gives me a constant feeling of achievement and an important life goal.

CRM and marketplace.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: continuous learning, which I love, possibilities, which are almost endless (learning IT allows you to

Find what is fun for you or really interests you in the field of IT (or else). By understanding what drives you,

build your own products later on), and flexibility – you can start in one profession in IT and then quite seam-

what are your strengths and where your motivation lies, it will help you find a suitable profession. But do not

lessly try something else (e.g. go from UX design to Product Management, or from programming to technical

stay in it if you feel this wasn’t exactly right for you. We live in a time when you can explore many professions

product owner).

and learn for free almost anything you want – use that to find your ideal job. Also – remember that even an

Disadvantages: low percentage of women (for now!), may be hard to find a first job (but it depends)

“ideal” job is sometimes boring or frustrating.
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Anna Topol
CTO, DISTINGUISHED ENGINEER

IBM

Dr. Topol is the CTO in IBM Research responsible for Research Strategic Alliances. An IBM Distinguished Engineer, IBM Master Inventor
(91 patents), a prolific technical author (>100 publications, 3 book chapters, over 5,500 citations), Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), Senior Member of the Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers (IEEE), recipient of
2021 Society of Women Engineers WE Local Engaged Advocate Award, Member of IBM Academy of Technology.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I followed my passion and first studied math, physics and computer science. I was hired by an IT company

No doubt being a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science is my great professional

and over the next 20 years I was able to contribute to this field. Along the way, many of my teachers/profes-

achievement, and I am thankful for that nomination and the recognition. However, my hope is that my work

sors/mentors/peers/managers and industry collaborators helped me excel and continue to be passionate

does not benefit only one country or one group of people. In my work I strive to be impactful to people aro-

about what we can develop now, and the many new innovations we can still bring to the tech industry.

und the globe, and hence I appreciated the opportunity of participation in the Strong Women In IT initiatives
connecting Women worldwide from business and technical backgrounds.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: – Continuous flow of innovation -> never a stagnant industry – Great practices around the im-

„Bring your best” to work every day. Strive to focus on making every day count (even if it is a small step

plementation of technology roadmaps & product development – Very dynamic/versatile business models for

forward). Of course we have moments/days when we do not feel on the top of our „game”, it is ok to ack-

collaboration, partnerships, technology R&D, and scaling

nowledge that to yourself and your own team. However, as leaders our mission is to generate a new level of

Disadvantages: – Continuous flow of innovation -> hard to keep up & be always on the leading edge – Need to

purpose in our work, so good day or bad/day, strive to build around you a higher degree of shared under-

continuously persuade often risk-averse clients to invest in new technology – Very dynamic competitive land-

standing and shared commitment to do our best ALWAYS.

scape
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Cristina Turbatu
CTO

SharedPlay

Cristina Turbatu is the CTO of SharedPlay, where she works bringing to life social gaming in it’s true sense. Cristina has experience in the
management, design, implementation, and quality assurance of complex, high-volume transactional and entertainment platforms and is
now deeply entrenched and responsible for the innovation and technology behind the next generation of products. Some of her passions include continuous learning and advocating for women in technology.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
I went back and forward between business studies and IT. I started programming in high school and I really

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
Breaking the glass ceiling by becoming a C level executive in a technical position as a woman.

loved the logical thinking that was powering it. It was a skill that could be deducted from simple knowledge
and I was lucky enough to have some amazing teachers. Then I went to the University where I studied economics as well which helped me in seeing “why” the products were built in a certain way. Combining these
two domains helped me grow into who I am today professionally.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

There are two things that really helped me grow as a professional:

feeling happy about being able to bring ideas to life; working in a constantly changing environment which

1. Find a mentor. Find someone you admire and reach out to them with a clear goal and plan, suggest you

pushes you towards growth; IT jobs are usually well paid.

meet even once to discuss some topics and LEARN as much as you can while not wasting a lot of their time.

Disadvantages:

2. A mentor of mine once told me there are two types of people, those who wait to be pushed in order to

as a woman you might feel lonely at times in the tech field; some companies work on old technology and are

move, and those who just move themselves to get where they want. Which type are you going to be?

fearful of changes, which could lead to feeling stuck in doing a robot kind of job
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Nato Toronjadze
Founder and CEO

Bizon

In 2009, she started as an intern in one of the equipment leasing companies in Georgia, became head of the credit department, then
the COO managing asset management and collection departments, CRO managing risk departments After that, the CCO, managing
SME and corporate sales, and deputy CEO. The company became the leading equipment lessor on the market, reaching 70% of market share, and the portfolio grew 30 times. This experience helped her and her team-mates to start Bizon.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Working in a very traditional sector pushed me and my team-mates to bring technology and innovation in our

Do what you feel passionate about. First of all, have a vision for your company, or the company you are work-

field. So we merged our experience of the industry with the tech world in order to create an online market-

ing for. What is the dream, which you want to reach?

place. We saw that the tech sector is the only future for almost every business sector.

I think without vision, dream and passion, you can not reach success.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

advantages: speed, innovation, fast development

I would recommend book: Mastering Leadership by Robert J. Anderson, William A. Adamsbecause leadership

disadvantages: monetisation, still low reach and accessibility

is key to any kind of success, and this book is very insightful.
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María Angeles Vela
General Director

Csoftmty

María is an Industrial and Systems Engineer, with an MBA. She has worked in the Mexican government, supporting small companies.
She specialises in seeking funds to support companies to develop projects and also in supporting companies in the areas of finance,
strategy, marketing, processes and communication. For 10 years she has been in the information technology cluster of Nuevo León
Mexico, first as the person in charge of the business service area and the search for fun.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Ten years ago I was invited to participate in the information technologies cluster of Nuevo León México: Csoft-

- We managed to launch as a team a project for girls to study technology at MIT and Tecnológico de Monter-

mty.org. I started as the person in charge of the funds and the cluster companies to seek support, both at the

rey, changing the lives of more than 3,000 of them.

local and federal level, involving the ICT industry in Mexico. Later I was in charge of the human capital area,

- The cluster obtained a European certification at the highest level (GOLD) is the only ICT cluster outside Eu-

having engineering reconversion programs: people who study other engineering careers are trained to work

rope with this nomination.

in technology companies. For 6 years I have bee

- We have obtained the award as an institution to promote exports in 2021.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantage: 1. Technology can help save lives and improve the life of society in general

My advice is to select a career that you are passionate about, when you love your profession, you don’t work,

2. You can use technology almost anywhere in the world

you live! And when you live you cause a fairer, happier, more transparent and healthier society for everyone,

3. Technology brings close people closer and you can work from wherever you can

technology can help a lot in this, so I would recommend taking a look at it. Do not look at the careers that

Disadvantages: 1. If it falls into excess use, it can separate families

make the most money but rather the ones that fill your heart the most.

2. Not everyone has access to it, for example in countries like mine
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Elly de Vrijer
Partner

Hightech Partners

A successful, 35 year international sales management career in the IT industry. Passionate, self-motivated partner, executive consultant,
mentor, ambassador and Advisor for WomeninTech, Rightbrains & NextSales, and a startup coach. Founded the Executive Search and
Management Consulting firm in 2004, and Hill Consulting which serves international IT clients in the Netherlands and EMEA. In 2019
became a partner with Hightech Partners in Brussels/Belgium, responsible for The Netherlands and DACH countries.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I started as a PA within ADP (Automatic Data Processing), working for their sales director in the Netherlands.

First of all, doing business with international companies for all the international employers I have worked for.

Within 2 years I was assessed by Mercuri Urval, and promoted to ADP’s sales department, as an account man-

Without all these experiences at C-level, I would not have been able to start my own company and be where I

ager. They saw my talents.

am now in my career. I am also a strong believer of “he who does not honor the small has not been honored
the great”. If I had not learned to be successful with small(er) customers first, I would never have been able to
do the big work. They were the foundation of my career.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Apart from working hard (and I don’t mind) I don’t see any disadvantages. Significant advantages are that you

Always believe in yourself and choose your own direction because in the end everybody has an opinion about

will have every opportunity to grow in IT and stay up to speed. It’s a life-time learning process! There are few

you and will (for good and bad reasons) influence you. My motto: “Be strong, be independent, be bold, be

industries where you can develop yourself so well.

passionate and be resilient”! Standing tall in a (still) male-dominated IT world is a challenge.
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Fleur van Wely
CEO

NextSales

She is CEO of NextSales. NextSales supports IT, high-tech, consulting and public safety companies from all over the world growing
their business in Europe. She is proud of the type of clients they support by leveraging our Ambassador Network to generate leads
and scoring deals. She is committed to everything she does. She enjoys sharing the knowledge she gained over the years teaching
others to become better at sales. In her personal life she likes to prepare, eat and share food with other foodies!

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I come from an entrepreneurial family. My parents owned a petrol station where I worked after finishing high

After having started NextSales in 2011, I am most proud of the Ambassador Network I have created. In 2015,

school. I learned how to do B2C business and manage 15 staff. At that time I started my education in market-

I realised that cold calling was not a successful model to generate leads anymore. By leveraging the Ambassa-

ing management. I learned the B2B business while working at a sales outsourcing firm. In 2006 I got involved

dor Network (over 220 people from various countries throughout Europe), NextSales is capable of supporting

with a start-up that had developed a tabletop SEM. This has boosted my enthusiasm for the technology sec-

start-ups, SMEs and large corporations growing their business in Europe. The network represents IT, manage-

tor. This experience has also been the driver to start NextSales in 2011.

ment, audit, procurement and sales professionals from European firms.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Don’t do anything that doesn’t suit you. You will never be successful and happy; Be prepared that real life is

You get to know many types of businesses; Always involved with new technologies and ideas; Learning some-

very different from what you read in teaching materials; When starting your professional career you have to

thing new every day

start at the bottom and work your way up. You can’t become CEO of Apple or Amazon overnight; Make mis-

Disadvantages:

takes, but very important: learn from them! Find out if you are an entrepreneur or venturous. It is great if you

People believe technology sells itself; Often not tangible products (fried air); Lot of competition (red ocean)

are venturous, but you will never become an entrepreneur!
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Paulina Walkowiak
CEO | co-founder

cux.io

Paulina Walkowiak is a co-founder & CEO of cux.io – the first ever tool for UX Automation, a behaviour and user experience analysis
application, currently operating in 102 countries. She helps companies translate knowledge about users to specific business decisions.
Paulina’s the only specialist in the analysis of behavioural patterns in CEE. She’s the author of product analytics workshops “Data-driven
design”, speaker at TEDx and academic lecturer. Furthermore, she proudly calls herself #Mompreneur.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I was a market researcher, married to a programmer for a few years. We were discussing a lot about how to

I was never into the business. I was pretty sure that it’s not for me. Some people used to tell me that I’m not

get to know the users of digital products better and use the data effectively. At some point, we decided to

good at such things. But I’ve tried and it wasn’t just a pretty ride, but I have grown. I’m still learning and getting

combine our forces in that field. For me, it was a great opportunity to be free and mobile, as I became a mum

better and better in the business field. I guess it is much more than any prize I was nominated for.

for the first time, 3 months before we started to work on our project.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The pace of development is definitely both! It’s great to progress all the time but also it’s challenging to keep

Don’t be afraid of failure. All the time you invest in the project as well as your personal growth will eventually

up. Freedom, the possibility to work remotely and still feel connected to the world. So far,it turned out that

pay off. Even if your project turns out to be not much success you’ll profit from all the things you’ll learn along

being resistant to the pandemic is also a big pro!

the way.
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Theresa Walther
Co-Founder & CEO
Head of Immigration

RELONEE
Progedo

During her studies of public policy and international relations in Potsdam and Paris, she specialised in labour migration and bringing
talent to Germany. So she gained some experience with the Ministry of Interior in Berlin and the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs
representation in Brussels, joined the start-up scene by working for Rocket and decided to focus on relocating mainly IT specialists to
Germany for companies of all sizes. In addition, she founded her own start-up a year ago.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My work focus brought me to the tech industry as Germany is facing a shortage mainly in IT. So I started

We started in 2015 in Berlin based on a solid network and now I’m responsible for nearly all our immigration

working during my studies and afterwards I jumped into it immediately.

cases in Germany with an even bigger and really great community. This is amazing and I’m really grateful. To
know the immigration process by heart made it possible to think about digitalisation and founding my own
company with two co-founders aside.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

I love to work with people from all over the world and with their different backgrounds. What they bring to

Look for something you really do love to do every day – not necessarily your private passion but something

Germany is, in my opinion, of great value. Sometimes the changes in the industry are quite fast for my taste.

you want to spend most of your awake time with. Because if you have family or not this will need to make
your day. Loving what you do for work is not that common and I can really suggest finding this for everyone.
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Aleksandra Wicha
Head of Customer Success

Beesfund

Friends tell her she always finds a reason to smile. Her background in psychology helps her in my work with clients. She is an open
and empathic person in her private and professional life. She has worked for some of the biggest publishers in Poland, she co-created
the Apetyt na Miasto (Appetite for theCity) startup, an all-Polish culinary festival. This experience helped her learn the perspective of
building a business from scratch.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY
I was recommended by a friend who used to work there.

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
I have created a team for whom client service is more than just a service, what we are striving for is the client’s
success.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Observe, feed and tend your curiosity, learn humility, surround yourself with wise people, and always look for

– dynamically developing industry

mentors.

– getting to know interesting businesses
Disadvantages:
– low market awareness
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Olga Wisławnych
Regional Sales Director

Ailleron

At 17, I left my motherland and started living and studying in Poland. I acquired a Master’s Degree in Economy. I was studying, working full time in an IT company and raising a child. After 2 years, I was promoted to Coordinator of the first line of support for Ukraine.
Next year I was promoted to International Project Manager. After 4 years my commitment was appreciated, I was offered a promotion
to director level responsible for expanding the CEE area. After 8 years, I changed jobs to Regional Sales Director, CEE&CIS area.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

During my 4th year of studies, Comarch started its expansion on foreign markets. They needed agents for

For the last 15 years I have been working in IT companies, the most important achievement is participating in

customer service with Russian and Ukrainian language for their first project in Ukraine. I met all their require-

the success of Polish companies in foreign markets. My results confirm my achievements: I increased annual

ments, I am a native Russian speaker with the appropriate education so I applied and got the full time job. I

income by 40% within 5 years despite the difficult economic situation. I won a bigger market share – 60% in

saw it as my opportunity to start my career in IT as a business person.

Ukraine and 30% in Russia, key positions on Hungarian, Turkish and Bulgarian markets. Technology itself isn’t
useful if it isn’t available for more and more people and companies.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Disadvantages: IT companies are male dominated workplaces. When I started my job 15 years ago, it wasn’t

Working in IT is not only technology. In an IT company you must have good communication skills too. Some-

very common for a woman to work in the IT industry. Now it is changing but women are still outnumbered.

times good communication saves your time and money. When you start your work in IT you have to be ready

Advantages: Possibilities of constant development, access to innovative technologies; High work dynamics in

to grow constantly and face challenges every day. Don’t be afraid, everything is in your hands if you believe in

the most quickly developing branch of industry; Possibilities to work with interesting people from all over the

it.

world, which makes you feel cosmopolitan at work.
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Urszula Witkowska
COO, CO-FOUNDER

Literacka Technologie

COO, co-founder of the Literacka company. Has many years of experience in book trading companies; public and media relations
specialist, publishing policy and book market specialist, reviewer, journalist, author of a book for children. She implemented i.a. an
e-commerce platform and loyalty program for one of the largest nationwide bookstore chains. She has extensive contacts in the book
market thanks to many years of work in managerial positions. She graduated from Polish philology.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It is a mystery even for me, how from a bookseller in love with literature I turned into a co-founder of an IT

As a philologist by soul and education, and a lover of literature, I consider one of the greatest professional

company creating solutions based on AI for the book market. And yet, when I look back at my path, I have

achievements to be breaking the communication barrier in the team (and in myself) between a philologist and

the impression that it was a natural consequence, and each subsequent professional level pushed me to the

programmer, which at first seemed impossible to overcome.

place where I am now. New technologies always fascinated me, and I find combining the literary world with
the technological world more and more fascinating every day.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: huge opportunities! In IT, what seemed impossible yesterday turns out to be probable today, and

Ask bold questions, analyse, look for analogies. Learn and collaborate. I remember my beginnings when what

who knows what will happen tomorrow?; the excitement of communing with the novelty; wide possibilities of

I was supposed to supervise in the project seemed like black magic to me. It was often tempting to hide – in

using IT to support social, cultural and ecological activities

order to “maintain authority” – that I did not understand the professional terms that my colleagues from the

Disadvantages: patronising women in the industry; highly professionalised language

team used so fluently. And yet the sincerity of the relationship made me quickly acquire new knowledge, and
my “different” point of view has borne fruit more than once.
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Elżbieta Włodarska
Co-founder, Board Member

BioMinds Healthcare

Elżbieta is a neuropsychologist with 17 years of clinical experience in working with neurologically ill people. During this time, she conducted internal training of medical personnel, co-created a program of neurological rehabilitation and dementia care in a rehabilitation center. Since 2019, she has been a co-founder of BioMinds, where they try to create a system for holistic neurological rehabilitation using virtual reality.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

In 2019, I met partners with whom we applied for an EU grant in order to be able to develop a tool for neuro-

My greatest achievement is the moment I am right now. Since 2019, I have turned my professional life upside

logical therapy using virtual reality. Since then, my adventure with technology began, recognising the possibili-

down. I went from working with patients to working for therapists. I believe that the experience and contact

ties it creates in the process of neurotherapy and its limitations.

with many people in my professional career so far allow me to see the shortages in the resources of therapeutic support both for the patient and the therapist.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Disadvantages – these are primarily my limitations in terms of knowledge of technology, difficulties in receiv-

I think you should be open, not afraid to ask questions, explain and investigate what seems to be the essence

ing precise support and the lack or limited access to modern technology every day (vr glasses).

of the action. Know your limitations and look for people around you who can be trusted – not only because of

Advantages – the possibility of getting to know an area that is foreign to me, developing my own competences

their competences, but also because of respect for other people and values.

and learning about the possibilities of virtual reality
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Bożena Wolińska
President, Advisor to the
Management Board

In-Solidum, BZ Solutions, BZ Group

Lawyer, insurance expert, graduate of the Faculty of Law at the University of Warsaw. She completed an internship in Hamburg-Mannheimer Versiherung AC in insurance product development. Associated with such entities as PTU S.A., TU Compensa S.A., University of
Wrocław, Financial Ombudsman. In 2012-2020, she created Availo as Vice-President. Currently the President of In-Solidum and BZ
Solutions, she also holds the position of advisor to the management board in BZ Group.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

No industry is standing still. The need to digitise processes, development of IT and growing needs of custom-

I like what I do. My professional work has always given me great satisfaction. The question about the most

ers haven’t bypassed financial institutions, lawyers and … me. I’m not afraid to try new things that make life

outstanding achievements is a bit “perverse” as I haven’t said my last word yet. However, the fact that I’ve tak-

easier. After all, this is the essence - making your business possible to solve problems. Whether they are IT,

en up and continue the challenge of transferring various services to the world of new technologies and at the

legal or medical, fusion with innovation offers such opportunities that I enthusiastically participate in the dis-

time when my female peers are thinking about grandchildren and ending their careers – only gives me more

semination of, among others, LegalTech and FinTech.

energy. Not only a woman, but also in the prime of her life.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

For me, the particular value of working in this sector is the implementation of technological solutions that

Curiosity about life and people, combined with perseverance and a healthy stubbornness, really bring results.

improve and facilitate life, which a few years ago we couldn’t even dream of, let alone use. The disadvantage

Although it’s difficult, it’s also not worth being discouraged by failures, as these are important elements in

is observing the ubiquitous process of decreasing direct relations between people, which is due to the lack of

achieving a goal. And when it comes to goals – let yourself dream. The sky is the limit.

necessity. The drawback for me was (used to be) also communication with programmers, because it’s undeniably different from the legal language – but it’s ok now.
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Ewelina Wołoszyn
Chief Executive Office

AI Safety Holdings

Ewelina is the founder and CEO of AI Safety Holdings, a hybrid PE group focused on M&A in the intersection of AI, healthcare, and
cybersecurity. The mission of the company is to improve the healthcare system and acquire assets based on her previous experience
in tech companies, and management experience. While running Lonsley (her machine learning and decision intelligence startup), she
gained valuable experience in the business of artificial intelligence.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Passion led me there, ability to create and shape the future on the global scale. There is no other place where

Building an international company with the greatest people ever, surrounding myself with the people I care

you could impact and improve millions or even billions of lives that fast.

about and they care about me, being together with them in this adventure to improve the healthcare system
while working hard and having fun. Calling ourselves a TEAM and really being an A players team.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages: amazing people, team work, fast adaptation, global impact.

Follow your dreams and intuition, because they know what to do; otherwise you will spend your life in misery

Disadvantages: stereotypes, stereotypes, stereotypes.

and working for other people’s dreams.
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Wiktoria Wójcik
Co-Founder, CSO

inSTREAMLY

Co-founder of inSTREAMLY, STREAMcoi and Genki.me. Awarded Forbes Poland 25 under 25 & Businesswoman of the Year: Leader
in New Technologies. She was a streamer and an esports host. Worked as a marketer, and in an esports organisation. Now with inSTREAMLY, she wants to build a better world for streamers and everyone working with them.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I got my first computer when I was 8 from my grandmother. In 2016 I was a small streamer, and played way

The fact that at such a young age I am able to do things that excite me, with great people and on my terms.

too much League of Legends. I had a dream to make my career connected with gaming and marketing in

The best things and the fruits of my hard work are really yet to come.

some way. I just knocked on every door possible, took every opportunity to meet people and to learn. This led
me to meeting my co-founders and making inSTREAMLY come to life.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Every medal has two sides.

Be brave enough to suck at something new.

-> Endless possibilities and options. You will always have something new to learn and discover. It’s exciting. It

Just take the first step, the first crappy draft, the first email – it’s much easier to tweak something than trying

also makes you sometimes feel that if you stop for a second to take a breath you will stay behind.

to make it perfect from the start.

-> Anyone can make it. But not everyone. You can earn generational wealth in a matter of years. But the survi-

Keep always learning and be humble.

vorship bias is strong. The reality is often cruel – not everyone can make it, and some risk losing a lot of time,

You can become a specialist on (almost) any topic by reading things available online for free. Ask questions,

money and sanity.

reach out to people. Take pride in that you are always open to learning something new.
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Justyna Wronka-Dudzińska
Head of Consulting and
Board Member

XPlus

She started working at XPLUS in 2011. As Head of Consulting, she has been managing a team of consultants and testers for years. She
actively participates in commercial and marketing processes, including analysing customer needs, preparing project appraisals, and
managing risk, and at the same time being responsible for the profitability of activities carried out by her department. Previously she
was the CEO at ITC Infologic and Implementation Department Manager at Syntea Business Solutions.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

It was a fortuity. After getting my master’s degree, having no plans for growth, I found myself working in the

A gathering of people who are the best specialists, highly valued on the market, undertaking the most difficult

Finances Dept. of the City Hall. It both disappointed and wearied me very soon as it was repetitive and simple.

challenges, supporting each other in projects every day, helping each other, at the same time being friends

I felt I had to find something that would challenge me and set the bar high for me. While browsing the adverti-

for each other in their lives, spending their free time together, creating a great atmosphere at work. In such a

sements in the newspaper, I came across an implementation company. I thought since I don’t know anything

situation, you know that you are not afraid of any challenges and your development opportunities are almost

about this profession, it’d probably be a great challenge for me.

unlimited.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Working with new technologies is a great intellectual challenge. You need to be up to date with trends, chan-

A career in the high-tech industry requires a lot of patience and commitment. If you expect a fast develop-

ges, and forecasts of new solutions to meet the customer’s business goals as well as possible. Lack of routine

ment path, a lot of promotions in a very short time and you cannot imagine many years in one industry, this is

and continuous change means there are no obvious and well-known methods. You will always have to learn

not the place for you. To be an expert, you must constantly learn, drill down, and gain experience. However, it

something new, get to know new industries and the accompanying challenges. The final evaluation of your

is important to remember that one year spent in implementation projects is like working in several companies

work depends on many factors and stakeholders.

at the same time, definitely a huge experience in a nutshell.
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Ewelina Wyspiańska-Trojniarz
Vice President, Board Member

Gra o Sens Foundation

Ewelina is a Vice President and Board Member at Gra o Sens Foundation. She’s passionate about Agile and the concept of teal organisations. After hours Ewelina is a coach, mentor, trainer and university lecturer. She believes in the statement ‘what comes around
goes around’, so she is actively involved in volunteering activities. Ewelina also values knowledge sharing, so she’s a conference speaker, and she organises events herself. Her hobbies are psychology in management, dancing and cosplay ;)

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I’ve started my career as an IT recruiter and I fell in love with the vibe of this industry. After a few years, I’ve

I’m proud to be a working mum. I have no issues with reconciling my private and professional life. Likewise, I

discovered Agile and realised that’s the right path for me. I’ve spent plenty of hours on self-learning to start

keep the balance and constantly learn. There are plenty of stereotypes around motherhood and how it can

working as a Scrum Master. Over time, I’ve become an Agile Coach, and now I teach others. I’m passionate

stop women from career development. I’m a great example that it’s possible. With a one-year-old daughter, I

about the Agile mindset and teal organisations. My desire is to build safe and supportive working environ-

finished Business Coaching postgraduate studies, and this year when she’s twoI’ve finished another degree in

ments. That’s the purpose of my Foundation.

Public Speaking. All that having a regular full-time job.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Advantages:

Never give up! When I set up the goal to be a Scrum Master a few years ago, there were ups and downs.

1) Great please to develop your skills and learn 2) Creating products that help people and change their lives

Sometimes my motivation was high, sometimes I was close to resigning from my dreams. It’s easier said than

3) Flexibility and plenty of opportunities for career growth

done when you’ve received a rejection from another job interview because you don’t have experience yet.

Disadvantages:

You can imagine how I felt.

1) Male dominated 2) Women still need to ‘prove’ their skills 3) Fortunately it’s changing – soft skills are under-

But I was stubborn, and I kept repeating myself – ‘it’s not a matter of IF but WHEN’. I never stopped learning

valued

and here I’m now :)
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Linda Zaikovska-Daukste
Co-Founder, COO

UXDA

Linda is the Co-Founder & Chief Operating Officer of UXDA, which delivers UX design solutions for digital financial services worldwide. She graduated from International Business, and she has worked with digital businesses for more than 12 years. Her engagement in
projects required strong team leadership, business analytics and management skills. These skills helped her clients find the right path to
successful involvement and transformation to a new era of businesses in modern consumer competitive markets.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I moved into IT from real estate and journalism, seeing a lot of potential and growth as the world became

Bringing inspiration and love to the financial industry. And, we are only at the beginning.

more digital every day. I joined one web studio to see how things were done there - how this digital future is

Six years ago we were so inspired by the idea of humanising this industry, nothing seemed impossible. We

being built. In a very short time, I grew from an assistant to a team leader. After a while, I was managing the

saw how great the potential was to help people, and we wanted to be the ones who participated in creating

whole team, and my current partner, Alex Kreger, and I created a UX (user experience) approach for building

these success stories.

digital products. Six years ago, we started UXDA together.

Today we have reached 35 countries and designed over 100 financial digital products, improving the user
experience for millions of people in the world.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

The advantages are clearly a better future, accessibility and the fact that we can improve people’s day to day

As Simon Sinek has said, Apple would never be who they are if they didn’t have a „Why” that reveals their

lives without leaving their homes. This was very relevant during the pandemic, proving that the world can exist

value to users. If you have the answers to your „Why” and an understanding of the value of your product or

as long as you have digital products.

service, don’t let anyone shake that belief. The key is to believe in yourself.

Disadvantages. The digital world determines our habits and expectations. If the digital service that people use
is not designed for people, this creates a very high probability of error and high risks for our future security.
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Katarzyna Zalass
CEO, Digital Transformation Architect

10A

Digital Transformation Architect at Software House 10A. Passionate about using distributed data for business development, co-author
of the crowdsourcing platform PeekQuick and the retail execution platform c-How.io. Co-owner of one of the first coworking offices in
Poland – StudioPrzyLea. Entrepreneur, manager, business trainer, sociologist. Before taking up the challenges of running her own business,
she worked as a marketing manager for companies in the construction and advertising industries.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

My husband and I ran a coworking office that gathered people with passion and ideas. Some turned into

Leading the company through the pivot when the situation called for it without harming the team and keep-

working companies. Our company, established with one of our colleagues, had been carrying out marketing

ing the focus on development.

research with the support of an extensive IT platform. Then it went fast. We obtained financing, we created
a great team, and then naturally, the balance shifted from research to technology. And that’s what we are
focused on today.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

I value people and become attached to them and at the same time I love dynamics. Therefore, in my opinion,

I would quote Daniel Ricciardo – a great F1 driver who certainly knows a lot about taking risks and could in-

an advantage is that we can work in the same team, but on very different projects for various industries and

spire many people to take on challenges: “Sometimes you’ve just got to lick the stamp and send it.”

users, we learn and solve interesting problems. It’s like changing the specialisation for the duration of the project. A disadvantage which I see is the rotation of employees in the IT industry - it makes a lot of organizational
effort being invested in breaking people in, rather than directing this energy into creative projects/ ideas .
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Anna Zarudzka
Co-CEO

Boldare

Co-CEO at Boldare – a holacratic company that has been building digital products in all phases of development and accompanying
the digital transformation of companies in the Gul Area, US and Europe for 16 years.
Anna is an ambassador for New Work, Self-Management and purpose-driven organisations. After years of experience in opera singing, film and TV production, she embarked on an adventure in IT & Services.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

The need to operate in an environment that is constantly evolving, and to be open and responsive to change

180 people in a fully self-organising structure, the real distribution, instead of delegation, a culture that allows

are constant elements in building a company. Leaving ossified structures and an environment in which there

unlimited vacations and no need to work more than a few hours a day :-)

is little development.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

Pros: high variability and openness to new thoughts; access to a real chance to change reality and the world

Do what you want to do here and now, don’t calculate whether it will be useful to you – get value from the

in a non-pedestrian way.

collection of strange experiences

Cons: flying away from the rest of the world – staying in the bubble of rules and modernity of the world; soft
creativity gives way to cerebral postrational thinking and decision-making. Intuition is still a rare tool in this
world.
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Dorota Zimnoch
Global Leader of Innovation and Digital Transformation
Dorota Zimnoch is an international digital transformation and innovation leader. She is a Global Head of Digital Strategies at Volvo
Financial Services and Global Chair Innovation & Technology at G100. Previously led digital and consumer strategies at Citi, AIG,
MetLife, Zing Business Consulting, Santander Consumer Bank. Graduated from the Warsaw University, Warsaw School of Economics, Budapest University of Economic Sciences. She also completed Technology Entrepreneurship at Stanford University.

MY CAREER IN THE TECH INDUSTRY

MY MOST OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I joined a Management Associate Program at Citi and while on rotational projects I got interested in technolo-

During my career I reinvented and relaunched, for the digital age, dozens of businesses around the world.

gies and transformative potential they offer to create business outcomes

By pioneering and creating the market winning innovative solutions I had a significant impact on the lives of
people and businesses. As a strong advocate of women in tech and guest lecturer at global Universities, I
mentored and inspired hundreds of young women to pursue exciting careers in tech.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WORKING IN TECH INDUSTRY

ADVICE I’D GIVE TO BEGINNERS IN TECH

(+) unlimited opportunities created by emerging technologies; real impact on the future of people and the

Start by building one strong core expertise and then expand your knowledge by taking interest in a wide

planet; allowing to apply creative and agile mindset

spectrum of trends and industries as the most exciting things happen at the convergence of those trends/

(-) negative impact of tech if applied irresponsibly; pay gap between male and female; overhype of some

technologies and industries. Allocate time everyday to foster your curiosity (ask why and can it be differ-

trends and an overload of information

ent),learn/read and self-develop.
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#StrongWomeninIT

Community Partners

STRONG WOMEN IN IT 2021
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Do you have any suggestions?
Tell us your opinion.

Let's create something
together!
Anita Kijanka
CEO Come Creations Group

www.strongwomeninit.com

+48 606 691 708

anita.kijanka@comecreationsgroup.pl

#StrongWomeninIT

STRONG WOMEN IN IT TEAM:
Founder:
Execution:
Media Relations:

raport@strongwomeninit.com

Anita Kijanka
Justyna Burghardt, Aleksandra Sypek
Agnieszka Wrońska

+48 606 691 708

www.strongwomeninit.com

